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FOREWORD
This sixth publication in the Land Use History and Landscape Change
Series is similar to the others in its stress on the impact of man and his
culture on the world around him.
However, this sixth volume is unique in several ways: for one thing
it is very wide ranging in scope.

The nine papers are concerned with

man's effects on such culturally and physically diverse areas as Israel;
Argentina; Mexico; Louisiana; U.S.A.; the Netherlands; India; and Canada.
Secondly, this sixth volume is concerned with a much wider array
of human land uses and activities than previous publications in the Land
Use History and Landscape Change Series.

Hunting, grazing, irrigation,

urbanization, flood control, lumbering, and other processes are all
described and analysed in terms of their effects on vegetation, animals,
landforms, and other elements of the physical world, as well as on land
tenure, politics, administrative arrangements, and other elements of the
social environment.
Thirdly, this sixth volume is unique in its particular emphasis
on the impact of technology on environment.

This stress develops from

the growing interest in the effects of technology on the biosphere, a
conceptual formulation or research thread formally put forward for our
consideration at UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere Conference, Paris, in the
1960's.
Fourthly, and developing from the previous point, this volume
differs from earlier ones in its stronger orientation to relatively new
concepts, for example the ecosystem, and environmental impact assessments.
ii

These concepts are logical derivatives of earlier thought in the broad field
of ecology.

Today they are being defined and formulated more and more

precisely to meet the practical demands of those resource managers and
citizens who are increasingly concerned about more effective management
of the direct and indirect social and biophysical effects of "big technology",
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INTRODUCTION
The nine papers in this volume were prepared for the Man and
Environment Commission meeting, International Geographical Union, Calgary,
July, 1972.

The Commission (Gilbert White, University of Colorado,

Chairman) set the stage for the papers by identifying technology and the
biosphere and human response to hazards as the two major themes of the
meeting.
Most of the more than sixty papers prepared for the meeting were
devoted to the hazards theme: however, those concerned with the effects
of technology on environment are considered important enough to publish
separately in this volume, for among other things they demonstrate:
1.

The wide ranging areal impact of technology on environment; little

of the world has escaped the effects of machines.

Extensive deserts

such as the Thar in northwestern India reportedly owe much of their
character to grazing, wood-cutting, and other human activities.
2.

Increasing use of technology has characterized man for thousands of

years in Israel, India, Mexico, and many other parts of the world.
Landscapes and ecosystems have been so changed by human technology that
it often is impossible to ascertain wbat the land was like centuries or
even decades ago.

It also has become increasingly difficult to distinguish

and evaluate human and non-human effects on processes such as fire,
salinization, drainage, and vegetation succession.
3.

The effects of technology have sharply accelerated throughout

much of the world since World War II, causing an array of air and water
1
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pollution, health, employment, recreational, and other problems, which
were largely unforeseen and even now are not fully appreciated.
4.

The effects of technology are difficult to separate from other

elements of the Western life style; for example, the intense commitment
to a commercial system and to the production of a surplus for sale in
large growing external markets.

The adverse effects of this commercial

system on the fur bearing animals of North America or the forests of
southern India are difficult to exaggerate.
^5.

Growing concern about the potential significance of ignored or

unforeseen technological impacts is a driving force behind the present
thrust to technology and environmental impact assessments, notably in the
United States.

These assessment methodologies emphasize comprehensive

study of the many effects of technology prior to its introduction, so as
to favour the selection of planning alternatives likely to be most
advantageous, economically, socially, and biophysically.
6.

The continuing commitment to technology often fails to yield what

many people would consider to be a satisfactory solution.

Gottschalk's

paper on man's struggle with water in the Netherlands is a classic
example in this regard.

Here, for over a thousand years, increasingly

sophisticated technology has been used in an attempt to prevent coastal
floods and to reclaim land for agriculture.

The process began with mounds

projecting above flood prone lands and today extends to the construction of
massive stone and steel structures intended to enclose many estuarine and
near shore areas.

The costs include loss of vital wildlife habitat and

recreational land.

Furthermore, if past experience is any guide, the

flood protection devices will fail to prevent at least occasional future
large floods and so loss of life and property.

3

7.

Some people have come more or less to terms with technology and

its fit with their goals and political and social arrangements.

The

outstanding paper in this regard is Earl Cook's study of an American
family's more than century old commitment to permanence as a management
goal at Avery Island, Louisiana.
But the reader hopefully by now is more interested in reading the
papers themselves, and forming his own opinions about them, than in
receiving further comments from the editors.

As you turn to the papers,

do note that they have the great value of widening our understanding and
appreciation of man's impact not only globally, but also, locally.

As

case studies they can serve as excellent educational tools, of value to
students, citizens, and managers.

Such case studies should be available

for all areas, as background for decision-making, and thought about future
human ecology.
However, we would be remiss if we did not point out a fundamental
problem with these papers, and others like them.

Aside from two papers

by Murton, and Nelson, - who essentially utilize adaptation models as the
basis for their discussion - the papers lack explicit theoretical and
methodological f ramex%'orks.

They are therefore more difficult to compare

and generalize upon than if they shared conceptual and methodological
elements.

More undoubtedly could be learned about the effects of technology

on environment - past, present, and future - if interested researchers
explicitly attempted to use existing and new theoretical and methodological
frameworks in their studies.
This volume could not have been prepared and published without
assistance from a number of sources.

Several authors re-wrote much of the

manuscript prepared for the Calgary conference.

?,. C. Scare did yeoman
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work in condensing and carefully editing the papers.

The final manuscript

was typed by Mrs. Sue Day and Mrs. Marilyn Croot in Calgary, and
Mrs. Cathy Sylvester, London.

Mr. Derry Graves, Mr. Scott Martyn, and

Mr. Randy Getty in the cartography lab, Geography Department, The University
of Western Ontario, redrafted the maps and diagrams and assisted with
publication details.

I am grateful to all these people for their work,

and especially to The Canadian Committee, International Geographical
Union, for providing financial assistance for publication.

J. G. Nelson
London, Ontario
March, 1974

THE IMPACT OF CHANGING TECHNOLOGY
ON A SEMI-ARID AREA = THE BETH-SHAN
BASIN IN ISRAEL
D.H.K. Amiran
Due to the delicate balance of its physiogeographic structure,
changes in the technology of land use and in social management are
bound to have pronounced effects upon the landscape of a semi-arid
region.

The Beth-Shan basin in Israel is a case in point.

selected as an example for three reasons:

It has been

it underwent extreme changes

in prosperity and decline ovet the last two millennia; these changes
are fairly well documented; and it is a well defined geographical unit.

THE PHYSIOGEOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND
The Beth-Shan basin, located at 32 30' north latitude, is the
easternmost of a series of basins interposed between the mountains of
Galilee in the north and those of Samaria in the south.

These basins

extend from Haifa on the Mediterranean to the River Jordan east of
Beth-Shan.

The basins are interconnected and throughout history they

have served as an important corridor for traffic from the Mediterranean
ports to the Jordan Valley and beyond, leading to the highlands east
of Jordan and to Damascus.
The Plain of Beth-Shan has a funnel-shaped triangular form
opening towards the Jordan River to the east.
5

It is a flat plain
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framed by highlands which rise gently in the north to the plateaus of
eastern Galilee, 200 m above Beth-Shan.

In the south the steep slopes of

Mount Gilboa rise for 600 m above the plain, forming a commanding
landmark.
The east-west (or rather WNW-ESE) axis of the basin measures
approximately 12 km, and its north-south extension varies from 5 km in
west to 12 km in the east.

A north-south oriented escarpment east of

Beth-Shan town divides the plain into two levels.

The upper, western

level has an elevation of -90 to -110 m, and the lower eastern part lies
between -210 and -240 m.

The area is thus part of the bottom of the Jordan

Rift Valley.
Because it lies in the rain shadow of the Samarian Mountains,
and of Mount Gilboa in particular, the climate of the Beth-Shan basin is
semi-arid.

Average annual rainfall is 320 mm at Beth-Shan (-120 m) and

289 mm at Newe Eitan (-225 m ) .
high summer temperatures."

The basin's low elevation brings about

Winter temperatures are on the warm side as

well, but its basin topography makes Beth-Shan prone to low minima
(average monthly minimum, January, 2.3 C ) . Single nights with temperatures below freezing occur in most winters.

Temperatures of -4.6 C and

-3 C are on record, and Nir (1968) cites evidence of even lower minima.
These low minima are a limiting factor in agriculture.
Most of the soils on the upper level are heavy alluvial soils,
including material derived from the basalt plateaus to the north.

The

*August averages 29.3°C at Beth-Shan and 29.6 C at Heftsibah.
Average monthly maxima reach 42.2°C at Beth-Shan and 41.3 C at Heftsibah,
both in June. (Israel Meteorological Service, 1961).
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soils of the lower level are mainly of the rendzina type on ancient
marly evaporates of a Pluvial Jordan lake. As both groups of soil
are heavy and rather impervious, groundwater levels are high and
natural drainage is poor.
The considerable difference in elevation of the Beth-Shan
basin below the surrounding mountains, as well as the fault line forming
the border between the plain and Mount Gilboa, endow the Beth-Shan
basin with more springs than are found in most areas of similar size in
Israel. (Nir, 1968).

However, 46 per cent of these springs are saline

(salinities being in excess of 400 mg 1 / 1). Some salinity results
in some instances from contamination by the evaporites and by subRecent travertine. Other springs are saline apparently because of
contact with a deep-seated source of mineralization.

The most saline

sources have Cl contents of 950 and 1150 mg/liter, respectively

(Israel

Hydrological Service, 1972).
The total average amount of water issuing from the springs,
(some 130 million cu.m according to Nir), and the impervious nature of
the heavy soils create a latent risk of swamp formation in the plain,
unless proper measures for drainage are taken.
BETH-SHAN IN ANCIENT TIMES
There is ample archaeological evidence of dense occupation of
the Beth-Shan plain in the third and second millennia B.C. An
archaeological survey has revealed some 33 tells

(mounds) which are

remnants of ancient settlements. (Bergman and Brandstetter, 1941).
Some of these tells are of considerable size and were in existence for
a long period, thus attesting to the favourable conditions for settlement in ancient times. The first definite mention of the town of
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Beth-Shan is in the list of cities of Thutmosis ill (1468 B.C.).
Whereas the evidence of material wealth for these periods must
be based on size of settlement and on material remains, mainly ceramic
ware, information is much more specific on the first millennium A.D.,
for which written historical sources are available.
Jewish sages of the third century A.D. praised the valley of
Beth-Shan and its fertility; it was lauded as a terrestrial gate to
paradise (Bab. Talmud).

Wheat was said to yield 2100-fold, and the

olives were considered superior to all others.

One visiting rabbi was

regaled with "everything that was made in the Six Days of Creation."
Avi-Yonah might be right in considering some of these descriptions
exaggerated, their being intended to counter a distinct trend on the
part of the rural population to migrate to the town of Beth-Shan.
Nevertheless, they supplement the material evidence of the wealth of
that town.

The sizable amphitheatre, the synagogues with their artis-

tic mosaic floors, and the many Roman statues unearthed at Beth-Shan are
some attributes of this town which by the fourth century A.D. was one
of the great textile centers of the Roman Empire, supplying textiles
"to the entire world."

This was matched by the political importance of

Beth-Shan, or Scythopolis as it was known at the time.

It was the

leader of the union of ten cities, the Decapolis, an organization of city
states of great economic and political power. (Avi-Yonah, 1962).
At various times during the first millennium A.D. grapes,
sugar cane, rice, and most prominently, extensive groves of date palm,
are mentioned from the Beth-Shan area. (Nir, 1968).

Before modern

reclamation activities ample field evidence of ancient irrigation
installations could be observed.
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REGRESSION OF LANDSCAPE
AND OF OCCUPANCE
In common with many other parts of the country and because of
political events, the Beth-Shan basin declined sadly in the latter
part of the first millennium A.D.

First, there were invasions by

tribes from the Arabian Desert; then there were the wars of the
Crusades.

In the wake of these events there were long centuries of

neglect and bad administration under Mameluke and Ottoman rule. This
situation persisted until the nineteenth century.
The decay of the irrigation system was the focal point of this
development.

This was clearly stated by some of the most perceptive

observers who worked in this area, individuals engaged on the Survey of
Western Palestine in 1874. They noted that "the marsh formed by the
decay of the irrigating system from the many fine springs west of
Beisan, has gradually encroached until on the south it has reached
almost to the Serai, within the ancient walls."

(Conder and Kitchener,

1882).
The semi-arid nature of this area makes it particularly susceptible to changes in the balance between man and environment. The
development of the area in antiquity and particularly the introduction
of irrigation presumably brought about a particularly high population
density.

The end to prosperity and of the maintenance of the irrigation

system not only brought about the decline of the basic instrument in
the economy of the region, but initiated at the same time the formation
of swamps and their gradual expansion.

These formed the breeding

ground for malaria which in turn further contributed to the decline of
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the area.*
The result of this severe and prolonged decline is clearly
documented by authors who visited the area in the nineteenth century.
Seetzen travelled here in November, 1806, and described it as one of
"the most wretched villages" he had seen. It consisted of some twenty
habitations, mostly mud huts.

He described the surrounding plain as a

swamp transformed into wasteland.
ture to be of no concern.

Seetzen found the extent of agricul-

The most important marketable product was

indigo, much in demand as a cosmetic by Arab women, especially Beduin.
There was a small herd of cattle and "buffaloes" at Beth-Shan.

Pre-

sumably, the reference is to water buffaloes which would be more evidence
of the marshy character of the area at the time. Seetzen mourned the
state of decline of the Beth-Shan basin which without effort "could be
transformed into one of the finest and most fertile plains in the
world."

(Seetzen, 1854).
Edward Robinson was at Beth-Shan in May, 1852. He too, found

the plains "in some places cultivated, but mostly neglected. However,
it is everywhere fertile, full of fountains and rivulets, which alas
turn it almost into a marsh." (Robinson, 1857).

In 1874, Conder and his

survey party described Beth-Shan as "a miserable mud hamlet of some 60
mud cabins." (Condor and Kitchener, 1882).
Finally, Laurence Oliphant who visited in 1883 writes, as do

*95 per cent of the population of the Beth-Shan basin showed
enlarged spleens in 1918-19, giving evidence of endemic malaria. This
was the highest ratio returned by any region in Palestine, with the
exception of the Huleh swamps. In 1922, the number of cases treated
for malaria exceeded the number of the total population by 19 per cent!
In the same year the number of new malaria cases reported was equal to
58 per cent of the number of inhabitants. It decreased to 7 per cent
by 1926. See Atlas of Israel, first Hebrew edition, sheet XV/5, maps A,
B,C. Jerusalem, 1959.
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others, of "the abundance of the water, which is now allowed to
stagnate in marshes, and which causes its unhealthiness."

He describes

it as "a region which has, partly owing to malaria and partly to its
insecurity, been abandoned to the Arabs," that is, the Beduin. (Oliphant,
1887).

In this he recapitulates what most of his predecessors

reported.

Burckhardt in 1812 speaks of the miserable conditions of

the inhabitants of the area, of their "being exposed to the depredation
of the Beduin of the Ghor, to whom they also paid a heavy tribute."
Oliphant stresses "the great fertility" of the Beth-Shan basin which
"with proper drainage would render it the most profitable region in
Palestine."

To this of course, he adds, the need for satisfactory

administration and proper transport facilities.
This
War I.

then,was the situation of the Beth-Shan basin until World

It has been summarized in cartographic form by Nir. (Atlas of

Israel, 1970, sheet VIIl/2, map C ) . He shows the area to be sparsely
populated, extensively used as unimproved pasture, and with sizable
parts standing as swamps.

As much of the land was uncultivated and as

the population, being extremely poor, was unable to pay taxes, much of
the land had been declared state domain, nominally jiftlik or property
of the Sultan.

The British Mandatory administration, aware of the

plight of the local population--Beduin and villagers alike--signed the
"Ghor Mudawarah Agreement" in November, 1921.

This provided for the

transfer of land from the state domain to Arab families resident in the
area.

The agreement guaranteed a minimum holding of 16 hectares per

family, at a fixed price. (French, 1931-32; Bitan, 1969).

But the

state of socio-economic advancement of the local population was so poor
that most of them did not, or could not, avail themselves of the

12
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Figure 1
Beth-Shan Basin, Land Use, 1910

1. Railway
2.

Road, unpaved

3.

Irrigation canal

4.

Valley (wadi)

5.

Built-up area

6.

Semi-permanent Beduin encampment

7.

Spring

8. Tell

(archaeological mound)

9. Dry farming
10.

Natural pasture

11.

Swamp

(Figs. 1 and 2 are adapted from D. Nir, Atlas of Israel.
Jerusalem-Amsterdam, 1970, sheet VIIl/2, maps C, D. Drawn by N.Z. Baer.)
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Figure 2
Beth-Shan Basin, Land Use Map, 1960

1. Road
2.

Irrigation canal

3. Built-up area
4.

Dry farming

5.

Dry farming with auxiliary irrigation

6.

Plantation, unirrigated

7.

Irrigated field crops, including vegetables

8.

Irrigated sub-tropical fruit plantation

9.

Afforestation

10.

Fish ponds

11.

Land amelioration

12.

Natural pasture

See Fig. 1 (1910) for springs and archaeological mounds.
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opportunity.

Most of those who did do so, resold the land to the Arab

feudal families or to other prospective buyers.

RECLAMATION BY MODERN
AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY
The Beth-Shan basin was an obvious choice for the Jewish community in Israel in its task of land reclamation and development.

All

who had observed the area had pointed to its obvious possibilities,
based on the abundance of water.

Drainage work was the foremost require-

ment in order to initiate the mis-en-valeur of the basin with its sparse
population.
Work began in the mid-1930's following the completion of
regional reclamation work in the adjacent Harod Valley to the west.

But

the soils of some of the lands which had been swamps for many centuries
were unsuitable for agriculture, and a not inconsiderable part of
spring and well water was too saline for agricultural use.
The farm program for the area was, therefore, designed to fit
these constraints as well as to utilize the particular agro-climatic
advantages of the region.

The program aimed for those field crops and

fruits which could use to advantage the high temperatures of the basin.
Cereals, cotton, irrigated fodder crops, various vegetables, date palms
and grapes were among the important crops.

To cultivate these crops,

largely under irrigation, the water resources of the region were
developed into an integrated network, augmented by water from the
Kinneret (Tiberias) area of the Jordan.

These water works included the

use of moderately saline waters admixed with good quality water.

Over-

all allocation of water for agricultural use in the Beth-Shan basin is
6500 - 7000 cu. meter per hectare per annum, almost the highest water
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duties available in Israel."
In order to utilize water below admissible standards of
salinity and to utilize saline soils, fish breeding was introduced into
the region from 1937. By 1959 the pond area amounted to 725 hectares,
being 19 per cent of the total fishpond area of Israel. These ponds
yielded 1660 tons or 21 per cent of the national crop. Fish breeding
provided for 20-30 per cent of the gross revenue from agriculture of
the region .(Israel, Ministry of Agriculture, 1960).

By 1965 the pond

area had increased to 1428 hectares or 11 per cent of the total cultivated area (13,000 ha) of the Beth-Shan basin.

This is a most important

achievement for the prosperity of the area as fish breeding yields the
highest return on labour of any crop in Israeli agriculture.
The special type of adaptation of the fish pond industry to the
environmental conditions of the Beth-Shan basin is evident by noting
that this area uses 55-59 million cu.m of saline water per annum, being
59-62 per cent of the total saline water used in Israel.**
By 1965, 54 per cent of the total cultivated area of the
Beth-Shan basin was under irrigation.

In turn, the whole cultivated

area amounted to 73.6 per cent of the basin.

These figures and the

variety of high-yielding crops produced by applying techniques of
modern agriculture, as well as the obvious prosperity of nearly every

*Atlas of Israel, 1970, sheet XII/2, maps D, G, I, J, L.
saturation deficit and evaporation rates see sheet IV/3.

For

**In 1965, 15.43 per cent of the total irrigated area of
Israel was in "Afula agricultural region." The Beth-Shan basin
occupies less than one-fifth of this agricultural region, but has most
of its saline waters. See Israel, Ministry of Agriculture, Water
Commission, Water in Israel - Consumption and Extraction, 1962-1968.
Tel Aviv, 1970, pp. 43, 126, 419.
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village in the area illustrate the far-reaching change in an area
which but a hundred years ago was described as mostly neglected and
marshy.

In short, these changes represent the transformation of one of

the most wretched parts of the country.
CONCLUSIONS
The Beth-Shan basin is admittedly a difficult area for development.

Its climate is dry and warm; much of its soil is heavy and

impervious. Without drainage swamps might form. This risk is particularly acute if an irrigation network has been installed and is later
permitted to deteriorate.

The Beth-Shan basin is a classic example of

one of the basic rules of arid lands development; that no irrigation
project should be initiated without the simultaneous installation of
drainage. The low effective rainfall of the region (in view of the
high rate of evaporation), and worse, the high variability of the rainfall* make agriculture without irrigation

a very risky business which

hardly permits a decent standard of living. What one has here are the
standard limitations of an arid environment.
The interaction of these physiogeographic conditions and of the
very varied human responses to them did bring about sharp variations in
the development of the area and in its prosperity.

The special his-

torical background of the Near East, and of Israel in particular,
provides ample documentation for the ensuing fluctuations in the fortunes
of the region, these fluctuations being the result of changes in the
interaction between man and environment.

*Mean annual variability of rainfall is in excess of 25 per cent.
See Table 1; and Atlas of Israel, 1970, sheet IV/2, Map J.
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Table 1
Some Comparative Rainfall Data for the
Beth-Shan Basin - In mm

Beth ha-Shitta

Messilot

Newe Eitan

-50

-120

-225

1936-37

1940-41

1940-41

Average, 1931-60

370

333

289

Highest recorded annual amount

729

544

592

do., deviation from average, in
per cent

+97

+63

+105

Lowest recorded annual amount

209

162

128

do., deviation from average in
per cent

-44

-51

-56

Elevation - m
Earliest year on record*

*Data through 1970-71 are available for all three stations.
Beth ha-Shitta is in the area adjacent to Beth-Shan in the west, 8 km
west of the town. Messilot is 3 km west of Beth-Shan, Newe Eitan the
same distance to the east of it.

Source:

Israel Meteorological Service
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Some of the sources attesting to the prosperity of the region
in antiquity have been cited.

The area then developed its agricultural

potential to an impressive degree.
agriculture was based on irrigation.

There is clear evidence that this
Agricultural development was

augmented, presumably at a later stage, by industries of wide interregional importance.

These industries processed local agricultural

products, such as wool, cotton, or dyestuff.

The archaeological evidence

of substantial or even monumental buildings with their rich artistic
adornment testifies, as does literary evidence, to the prosperity of
the area.*

Although we lack detailed population data, there is a

definite possibility that the area's population was more numerous in
ancient times than it is today.
The decline of the region had its fullest impact during Crusader
times and reached its nadir in the Ottoman period (16th - 19th centuries
A.D.).

This long decline involved deterioration in effective government,

neglect of the irrigation and drainage installations which gradually
ceased to function,and the resultant spreading of swamps and a decrease of
the cultivated area.

The general regression of the region caused a fall

in the total population, either because of a decline in natural increase
(presumably rising death rates), or by emigration, or possibly by a
combination of both factors.
The resulting vacuum attracted incursions of nomadic

Beduin

*Note the volumes on the Beth-Shan excavations by A. Rowe and
G. M. Fitzgerald (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 19301939). An up-to-date summary on the archaeology of Beth-Shan by
Francis James of the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
and others, is published in the Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations
in Israel, I., Jerusalem, 1970, pp. 63-78 (Hebrew). An English edition
is forthcoming.
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from east of the Jordan River. Reports from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries abound in details of their oppressions and extortions.

At this time the Beduin of the region had not yet taken to

agriculture as a subsidiary occupation. Lifestock, therefore, by
default, became a more important element in the regional economy than
did crops.
The extent of regression of the region is cartographically
documented in the Palestine Exploration Fund Map* which, apart from
Beth-Shan itself shows not one inhabited settlement.

The map does show,

however, an abundance of water courses, many ruined places, and two
sizable areas of swamps.
The present reclamation of the area revived irrigation through
modern techniques. The crops grown are particularly adapted to the
area, giving it a marketing benefit in inter-regional competition.

Some

of the crops are those for which the area was famous in antiquity,
mainly dates and grapes, and some are new ones ideally suited to the
environmental constraints (e.g. pond fish and cotton).
The result of the reclamation work over the fifty-year period
1910-1960 has been presented in map form by Nir:v* It provides a
striking picture indeed. (Atlas of Israel, 1970, sheet VTIl/2, maps C,D).
In 1910 unimproved natural pasture was almost the only land use. By
1960 villages had spread all over the basin, and fish ponds, plantations,
and crop land under full or subsidiary irrigation occupied most of the
remaining area. By 1947 there were ten flourishing villages in the
basin, with five more added during the next five years. In contrast to

*Sheet IX, Longon, 1880, scale 1:63,360, Surveyed in 1874.
** See Figs. 1 and 2.
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its ancient prosperity, however, the town of Beth-Shan with a population of c. 11,000 by mid-1972 (Central Bureau of Statistics, 1972), is
not a particularly prosperous place, having nothing to match the primacy
of ancient Scythopolis, central city of the Decapolis.
This survey presents a picture which has its parallels in many
an arid area in Israel and elsewhere.

Its main conclusions are that the

successful development of an arid region cannot be achieved by standard
methods.

Exceptional efforts are needed which have to be especially

adapted to the particular environmental conditions of the area.

Further-

more, these efforts have to be constantly sustained, otherwise the area
will not only stagnate but experience active deterioration.

If the

improvements and installations are no longer maintained, irrigation
canals will be clogged or breached and spill over, wells will become unusable and cisterns will be filled with debris, etc.

Then, swamps may

spread through the area, or at the very least fields may be uncultivable
since irrigation water is no longer available.

Security conditions, a

stable social infrastructure, and a variety of other factors will be of
varying importance in any given arid region.
Finally, in contrast to the more equitably endowed humid areas,
arid lands allow of no half-measures.

They either flourish or deteriorate.
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MAN AND THE BIOSPHERE
IN MENDOZA PROVINCE, ARGENTINA*
O. Inchauspe
The province of Mendoza forms part of the arid and semi-arid
areas of Argentina.

This province and the province of San Juan form

the zone of vineyard oases.

The region is one of many cultural and

physical contrasts but it is united by a common denominator — aridity.
In assessing this landscape the most positive aspects are the creation
of vigorous economies centered on the oases and developed through man's
creative capacity in the use of water resources.

The negative aspects

lie in dangerous environmental deterioration due to the irrational use
of resources.
Mendoza is located in the central western part of the Republic
of Argentina.

Its position is advantageous due to its location as a

transportation hub to other important areas of the country and also
with respect to Chile (Fig. 1 ) .

SITE DESCRIPTION''"*
The local geomorphology is arranged as follows:

*This is a condensed version of the original paper in Spanish that
was submitted to Professor Gilbert White, University of Colorado, U.S.A.
The original version may be obtained by writing directly to the author.
**Site Description was written by Professor Daniel Cobos,
University of Cuyo.
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1) the Frontal Range, composed of old rocks elevated by the
Andean orogeny;
2) the Foothills area in the piedmont;
3) the old Volcanic Mesa of Payenia;
4) a series of Longitudinal Valleys such as the Uspallata Valley;
5) the Plains Area;
6) the Riverine Oases;
7) the Pre-Cordillera Range; and
8) the Andean Range

(Fig. 2).

The Andean topography is very significant in terms of local human use.
Its dimensions, elevation, and location play an important role in the
formation, concentration and disposition of the hydrological resources
which are then used in the plains.
Latitude and orography are factors that strongly influence
Mendoza's climate which can be classified as dry temperate with low
precipitation in the plains and heavy snow accumulation in the high
ranges (Fig. 3). These climatic characteristics are governed by the
influence of the Atlantic and Pacific anti-cyclones, contact with the
depressions of the Argentinan northwest and with other low pressure
areas in the southern part of the country.

Temperatures in Mendoza range

from a high of 16 C in the northeast to 11.4 C in the southwest (Fig. 3 ) .
The most important rivers crossing the province of Mendoza are
the Desaguadero, Mendoza, Tunuyan, Diamante and Atuel.

They all flow

from west to east and are fed from snow melting high in the Andes;
hence their maximum spring flow.

The river courses are generally well

marked all the way to the Atlantic Ocean.

However, seldom does water

reach its final base level since it is usually intercepted for irrigation
purposes.

Figure 1. Location of Mendoza Province, Argentina.
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Figure 2. Physiographic regions in Mendoza Province, Argentina.
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NATURAL HAZARDS
The "zonda," a dry and warm foehn-type wind, usually causes
a considerably increase in temperature, particularly in the winter, and
a lowering in moisture content.

This, of course, is detrimental to the

agriculture and soil erosion for all the downslope areas.
Frosts which occur on dry, clear nights with low temperatures
are particularly dangerous during late spring and affect the flowering
and fruiting of trees.

Figure 4 shows that the frost-free period gets

shorter as one approaches the Andean Ranges.
Mendoza falls into classes 2, 3, and 4.

The northern oasis of

But the southern oasis of San

Rafael falls into class 4 or 5, an indication of higher frost occurrence
in the southern areas.
Hail also is common to Mendoza and hazardous for agriculture
for it may cause extensive plant damage. Table 1 shows that the Department of San Rafael has the highest frequency of hail storms.

POSITIVE CHANGES IN
THE BIOSPHERE
The most important positive environmental change is the
creation of oases on the banks of rivers.

These areas will remain as

long as the existing physical characteristics persist and man's use of
the resources is not greatly altered.
The economic activity of these oases is diversified but with a
solid base in viticulture.

The composition of the gross product is

revealing and is shown in Table 2.
The area devoted to agriculture is estimated to exceed 350,000
hectares or about three per cent of the province.

This is about 1.7

per cent of all the cultivated lands of Argentina and about nine per cent
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TABLE 1
FREQUENCY OF HAILSTORMS
IN MENDOZA PROVINCE

Department (county)

1952-53
10
9
10
14
14
29
9

Gral. Alvear
Guaymayen
Junin
Lujan
Rivadavia
San Rafael
Tupungato

1953-54

1954-55

12
9
17
9
11
11
5

10
4
6
8
9
19
6

TABLE 2
COMPOSITION OF MENDOZA'S
GROSS PRODUCT
(1959-66)

Agriculture
Cattle industry
Mining
Manufacture
Construction
Commerce
Others

16.6%
1.0%
6.0%
30.2%
6.1%
13.1%
25.1%

1955-56
15
13
15
20
26 •
27
8
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of the total agricultural product.

This places the province of

Mendoza in third place behind Buenos Aires and Santa Fe.

Agriculture

has a definite vineyard background, but garden vegetables such as
lettuce, tomato, peppers, and fruits such as apples, peaches and plums
are also of importance (Table 3 ) .
At the end of the last century cattle farming was an important
economic activity.

Today it is in decline because of several factors

including expansion of the cattle industry in the Pampas region, a
change from cattle raising to crop agriculture, taxation, and the volcanic
ash eruption of Quisapo (1932) which decimated the cattle population in
the region.

There are two main types of cattle raising; an intensive

dairy cattle industry in the oases, and an extensive beef industry on
the plains.

This second type is characterized by transhumance between

the plains and the Andean Ranges.
The manufacturing and processing industries have a long history
in this area starting in the sixteenth century.
most important economic activity.

Today, they are the

Industrial employment is growing

rapidly and is becoming diversified (Table 4 ) .
The agriculturally based food and beverage industry is the
most important, employing 56 per cent of all workers and accounting for
27 per cent of all establishments.

Wine-making is the most important

branch of the beverage industry utilizing 99 per cent of the total grape
production and manufacturing 65 per cent of all the wine produced in
Argentina (28 million hectoliters).

The food canning industry is

devoted to peaches (100,000 tons, 39 million cans) and tomatoes (44,000
tons).

Industrial location is divided between the oases where most of

the manufacturing is located.

In these oases lie 80 per cent of all
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TABLE 3
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS - MENDOZA PROVINCE
(1957-66)

Area
cultivated
Vineyards
Pastures & cereals
Garden vegetables
Fruits, olives, forest
Total

67.5%
16.6%
7.4%
8.5%
320,000
Hectares

Production

Gross
Product

67%
11%
9%
10%

70.5%
7.6%
11,0%
10.9%

2,362,750
Tons

TABLE 4
INDUSTRIAL COMPOSITION - MENDOZA
(1959-66) :

Food and Beverages
Petroleum and Coal
Machinery and Transport
Chemical Products
Other

38.1%
29.1%
13.1%
6.6%
13.1%

100%

Figure 3. Mean temperatures in Mendoza Province, and Precipitation distribution, Argentina.
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employed labour.
product.

From these areas is derived 90 per cent of the gross

The balance of industrial activity, principally the mining

industry, is located outside the oases and close to the location of the
resources.
The population of Mendoza has grown from 3.7 per cent of the
total population in 1869 to 4.5 per cent in 1970, with over one million
inhabitants.

Population distribution is closely associated with the dis-

tribution of hydrological resources.

The Mendoza-Tunuyan basin supports

2
over 750,000 people with a density of over 150 persons/km . The southern
oasis of Diamante-Atuel accounts for over 20 per cent of the population
of the province.
The urban process has been very strong in Mendoza.

The

metropolitan area of the city of Mendoza accounts for more than 33 per
cent of all inhabitants of the province and for 80 per cent of the urban
population. (Table 5 ) .

TABLE 5
DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN POPULATION IN
MENDOZA PROVINCE (1869-70)

Census Year
1869
1895
1914
1947
1960
1970

Urban Population
% of total
15.5%
26.1%
41.0%
50.0%
64.0%
66.0%
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EVOLUTION OF CHANGES
IN THE BIOSPHERE
The present physical, cultural, and economic aspects of the
fluvial oases have been created in the last one hundred years by a
series of local, national and foreign developments, all associated with
water resources.

However, their antecedents go beyond that; they date

back to the second half of the sixteenth century.

INDIGENOUS PERIOD
The indigenous habitants of the province of Mendoza were few and
were usually dedicated to hunting and gathering with some agriculture.
Their impact on the natural environment was not great and their major
influence in the cultural environment was the use of Inca irrigation
systems later adopted by the Spanish.

SPANISH PERIOD
The Spanish conquered
Chile.

Mendoza by crossing the Andean Ranges from

Not until 1776, when the Riola Plata Viceroyalty was created,

did Mendoza become politically associated with what is today the
Republic of Argentina.

Early in the colonial period the territory

achieved a high degree of development with agricultural enterprises
principally dedicated to the production of wine and

brandy.

The

complete conquest of the provincial territory came about due to the
expansionist interests of the Spanish who sought new grazing lands and
water sources.

At the end of the eighteenth century technology was much

more advanced.

There were structures designed to prevent flooding;

watercourses were changed; drainage ditches and irrigation outlets
built; and above all water use was controlled and legalized.
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FIRST FIFTY YEARS OF INDEPENDENCE
Environmental changes continued at a very slow rate during the
first fifty years of independence.

Low population densities, great dis-

tances between towns, difficult internal politics and dangerous Indians
were factors that explained the slow development of the countryside.
1835 Charles Darwin wrote:

In

"arrived at Mendoza after traversing a

beautifully cultivated area of fruit orchards, vineyards and forests of
olive and pear trees." (Darwin, 1860).

MODERN PERIOD
During the last decades of the nineteenth century the oases,
particularly the northern oases, began to experience developments which
may be observed today.
1)

A series of events molded today's landscape.

A military colonization process that opened Indian lands in

the southern part of the state; principally the 1879 Expedition to the
Desert, directed by Gral. Julio A. Roca.
2)

The consolidation of the nation and internal peace contributed

to a better political climate which attracted investors and immigrants.
It allowed for the integration of large areas into the national system
through the conquest of the "desert" in 1879 and the Chaco in 1884.
3)

The expansion of the Argentinian railroad system.

Its

arrival at Mendoza in 1884 drastically changed the economy of the area
for it allowed fast transportation of goods to the Pampa.
4)

In 1884 the new "Water Law" was enacted with provisions

regulating public domain, irrigation rights, construction of hydraulic
structures, and regulation of capital investments.
5)
Mendoza.

In 1887 Tiburcio Benegas assumed the position of Governor of

He initiated the construction of large water diversion
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structures, such as the Cipollett, and irrigation canals.
6) The creation in 1894 of the Ministry of Irrigation, in
charge of water resources in general, served to further develop
irrigation canals, hydraulic structures, etc. . . .
7) Since 1912 the development of hydroelectric resources has
been an economic boost for Mendoza.

Today more than 81 per cent of

total electricity is derived from hydroelectric plants.
8) Migration of people, particularly from the Mediterranean
regions, helped to introduce new and better grape vines, and better
farming techniques. By 1914 Mendoza had the highest percentage (31.8%)
of immigrants in Argentina.
9) The systematic use of groundwater was initiated in 1935.
Today more than 70 m /sec are extracted from underground reservoirs.
10) The initiation, around 1936, of important mining operations.
11) The growth in economic development of the Pampas, particularly of Buenos Aires, helped the development of an export economy in
Mendoza.

Since 1940 the wine industry has shown a very large increase.

12) The establishment of a road system, fruit orchards, state
and private agricultural research stations and an agricultural
mechanization process have helped in the economic development of the
region.
13) The construction, since 1965, of several complex hydraulic
structures such as the Valle Grande and El Nihuil dams.

These serve not

only to provide irrigation water but also serve as hydroelectric plants
and recreation areas.
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IRRATIONAL EXPLOITATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERIORATION
In developing a sector of the arid environment man has created
vigorous settlements and thus has totally changed the physical landscape, altered natural interrelationships, and exploited nonrenewable
resources.

All vegetative associations, soils, air, fauna and hydrogra-

phy have suffered from man's encroachment.

The future of these resources

is not bright unless destructive exploitation is replaced by conservationist attitudes which are in harmony with nature.

VEGETATION AND SOIL DETERIORATION
Climactic vegetation has been extensively modified and with it,
the soils and runoff patterns.
forests and the foothills.

The most devastated areas are the lowland

The main destructive agents may be sum-

marized as follows.
1)

The expansion of vineyards produced a strong demand for

timber for water conduits, houses, corrals, etc.
2)

The construction of highways and railroads destroyed large

stretches of natural vegetation.

During the two World Wars the consump-

tion of coal was restricted which increased the demand for firewood for
locomotives.
3)

The cattle industry had a two-fold effect.

First it des-

troyed many square kilometers of forest to increase the pasture area.
Secondly, through over-grazing, many natural pastures have deteriorated,
thus decreasing fodder production and exposing the soil to wind and
water erosion.
4)
landscape.

Mining exploration and exploitation has scarred the
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5)

Irrigation canals and other structures have destroyed many

kilometers of pastures and forests.
6)

The establishment of new industries required increased

amounts of space, resources, etc.
7)

Last but not least, fire has devastated many extensive

zones—particularly in the piedmont.

Roig and Ambrosetti have studied

the exhaustion of timber in a sector of the piedmont near Mendoza which
is now covered with a low forest of Schinus polygamusmolle. (Roig and
Ambrosetti, 1972).

HYDROGRAPHIC ALTERATIONS
The increasing consumption of water for irrigation, industries
and home use has caused a serious change in the water resources.

Irra-

tional use of groundwater has caused a dangerous lowering in the
piezometric levels and the extinction of natural springs.

There is a

deficit in the aquifers feeding the Mendoza River, the natural infiltration rate being much less than the pumping rates.

Wells have to be

dug deeper and at a higher cost.
One example is the drying of Guauacache Lake in the northeast
of Mendoza.

For long an indigenous agricultural and fishing centre, the

lake is now dry and almost totally settled.

DRAINAGE PROBLEMS
The natural drainage pattern has been considerably altered, not
only on the oases, but in the entire province of Mendoza.

The network

of irrigation canals has caused the obliteration of small natural
ravines and other drainage courses.

Man has also used many arroyos as

communication lanes and many today form important streets in Mendoza
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and Godoy Cruz.

Man, due to the lack of natural drainage courses, has

been forced to build artificial drainage ditches such as Maure and Frias
ditches.
An important hazard is caused by the severe summer rainstorms
3
which can precipitate up to 70 mm /hr of rain.

The location of the city

of Mendoza at the foot of the piedmont and severe alterations to the
natural drainage courses have accelerated runoff.

The sand and mud flows

accompanied by these rains are called "aluviones" and are a danger not
only to crops but also to the cities.

The city of Mendoza suffered its

most devastating mudflow on January 4th, 1970.

AIR AND WATER POLLUTION
Metropolitan Mendoza, an urban conglomeration, has produced
more pollution than any other city in the province.

The extraordinary

popularity of the automobile, the increase of industrial activities, and
the rapid growth in the central area have all brought about a dangerous
case of air pollution.

The air pollution problem extends beyond the

cities and it is augmented by industries located in the northern oasis.
The sight of layers of smog covering extensive areas is not uncommon.
The outflow of raw wastes from Mendoza's sewer system is
another important factor not only for the offensive odors, but also for
the contamination of irrigation canals, river systems, and eventually
the crops irrigated by these polluted waters.

IRRATIONAL USES OF WATER
Irrigation in Mendoza is carried out in an old system which has
been modernized as the demand increases and, as a consequence, it is
not altogether efficient.
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Figure 4. Frost free days, Mendoza Province, Argentina.
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Water laws require a proportional distribution of irrigation
water by priority rights which does not take into consideration the
quality of terrain or crops used.

The irrigation farmer has no idea as

to how much water flows into his property.

There are no studies avail-

able on the value of irrigation, nor is there a regional classification
of soil capabilities.

Water losses through infiltration and evaporation

are great, between 15 to 40 per cent in the main canals and about 15
per cent in the local feeders.

The unrestricted use of water has

caused salinization and it has necessitated the construction of expensive drainage works.
Increased use of water resources has not been based upon
available knowledge of existing glacial and hydrological fluctuations.
Water used for the irrigation of public parks and private lawns is not
regulated and tremendous wastes are common.
PESTICIDES
The irrational use of pesticides has produced serious problems
for consumers as well as soil and air contamination.

With time the soil

pollution can have drastic consequences, particularly in arid areas
where there is little water to carry the pesticides to lower soil strata.

SUMMARY
Man's impact on the province of Mendoza has had two clearly
opposing results.

On one hand man has made the desert flower and he has

constructed agricultural gardens through the use of water resources.
However, it has been done at a high cost of labour and capital.

On the

other hand man has produced dangerous environmental changes and with
them he has upset

the natural equilibrium.

Man has destroyed great
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expanses of forests and has altered the natural vegetation, the
hydrologic systems, the soils and he has contaminated the air and
water.
These detrimental effects have been caused by the uneven assessment of resources by man.

The economic advantages of the oases areas

have been thought to outweigh the value of the natural environment and
its conservation.

Fortunately man has awakened to his deleterious

activities and there are many conscious "Mendocinos" interested in
preserving the environment.
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Plate 1.

Positive change in the biosphere. Crop landscape in
longitudinal valley.
Photo: Rabino
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Plate 2.

Positive change in the biosphere. Crop landscape in
longitudinal valley.
Photo: Rabino
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Plate 3.

Construction of a vineyard with logs and timber of the
"monte."

Plate 4.

Distribution of water through a vineyard.
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Plate 5.

Degradation of "monte" by human activity on the plain.
Photo: Roig
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Plate 6.

The use of river water.

Dam on the Mendoza River.
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THE BASIN OF MEXICO
A. Bassols-Batalla
SOCIETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Man's historical and social development over almost two million
years has taken place in the natural environment.

His activities and

their impact on nature have been dictated by his tools, by the growth
in technology, and by his social organization.

Today, as in the past,

the most important element in man's relationship with nature lies in the
exploitation of resources to satisfy his needs for clothes, food,
housing, and fuel.

Increasingly, however, that relationship is be-

coming more complex as man seeks from his natural environment
opportunities for recreation and other social and cultural activities.
As man's numbers grow and as improved technology satisfies his
growing needs, finite and diminishing natural resources are put to an
increasing variety of uses.

However, as man aspires to even higher

standards of living his demands upon these resources may have negative
consequences both for the environment and for man himself. (BassolsBatalla, 1971:

75-94).

The negative aspect of man's work is manifest in many ways
because he has destroyed, in a brutal manner, many of the riches which
nature offers.

He has opened up, used and abandoned lands, thereby

precipitating soil erosion.

He has razed extensive forests and by so
51
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doing has favoured the formation of deserts.

Man has dried up many

lakes, destroyed mountains and he has exploited underground mines.

Man

has exterminated species of fauna and he has poisoned fish with chemical
residues and with pollutants poured into the rivers and seas.

Man has

polluted the atmosphere in industrialized areas and in large, crowded
urban areas where more than half the population of industrialized countries resides.(Chovin and Roussel, 1970:

5 ) . These areas suffer more

simply because their societies have achieved higher levels of
development.
Throughout civilization there has been a contradiction between
the satisfaction of needs and the irrational use of resources.

For a

very long period man did not fully understand the laws of nature and had
not developed advanced technology, so his role in razing forests and
eroding soils is understandable.

There were minerals which no one knew

how to use or for which they had a use, and there were immense virgin
forests and water and land reserves which appeared to be inexhaustible.
Today, however, with 3,700 million inhabitants on earth the continuing
waste of natural resources is criminal when man's needs cannot be satisfied.

The economically developed world possesses much technical and

scientific knowledge which enables it to control pollution to a degree.
(Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 1971).

Yet, at the same time, hunger and

malnutrition persist in the Third World where two-thirds of mankind
lives.

And man's impact on nature continues to be chaotic, economically

inefficient and highly destructive.
In the underdeveloped world there are many examples of regions
where the negative effects of human society have persisted for many
centuries.

One of the most interesting cases is that of the Basin of
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Figure 1. The Basin of Mexico.
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Mexico (Fig. 1 ) .

THE BASIN OF MEXICO
GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
The unusual geographical location of the Basin of Mexico and
the area's varied natural resources have long attracted man's interest.
Evidence of human settlement dates back some 12,000 years, to the Upper
Pleistocene (Tepexpan man).

Nomad tribes entered the basin from the

north (and also perhaps from the south) over 6000 years ago and settled
there because of the abundance of game animals, the presence of water
and salt in now-extinct lakes, the forests, and soils suitable for
agriculture.

(Beltran, 1958:

23-39).

In this area and on neighbouring lands the great Toltec
(Teotihuacan, Tula) and Aztec cultures developed.

They centered on the

city of Tenochtitlan-Mexico, and other groups of cities (Tenayuca,
Chalco, Texcoco, etc.).

The situation of the basin in Mesoamerica was

very important, especially for the Confederation of Aztec or Mexican
peoples.

The basin has a central location, close to other valleys

(Toluca, Puebla, Cuernavaca, Tula); it borders upon the lower fertile
sub-tropical lands; it is equidistant between two oceans; and it has
relatively easy communications towards the Bajio and to the north.

The

basin's mean altitude above sea level (2200 m) provides it with a
climate free of both tropical diseases and the extreme temperatures
characteristic of the continental climate of the northern plains.
Moreover, the size of the basin facilitates much internal movement.
The basin was formed by volcanic activity which elevated the
southern mountain ridges and prevented ancient rivers from flowing out
into the drainage systems of the Pacific.

Then, during the Pleistocene,
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a "repletion plain" was formed, a basin partially occupied by the
Mexico, Texcoco, Xaltocan, Zumpango, Xochimilco, Chalco and other lakes,
with a surface area (during the rainy season) of 2,000 sq. kms.
The Aztecs established their capital on the freshwater lake or
lagoon of Mexico and during the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries
they dominated much of the central, western and southern portions of
today's Republic of Mexico.

The Spaniards arrived in 1519 and in one

year conquered the city and made the various Indian groups their subjects.

These Indians were people dedicated primarily to agriculture,

but with interests in hunting and fishing.

They were also accomplished

in pottery, silversmithing, cotton textile production, and in commerce
generally.
The Spanish conquerors had several reasons for establishing the
capital of New Spain on the ruins of Tenochtitlan.

These included, in

addition to the advantages of geography and natural resources, the possibility of introducing cereals and other crops from southern Spain; the
area's proximity to mineral deposits; the colonizers' ignorance of
tropical environments; arid a desire to impose a political and economic
authority on all rebellious Indians.
These events were socially and economically inevitable but with
the development of the new mestizo city of Mexico serious problems
emerged in the man-environment relationship.

The previous urban plan of

Tenochtitlan had been perfectly adjusted to the topography of the
inhabited islands and to the local economy based on "chinampas" (cultivated islands).

Moreover, water levels in the basins were maintained by

constructing defense works, canals and causeways which linked the
islands with the croplands, forests and pastures of the "mainland."

As
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the colonial city grew, so did the danger of floods.
1607 a series of drainage programs was begun.

Therefore, from

These drainage works

"marked the beginning of the hydrological imbalance in the Basin of
Mexico, which in time would create innumerable and serious problems."
(Beltran, 1958:

75). These problems persist, but have been greatly

complicated.
All the vital functions of Neohispanic colonial power were concentrated in the capital and this policy of centralization contributed
greatly towards the uninterrupted development of Mexico City.

The

process continued after Mexico obtained independence from Spain (1821),
particularly during the extended period of Porfirio Diaz's government.
In 1910 when revolution ended the dictatorship, the city had a population
of 477,000 and the Federal District, the political unit in which the
city lies, contained 720,000 people.
Throughout the nineteenth century and at the beginning of the
twentieth, various drainage procedures were carried out (principally
those of Tequixquiac, the great canal and dykes) and lakes in the basin
were isolated and dried out.

In 1915 the last vestiges of the ancient

lagoon of Mexico disappeared, and the desiccation of Texcoco began, but
was never completed.

During the 1930's the author saw the last canals

in existence in the basin, the remnants of the great original network
(Santa Anite, La Viga) which were used as commercial routes to transport
vegetables, flowers and fruit from the eastern and southeastern areas to
the central markets of Mexico City.

Thirty years ago there were still

canals and "chinampas" on Xochimilco and Tlahuac which permitted the
survival of ancient cultivation practices and customs in the southeast
of the Federal District. However, urban development has been growing
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since the 1940's and it has largely changed the face of the basin.
The Basin of Mexico, according to some authors, covers an area
of 9560 sq. kms.

This embraces all of the Federal District and about

fifty municipalities of the States of Mexico and Hidalgo, but excludes
some in Tlaxcala and Puebla.

However, the inclusion of the sub-

basins of Apan, Tecocomulco and Tochac as part of the Basin of Mexico
seems questionable, so we accept that the true area is 8,153 sq. kms.
(not including the southwest of Hidalgo and the extreme western part of
Puebla and Tlaxcala).

(Ruiperez de Aragones, 1966:

100-112).

The

basin has an average width of 80 kms from east to west and 125 kms from
north to south.

The basin is bounded by high mountain ridges (several

of which are volcanic in origin):

Adjusco to the south; Las Cruces,

Monte Alta and Bajo to the west; Nevada to the east; and TezontlalpanPachuca-Chico to the north.

Some of the higher peaks include San Miguel

(3,217 m ) , Mount Ajusco (3,926 m) and Popocatepetl (5,452 m ) .

The

latter stands 3,200 m above the level of the basin.
The interior plain is interrupted here and there by some hills
and groups of mountains (Gordo, Santa Catarina, Guadalupe, Penon, Pitos,
etc.) which divide it into three regions.

(Garcia, 1966:

27-48).

The

plain grades into the steeply-rising slopes of the Ajusco, Sierra
Nevada and Las Cruces.
East winds and tropical cyclones in summer and autumn penetrate
the eastern part of Mexico, rise on contact with the Sierra Madres, and
occasionally cause heavy rain in the basin between June and September.
During winter there are dry western winds.

Also, "waves" of cold dry or

continental polar air reach the basin and cause "drops in the temperature,
heavy clouds and rainfall of a frontal type which may last two or three
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days." (Ibid; 27-48).
Garcia has noted some of the important climatic characteristics
of the basin.

These include:

1) intensive heating of surface air in

summer which causes convection; 2) the average temperature of the
coldest month is below 18 C; 3) little change in mean annual temperatures;
and 4) higher temperatures in the seasons when the sun passes the zenith.
Because of its varied topography the basin also experiences 5) a wide
range of temperatures which vary from moderate to very cold; 6) a varying amount of humidity which brings about climates ranging from semi-arid
to sub-humid; and 7) the predominance of rains of an orographic nature.
There is an enormous evaporation potential which is at least twice the
value of the annual rainfall.

(This is more pronounced in spring.)

Consequently, climatic types range from moderate rainy temperate (Cw,
Koppen) on the mountain slopes of the south and southwest, to the arid
steppes (BS) towards the northeast of the basin.
27).

(Castro Lomeli, 1962:

Annual rainfall may vary greatly; in every five years, one year may

be arid and the following bring higher rains than normal (between 500 mm
and 1,100 m m ) .
In the basin, serozem, chestnut and chernozem soils predominate.
There is little tropical forest.

Centuries ago conifer and deciduous

forests predominated (Eraximus excelsior; Taxodium mucronatum; Abies
religiosa; Pinus communis; Quercus, etc.).

Today, however, deforestation

has caused the steady spread of the pirules (Schinus molle), cactus,
brambles and poor pasture lands, even in the mountainous zones.

Remnant

forests are preserved in the national parks of the Ajusco, Las Cruces,
Sierra Nevada and Desierto de los Leones.
The processes of soil erosion and deforestation which have taken
place on a large scale since the sixteenth century have brought about
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imbalances in the basin's ecosystem.
There are two causes which explain these changes in the
natural environment of the basin.

First there was a climatically dry

period after the last glaciation.

Later there was the very important

human involvement which began in the pre-Hispanic era.

This brought

modifications to the morphology of the basin as a whole; to the
hydrological regime, the vegetation and the soils. (Lopez Recendez,
1966:

91-93).
The social reforms of the Mexican Revolution (carried out

principally during 1934-40, the period of President Cardenas' government), the onset of World War II, and other factors since 1940 particularly, have wrought a substantial transformation in Mexico.
Agrarian reforms freed the agricultural labourers and caused a
population migration to the cities; and nationalization of the petroleum
industry ensured domestic supplies of fuel and industrial raw materials,
and facilitated improved transportation and communications.

Thus, for

example, large irrigation dams were constructed, ports improved, and so
on.
During the last thirty years the governments of the Republic
have favoured economic policies which emphasize industrial growth in a
few concentrated areas.

The one area which most benefited and which was

most damaged, in every way, was the Basin of Mexico.

Here lay the

capital of the country, a large population, and an ample internal market
for the sale of manufactured products.

Centralization influenced not

only industrial activity, but also all other aspects of social and
political life--from commercial services, banks and labour unions to
centres of higher education.

Yates has observed of this process:
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"when the administrative activities of the central government are combined in one single place with an important concentration of industries,
centripetal forces of an uncontrollable intensity are generated."
(Yates, 1962: 121).
As the basin was industrialized, so were urban services improved,
water was brought from beyond the area, residential sections and workers
neighbourhoods were built, investments were accumulated and as a result,
excessive growth and financial and political power were all fostered in
Mexico City.
Mexico City's economic region includes the Federal District and
neighbouring municipalities of the State of Mexico; that is, the capital
and its immediate hinterland (6,280 sq. kms). The region is divided into
a number of subregions:
1)

The first is the urban nucleus of Mexico City and other

towns linked to it.

This area includes all of the north, central and

part of the south of the Federal District, but excluding nine municipalities in the neighbouring State of Mexico.
sub-region is about 8.5 million (1970).

The population in this

The most important industrial

zone is located to the north and northwest of the Federal District in the
municipalities of Tlalnepantla, Cuatitlan, Naucalpan, Ecatepec, and
Tultitlan.
2)

In municipalities close to the first sub-region, among them

Zumpango, Texcoco, Ayotla, there are important industrial enterprises.
But most people here are engaged in agricultural production (in part
through irrigation), or in activities derived from agriculture.

There is

also some fishing in the now modestly-sized Lake Texcoco, but the
"popular colonies" which are situated on the bed (or basin) or Texcoco
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face a serious flood hazard during the rainy season (Ciudad
Nezahualcoyotl).
3)

The southeastern corner of the Stats of Mexico is mainly an

agricultural area with corn and other cereals and fruits representative
of a temperate climate.

Here also exploitation of the forest resources

of Tlalmanalco and Amecameca began many years ago with the establishment of the San Rafael paper factory.

There are some factories in

Chalco and Amecameca too, but the sub-region continues to specialize in
agricultural products, including cattle, which are sent to the capital.
4)

The northeast of the State of Mexico, including the

municipalities of Teotihuacan, Otumba, Acolman, Tecamac, Nopaltepec and
others, also has a predominantly rural economy based upon both seasonal
corn and agave plantations.

There are isolated industrial enterprises

in Apaxco and elsewhere in the sub-region, but these are of minor
importance when compared to agricultural activities, notably cattle
breeding.
5)

The Delegations of Ixtacalco and Ixtapalapa, the north of

Tlalpan (Federal District), are still to a great extent semi-rural areas
with cattle farms, vegetable gardens and cereal plots.

However,

"popular colonies" have grown up here recently, and workshops and factories are also being installed.
6)

Several decades ago, once important textile factories

were established in the southwest of the Federal District (Magdalena
Contreras).

Today they are surrounded by "popular colonies" and have

lost much of their old dynamism.

In the case of Tacubaya, the abundance

of water and the area's proximity to the city were decisive factors in
establishing some industries in Xochimilco (and to a lesser extent in
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Tlahuac).

Here, agriculture predominates on the "chinampas" and on

lands originally under lake waters.

Milpa Alta is an excellent agricul-

tural and cattle breeding Delegation.
7)

Within the Federal District there are lands with moun-

tainous topography, to the south, north and in the western Sierras.
Here extensive cereal, fruit and flower cultivation and cattle breeding
occurs, these areas being favoured with relatively high rainfall and
humidity.

URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL CENTRALIZATION
AND MAN'S IMPACT
The consequences of the development outlined above will now be
described for the Mexico City economic region.
1)

Almost 18.2 per cent of the Mexican population lives on 0.31

per cent of the land area of Mexico.

In "Great Mexico" (including the

cities of the State and the Federal District which are not considered to
be administratively part of the capital, but which are joined to it by
an overall urban area of over 400 sq. kms.), is to be found 17.3 per
cent of the country's population (1970).
2)

During the past 30 years the increase in population of

"Great Mexico" has been fantastic.

This has been the case particularly

between 1960 and 1970, when the population rose from 5.3 to 8.7 million.
About 95 per cent of the working population is engaged in secondary or
tertiary activities.

Net immigration to the Federal District in the

period 1940-1960 was 1.8 million and between 1960 and 1970 the average
density rose from 2,500 to 4,585 inhabitants per square kilometer.
3)

Urban growth has expanded not only onto the dried up areas

of the ancient lagoon of Mexico, but in addition "colonies" continue to
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develop on the old lake lands of Texcoco, Chalco and Xochimilco.

No

such settlements should be permitted in these areas because of the very
high flood hazard.
4)
resulted.

The forests of the basin were razed and soil erosion has
Eastern and northeastern winds bring heavy rainfalls and

enormous dust storms which affect Mexico City between October and June.
In the heart of the Federal District 70 tons of dust may fall on
one square kilometer in
in Tlalnepantla.

month.

A figure of 85 tons has been recorded

Half of the dust comes from desiccated lands of Lake

Texcoco and ten per cent from agricultural lands located to the east of
Mexico City--the so-called Valley of Chalco.

About 164,000 ha in the

basin need to be reforested and Mexico City itself is a metropolis
practically without green spaces.

Only 2.8 per cent of the city is

treed.
5)
and 1970.

Industrial centralization accelerated notably between 1940
The net value of production went from 2,200 million pesos

in 1940 to 14,800 pesos in 1955.

Gross industrial production in the

metropolitan region in the last few years has represented 48 per cent of
the national total.

(Yates, 1962; and Banco de Mexico, 1972).

The

1965 census recorded 30,942 industrial establishments (12,000 of which
are important) in the metropolitan region.
over one-half million persons.

These industries employed

Capital invested in them amounted to

42,327 million pesos* and their gross production amounted to 57,430
million pesos.

(Comision Nacional de los Salarios Minimos, 1969:

30-31).

By 1973 there were over 58,000 factories of all kinds in the region.

*0ne U.S. dollar is equivalent to 12.50 Mexican pesos.
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6)

Metal and chemical industries located mainly in the northern

part of the urban complex, grew rapidly and caused much of the smog
which winds carry over the rest of the city.

At the beginning of 1972

the location of 12,092 enterprises which consume a total of 5,249 cu. m
of fuel a day had been determined.

More than one-third of these enter-

prises are located in the north of Great Mexico--Tlalnepantla, Ecatepec
and Nauaplan.

The industrial activities as a whole produce a large

quantity of sulphur dioxide.

In the University City in the extreme

south of the city high carbon monoxide readings have been registered,
but they are said to be still within the minimum tolerance of environmental pollution.*

By 1973, one government agency reported that 4,900

tons of carbon monoxide and other contaminants were being expelled in
the basin from fuel combustion alone.
7)

Population growth and industrial development have brought

the number of vehicles in the capital to 900,000.

This phenomenon has

given rise to traffic problems and it has also contributed to growing
air pollution.
8)

There is a concentration of tertiary activities in the

Great Mexico region.

From it flow the major highways and railroads

leading to the interior of the Republic.

In the region are located

more than 80,000 commercial establishments and services, including
almost all the important banks and mercantile firms.

Fifty per cent of

students at the preparatory and professional levels study in the Federal
District.

The Ministries and other government offices have caused an

agglomeration of bureaucrats in the central part of the city.

*The quantities of sulphur monoxide and carbon monoxide still
have to be proved.
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9)

Rivers passing through the city have been piped along

almost their entire lengths, thereby creating hydrological imbalances.
Much underground water has been removed, contributing to the rapid
sinking of the central urban area which in 1960 was estimated to be
declining by 14 cm per year.

By then the city centre was already 4 m

"under the bed of the Lake of Texcoco."
Cuenca del Valle de Mexico, 1960).

(Comision Hidrologica de la

Presently 2,600,000 cu. m of water

are received daily in Great Mexico, principally from Xochimilco, Alto
Lerma (Valley of Toluca), Chiconautla, Chalco, and so on, and thought is
being given to bringing more water supplies from farther away in the
basin (Alto Tecolutla, Alto Tecolutla, Alto Popaloapan, Balsas River
system, etc.).

Industry absorbs a large percentage of the water and

numerous districts do not have drinking water piped to the homes.
The Basin of Mexico is located in an active earthquake zone and
earthquakes such as those of 1958 and 1973 may also cause deep settling
of the subsoil and related damages to businesses and property.
Great Mexico also experiences problems associated with housing,
transportation,* health and food supplies, drainage, water and noise
pollution, and so on.

SOLUTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The Basin of Mexico has experienced much ecological modification
and there are present today all of the forms of air pollution described
by Boughey (1971:

313-341) with the exception of radioactive rain.

It

is a typical example of a part of the world where man's impact has been

*This problem was somewhat relieved by the construction of a
42.2 km underground railway in 1969-70.
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harmful and where only man can solve the problems of his own making.
Previous governments understood the magnitude of the problems
which had accumulated over the centuries and carried out, for example,
the first drainage works to prevent floods.*

But it is the present

government, in power since 1971, which has been the first to attempt to
cope with contemporary problems.

Among the measures adopted to date,

the following are outstanding:
1)

passage of the Law on Environmental Pollution, regulations

for which will soon be approved;
2)

establishment of the Under-Ministry of Environmental

Improvement;
3)

implementation of the reforestation plan of the Federal

District and neighbouring municipalities, whereby ten million trees will
be planted by 1976.
4)

newspaper reports state that work is under way on the Texcoco

Plan to recreate the lake bed.
sinking.

New wells will be dug to encourage land

Lakes called Churubusco, Texcoco Sur, Texcoco Notre and

Desviacion will be formed.

Tree nurseries will be established and re-

forested areas and grazing lands will cover 3,100 ha.
water will be used to irrigate 2,200 ha.

Treated sewage

Public parks will be laid out in

residential zones to the southeast, east and northeast of the basin;
5)

extensive drainage works are being carried out to prevent

possible floods and to increase the domestic water supply.
There is, however, one basic problem for which solutions must be
found.

This is the continuing population and industrial concentration

*The Hydrological Commission of the Valley of Mexico, created in
1951, set out the first Hydraulic Plan which served as a useful model for
other works.
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in the Great Mexico economic region. Between 1955 and 1967, the
economist J. Tamayo Lopez Portillo stated in 1970, 498 tax exemptions
were granted in the country fornew industries:

the Federal District

obtained 188 of these; and the State of Mexico 129, mostly within the
basin.

Thus up to 1970 economic centralization continued, a process

which should be stopped at any cost. Yet in 1972 it was announced that
"the government will not oblige any industry located in the 'Valley of
Mexico' to change the location of its installations" and that "the
Federal District cannot be decapitalized [nor] can it be prohibited
that new industries be established here."

(Alessio Robles, 1972).

Nevertheless decentralization is being encouraged "outside the Valley
of Mexico," in sites close to it. (Alvarez Guerrero, 1972).

At the

same time the creation of "new industrial cities" is being encouraged
in the interior of the country."

(Nacional Financiera, S.A. y Comision

Economica para America Latina, 1971).
It is predicted that Mexico City will continue to grow to the
north, northeast and southeast. By 1980 the population of the basin
may reach 14 million as satellite cities will also grow in Gran Mexico.
It will be necessary to formulate a General Plan of Development for
the Basin of Mexico so as to rectify the deleterious consequences of
man's activities on the landscape, activities which have been carried
on without order for centuries.
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PERMANENCE AS A MANAGEMENT GOAL
AT AVERY ISLAND, LOUISIANA*
E. Cook
THE QUESTION OF MAN-ENVIRONMENT
STABILITY UNDER CAPITALISM
Many people are worried about the growing instability of the
man-environment system.

It is the central problem of human ecology, as

geographers define the term.
Many question whether a society based on democratic capitalism,
as our technological society is, can ever attain a balance between man
and nature, given the dominant incentive in such a society to maximize
profits, which in turn encourages the rapid depletion of nonrenewable
resources, the overharvesting of renewable ones, and the adoption of
consumptive growth as a strategic goal.

In considering this question of

man-environment stability under capitalism it might prove worthwhile to
look at a place where it appears to exist, a small "island" in southern

^Sources
Information contained in this paper has been gathered largely
from personal interviews with the managers of Avery Island Incorporated
and the Mcllhenny Company; other members of the Avery-Mcllhenny family;
in addition from assorted newspaper and magazine articles, records and
publications of the Mcllhenny Company, personal records of Mr. Larry
Hayes, great-grandson of Elizabeth Hayes; and from field observations.
Mr. E. M. Simmons, Mr. H. Gray Osborn, Jr., and Miss Katherine Avery
have been especially helpful in this study. All interpretations of
human behaviour in this paper are the sole responsibility of the author
and have not necessarily been suggested or concurred in by any person
interviewed.
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Louisiana.

AVERY ISLAND:

THE ENVIRONMENT

A circular hill two miles across, rising above the flat coastal
swamps and marshland some ten miles south-southwest of the town of New
Iberia (Fig. 1 ) , Avery Island is the surface expression of a piercement
salt dome, one in a line of five such salt-dome "islands," in which the
salt has risen to, or nearly to, the surface through a subsiding prism
of shallow marine and lacustrine sediments.
by a freshwater coastal marsh and swamp.

The island is surrounded

Just north of the island the

marsh gives way abruptly to the slightly higher Prairie terrace which
represents a floodplain of the Mississippi River active 3500 to 2800
years ago.

The Prairie terrace is known along its southern margin as

"high marsh."
The highest point on the island is 152 feet above sea level;
because the surrounding marsh and swamp reaches only 3 or 4 feet above
mean sea level the topographic break at the margin of the island is
sharp (Fig. 2 ) . The area above the 5-foot contour is about 1,850 acres.
Differential solution of the underlying salt has produced on
the island an irregular surface marked by depressions that contain
lakes.

Accounting for less than 5 per cent of the island's area, these

lakes give relief and character to the landscape.
What the Avery Island environment looked like before the first
white settlers came can only be surmised, for no portion of the island
has not felt the hand of man and been changed by it. When first visited
by Europeans, the island was covered by dense forest, an altered remnant of which may be represented by the Saline Woods, a mixed hardwood
forest of hackberry, sweet gum, magnolia, pecan, hickory, water oak,

Figure 1. Location of Avery Island, Louisiana.
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and liveoak.

Where the peripheral marsh supports a forest growth, it

is called swamp.

The main trees of the swamp are tupelo gum, bald

cypress, swamp oak, and swamp red maple.

A characteristic plant of the

marsh is three-corner grass, a staple food of the muskrat, which once
inhabited the marsh in large numbers.
The striking ecologic feature of the island and its environs is
variety.

Nearly all species of plants and animals native to southern

Louisiana are found on or near the island.

The animals include migratory

waterfowl, deer, bear, rabbits, alligators and other reptiles, and freshwater fish.
Annual rainfall at Avery Island is 64 inches, the mean annual
temperature is 69.7°F. and the growing season is about 285 days a year.
(Kniffen, 1968).

The climate therefore is subtropical humid.

In winter

the area is subject to tropical hurricanes.
In the latter half of the nineteenth century much of the island
was planted in sugarcane; but for the past 50 years, no sugarcane has
been planted, and much of the area formerly covered by cane fields has
reverted to second-growth hardwood forest or has been converted to pasture for the horses and deer of family estates.

Today, the land on the

island devoted to cultivation consists of about 450 acres in a semiannular band on the gentle lower slope of the eastern half of the island
(Fig. 2 ) ; on these acres are raised the tabasco peppers (Capsicum
frutescens v. tabasco) from which Tabasco sauce is made.
About 160 acres of the island is a botanical garden (Jungle
Gardens) and bird refuge (Bird City).

Some 107 acres are required for

the surface operations of an underground salt mine and the adjoining
workers' village.

About 635 acres represent family estates, partly in

Figure 2. Topographic and cultural map of Avery Island, Louisiana.
LO
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grass, partly wooded.

The Tabasco factory and nearc-y workers' village

occupy another 50 acres.

The remainder of the island is in untended

woods.
Several thousand acres of marsh and swamp surrounding the
island are under the island management.

Although valuable in the past

mainly for its oil-and-gas potential, and secondarily for muskrat-pelt
harvest and deer hunting, the marshland today (at least, the "high"
portions of it, which are on the Prairie terrace) is valuable for its
agricultural potential, created by structures that allow control of
water level by tract.

Marshland is now used for sugarcane and rice cul-

tivation, for cattle raising, and for duck ponds, in addition to its
natural-habitat uses.
The discovery of substantial reserves of petroleum and natural
gas at Avery Island in the early 1940's brought much more change to the
contiguous marsh environment than to the island.

Although a few

producing wells and some storage facilities are on the island, most of
the drilling and production has been in a peripheral zone along the
west side of the island (Fig. 2 ) . In this zone lateral canals have been
cut to facilitate access of drilling barges and production equipment.

Avery Island:

Man in the Environment

Because of its saline springs and its topographic position,
Avery Island has attracted man for at least the past 10,000 years,
according to evidence unearthed and interpreted by Gagliano who points
out that
Man's use of the island resources has changed through
time. Early hunters were attracted by an abundance of
animals and availability of gravel for manufacture of
artifacts. Later the island became important as a habitation site because of numerous food sources, fresh water,
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and protection from coastal storms. Plaquemine
period [1350-1500 AD] Indians exploited the island's
salt. (Gagliano, 1967: iv).
The first white settlers on Avery Island were a woman and her
five children.

Born in Germany and married in Pennsylvania, Elizabeth

Hayes found herself in 1785 at the age of 35 in the village of
St. Martinville on the banks of the Bayou Teche with 5 small children
and no husband, the latter having disappeared after departing on a
return visit to Pennsylvania.
In 1790 Mrs. Hayes decided to carve a home out of the wilderness
of Petite Anse Island, later to become known as Avery Island.

All

settlements in the area were still subject to Indian attack, and
because the Indians were known to have a superstitious fear of Avery
Island, Mrs. Hayes reasoned that she and her three sons and two
daughters would be safe there.

She was able to acquire title to 289

acres of land and to raise her children, before passing away in 1815.
Neither she nor her children could read or write, but they built a house,
cleared land, raised crops, and from trapping and selling pelts eventually became wealthy enough to acquire slaves, to clear more land,
start raising sugarcane and producing raw sugar.
By 1804, there were four tracts of land on Avery, but it is not
clear that all of them were lived on.

Indeed, at least one (the

smallest) was held by an absentee owner who was later to give his name
to the island, Daniel Avery of Baton Rouge.
In 1818, John Craig Marsh of Rahway, New Jersey, purchased the
northern third of the island (not including the Hayes property), moved
his family from New York City, and began the cultivation of sugarcane
(Avery Island, Inc., 1968).

In 1837 Daniel Avery married John Marsh's
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daughter, moved to the island, and by 1868 brought the entire island
under his ownership by purchase of the Hayes tract from Elizabeth Hayes'
oldest son, John.

In 1791, at the age of 12, John Hayes had discovered

a brine spring on the island and soon thereafter a salt-evaporation
works was set up.

Expanded briefly during the War of 1812, the bring

works were dormant until the Civil War sharply revived interest in them.
John Marsh Avery, the young son of Daniel and Sarah (Marsh) Avery,
re-established the salt industry to supply salt for the Confederate Army
and in so doing, early in 1862 discovered rock salt in place at a depth
of only 16 feet.(Mcllhenny Company, 1968:

6 ) . For almost a year there-

after mined salt from Avery Island was a major asset to the Confederate
forces.

In the spring of 1863, however, a Union force overran Avery

Island, destroying the salt works and forcing the owners of the island
to flee to Texas for the remainder of the war.
When the Avery family returned to the island in 1865, they were
accompanied by Edmund Mcllhenny, a New Orleans banker who had married
Daniel Avery's eldest daughter and, when the war caused the collapse of
the southern banking system, had moved to Avery Island to live with his
father-in-law.

This somewhat fortuitous event was to affect very greatly

the human history of the island.
Edmund Mcllhenny liked the outdoors, he loved to shoot, he was an
amateur herpetologist, and he had been the land expert for his bank.
Searching for a way to regain his lost financial independence, he somehow hit upon the idea of developing a condiment sauce based on the small
pepper, Capsicum frutescens.

An almost immediate commercial success

after its introduction in 1868, Tabasco sauce provided the independence
desired by Mr. Mcllhenny.
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Two of Edmund Mcllhenny's sons were to become managers of
Avery Island and its resources.

Of these, the younger, E. A. Mcllhenny,

was to leave his imprint indelibly on the island and its people.
Born on the island in 1872, when his father was already 57
years old and afflicted with gout, E. A. Mcllhenny as a boy was led on
riding, fishing, and hunting excursions into the lush and varied environs
of Avery Island by a servant assigned to this responsibility by his
ailing father.

In 1892 he established his own private refuge (Bird

City) for the snowy egret when it was threatened with extinction by
plume hunters.
Arctic.

In 1894 and again in 1897 he went on expeditions to the

He collected camellias from all over the world and he grew

them on the estate he named Jungle Gardens.
and camellias, and he wrote about them.

He studied birds, alligators,

Like his father, he was

interested in land, and without much money, he began to put together a
considerable estate of marsh and swampland.
When his older brother John gave up the management of the
island in 1907, E. A. Mcllhenny was ready to turn his immense energy and
singular will to the task.
island and the family.

For the next 42 years he dominated both the

He changed the face of the island, phasing out

the sugarcane and restoring to pasture and woodland much of the area
where the cane had grown.

He expanded the Tabasco business and instituted

practices to conserve the soil and fertility of the pepper fields.

He

improved Bird City and Jungle Gardens and made them into a considerable
tourist attraction.

He negotiated advantageous agreements for

exploitation of salt and petroleum resources with minimal disturbance
of surface values.

Since his death in 1948, Walter Mcllhenny, his

nephew, has carried on as president of the family enterprise.
Today there are about 500 people who live on the island, most
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of them in two villages, one at the salt mine, the other near the
pepper factory.

The owning family maintains 16 homesites on the

island, and family members in residence range from 20 in the winter to
about 40 in the summer.

THE RESOURCES OF AVERY ISLAND
AND THEIR MANAGEMENT
The resources of Avery Island can be classified as income
(renewable), quasi-income (nonrenewable but with hundreds of years of
production at present rates), and fund (nonrenewable, with exhaustion
schedules of a few decades).
The income or renewable resources on the island itself are
Tabasco peppers
Decorative plants
Jungle Gardens and Bird City (tourist attraction)
Ecological variety and environmental beauty (same)
Homesites
The income resources of the nearby marsh and swampland are
Animal pelts:

muskrat, nutria, mink, otter, raccoon

Rice
Sugarcane
Cattle
Ducks (hunting)
Deer (hunting)
Fish (sport)
Nature study
Cypress (farming)
All of the resources listed above, except for the last four,
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now generate financial income for the family corporation.

In addition,

the marsh represents potential income resources such as shrimp and
crawfish culture, should the family decide to diversify further.
The quasi-income resource of the island is salt, which at
present anticipated rates of exploitation, will not be exhausted for
many centuries.
The fund resources of the island and its environs are
petroleum and natural gas; these resources have passed their production
peak and probably will be exhausted within a few decades.
Avery Island is managed through a family corporation, Avery
Island Incorporated, in which shares may be owned only by blood members
of the family and their spouses.

The island's resources are held as a

family common, with limited use rights granted to individuals and groups
within and outside the family.
from the corporation.

Family members lease their homesites

The International Salt Company and the Humble Oil

and Refining Company lease their mineral rights from the family corporation.

Various contractual arrangements govern the use of family land

by hunters, trappers, farmers, and cattlemen.
The Tabasco enterprise is managed by a second family corporation,
the Mcllhenny Company, in which only the descendants of Edmund Mcllhenny
and their spouses hold shares.

The Mcllhenny Company leases the pepper

fields as well as the sites of the Tabasco factory and the Tabasco workers'
village from Avery Island Incorporated.

The lease fee for the pepper

fields is determined each five years by a group of non-family agricultural appraisers acceptable to the boards of both family corporations.

THE MANAGEMENT RATIONALE OR PHILOSOPHY
The family corporations not only are the structure for the
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usual kind of profit-and-loss decisions, but for the achievement of
family goals of environmental quality and long-term stability of their
portion of the man-environment system.
The primary goal of the island management is permanence.
(E. M. Simmons, personal communication). The strategy is to try to
develop and maintain a balanced ecosystem, in which the resources are
not depleted and the environment is not degraded.
soil-building measures are employed.

Soil-retention and

Surface disturbances due to salt,

oil, and other operations are held to a minimum.

The environment is

maintained as biologically diverse and as humanly pleasing as possible.
This management philosophy strongly reflects a sense of living
in a dynamic natural system, an obligation to family posterity, and
dedication to nonwasteful use of resources.

Although family members

express deep interest in nature and its forms and processes, there seems
to be little or no nature mysticism in their attitude; in other words,
nature has no transcendental value that renders it susceptible to
desecration by man, although it has a high life-support value that
makes it susceptible to degradation by man.

They value pleasant sur-

roundings, but have not insisted that oil wellhead structures or storage
tanks be hidden or camouflaged.

They place a high value on natural

systems, but do not define natural as untouched by man; the only plot of
ground on the island the family declared off limits to oil drilling was
the family graveyard.

They do insist that the integrity of their eco-

system not be permanently damaged.

The most serious existing threat to

that integrity lies in the extensive system of canals cut by the oil
company to facilitate access to drilling sites in marshland.

Saline

waters introduced by the canals destroy plant life in the marsh and eat
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away the land .(Gagliano, Kwon, and van Beek, 1970).

To meet this

problem the family established a fund to clean up and block off these
canals when they no longer are needed, in order to allow the marsh to
restore itself.

CULTURAL TRANSMISSION OF
THE MANAGEMENT ETHIC
E. A. Mcllhenny, who loved the dynamic natural system into
which he had been born and who never tired of studying it, rigorously
trained his three daughters and his nine grandchildren in his own
natural philosophy and resource-management ethic.

He appears to have

realized that cultural transmission is vital to the preservation of an
ethic, and more importantly, that a shared ethic is necessary for the
maintenance of a man-land equilibrium.
The management philosophy at Avery Island is transmitted by
both planned and unplanned means.

Children are told tales of family and

island history to develop a sense of family continuity with the land;
they are taken on adventures into the fields, woods, marshes, and
swamps to give them understanding of the natural web of life and land.
All distant members of the family are encouraged to return to the
island frequently and to renew their bond with it.

A celebration of

the 150th anniversary of the arrival at Avery Island of John Craig Marsh,
Judge Avery's father-in-law, was organized in 1968 for the purpose of
exposing the younger members of the family to the family's environmental
ethic and management philosophy.
Unprogrammed transmission of these attitudes and values seems
to take place also, largely through a shared sense of family distinction
based on the island, and through a comforting perception of contrast
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between the island environment and the environments in which most
members of the family now live.

IS AVERY ISLAND RELEVANT?
The Avery Island management philosophy has proved very successful in terms of the value structure of those who practice it.

Avery

Island appears to represent a man-environment system in which stability
has been achieved by thoughtful implementation of appropriate strategies,
where short-term maximization of profit or production has been rejected
in favour of permanence or long-term maximization.

Beyond the ques-

tion of the validity of this analysis lies the question of relevance of
the Avery Island minicosm to our technologic world.

Were the constraint

of supporting a steadily increasing population to be placed on the
managers of the island (as it is on the managers of the world), they
would be faced with a choice of using capital resources as income until
exhausted, or maintaining environmental integrity at the cost of a
steadily decreasing standard of living.

Only if population were to be

perceived as a management variable could permanence as a goal be
retained.
It is just here, in this matter of population as a variable,
that Avery Island may be most relevant to the broader world.

From 1860

until about 1960 there were 34 adult members of three generations of
this family; they had a total of 67 children who lived to be adults, an
average of 2.0 per adult scion, below the zero-population growth rate.
In the third of these generations, which appears to have completed its
reproductive cycle, an interesting division appears:

among those who

spent much of their childhood on the island, the average number of children is only 1.7, well below zero-population growth, whereas among
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those who spent most of their youth elsewhere the average is 2.7, well
above zero-population growth.

The fourth generation, whose reproductive

span has yet to be completed, already has well above 3.0 children per
family.
From this record, it would appear that the reproductive
restraint of three generations may reflect a perception of limits that
was clearer to those raised on the island than to those raised away
from it.

E. A. Mcllhenny once wrote (1933:
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the size of the family to the available supply of food, herons show
far more discretion than do humans."
One may surmise that as long as the Avery Island family recognized its dependence on the resources of the island and realized that
depletion of those resources by overharvesting and carelessness would
threaten the continued existence of the family--at least at a comfortable
level of environmental quality--they not only carefully managed and
conserved those resources, but they somehow limited their numbers in
order to maintain a balance between population and the resources
available to support that population.

But, as more of the family began

to make their living independent of the island resources, and as family
affluence increased, the perception of a need to limit the size of the
family may have waned.

HAS THE AVERY ISLAND MANAGEMENT
ETHIC WORKED?
In terms of man's technologic impact on the environment, the
Avery Island management ethic appears to be working.

In the pepper

fields, careful attention to crop rotation, to planting only on gentle
slopes, terracing and other conservation practices appears to be
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maintaining soil fertility.

Practices to prevent gulleying (written

into family homesite leases and enforced by local oil-cempany management),
and limitations on cutting in the forest should ensure stability of
man-nature relations in areas of more or less continuous vegetative
cover.

With proper understanding, the high marsh can be managed in

perpetuity and the low marsh protected as natural habitat.

It is too

early to tell, however, whether the low marsh cut up by the oil operations can be restored, or how long it will take.

The success of cypress

farming also has yet to be demonstrated, but the Avery Island management
is boldly going forward with a cypress-planting project in the nearby
swamp.

THE FUTURE
Permanence of man-land relations at Avery Island as a management goal has been viable for more than half a century because:
1.

Managerial commitment and strength were great.

2.

The decision mechanism was a family corporation, represen-

ting individuals with a shared value structure.
3.

The management philosophy or ethic was vigorously communicated

to new generations.
4.

There had long been a family perception of dependence on the

resources of the island, a perception that even seems to have regarded
family population as a management variable.
5.

There was a feeling of family pride in the island and in its

distinction from the rest of the world.
This goal of management may be threatened because:
1.
faded.

The perception of dependence on the island's resources has
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2.

The increasing growth rate of the family produces smaller

shares in the island, and the fact that most of the members now live
away from the island diminishes their perception of it as part of the
real world.
3.

The inevitable exhaustion of oil and gas income may put

pressure on the island's managers to increase the dividends of Avery
Island Incorporated even at the expense of the future.
The main factors tending to preserve the present ethic are:
1.

the stubbornness with which some of Edmund Mcllhenny's

descendents practice and promulgate it;
2)

the pride of the family in what the island represents to

outsiders; and
3)

the continuing deep attachment to the island of many of the

family which may lead them to support its managers even when they perceive no direct pecuniary interest for doing so.
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THE CONTINUAL STRUGGLE AGAINST WATER
IN THE NETHERLANDS
M.K.E. Gottschalk
THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
A low-lying area such as the Netherlands—some 50 per cent of
which lies below normal high water, and several meters below sea level
in various places--is obviously very vulnerable to flooding from the
sea.

Serious flooding is caused by storm surges, but the eustatic rise

of sea levels and land subsidence also play a part.

In general, the

positive change in level is estimated at 15 to 20 cm a century.
Dunes act as a natural protection against the sea, but they do
not form a continuous chain.

In many places in the southwest and north

of the Netherlands the line of dunes is broken by large openings.

In

the southwest broad estuaries penetrate deep into the land, which has
been fragmented into an archipelago.

In the north the great water ex-

panse of the Wadden Sea extends between the Frisian Islands and the
mainland (Fig. 1 ) .
During storm surges, which occur mainly at times of severe and
persistent southwest or northwest gales, the water is piled up not only
against the dune coast, but also in the estuaries and the Wadden Sea
(Fig. 2 ) . In the estuaries such as the Western and Eastern Scheldt,
which narrow towards the east in a funnel-like manner, the flood tides
often reach an exceptional height, especially where the width of the
87
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estuary diminishes.

Under such conditions it is obvious that the bor-

dering land often will be inundated by seawater.
In the Netherlands, the threat of flooding comes not only from
the sea, but also from the great rivers which cross the country, such
as the Meuse and the various branches of the Rhine (Waal, Lek and IJssel).
In a climate in which precipitation considerably exceeds evaporation,
the rivers frequently overflow their banks after prolonged rainfall or
when the water table is high.

The small amount of fall in the lower

courses of the rivers is not conducive to a rapid runoff to the sea.
When the rivers freeze solid in hard winters and the thaw follows, there
is a

great chance of floods, especially when the ice starts to break up

and forms ice barriers.

If the thaw begins earlier in more southerly

areas which have higher temperatures than the Netherlands, the situation
becomes very precarious because the way to the sea for the surplus meltwater is not yet open.
Storm surges can also cause river floods some distance upstream
from the river mouths.

The rivers in their east-west flowing lower

reaches encounter too great a resistance to be able to transport their
water to the sea.
inland.

The result is a great piling-up effect extending

far

If the rivers happen to be running at a high level, the conse-

quences may be disastrous.
In the past, the combined floods of sea and river water repeatedly
have assumed catastrophic proportions.

Large areas of land were inundated.

Many human lives were lost and livestock was drowned.

In the coastal

regions large areas of land together with their settlements were sometimes swallowed by the sea.

Where the consequences of a storm surge were

less extreme, the arable land was nevertheless saturated with seawater.
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Fig. 1.

The Netherlands
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Fig. 2. The North Sea with cotidal lines.
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The salinated farms then produced no crops for varying periods.
Famine and epidemics were not infrequently the result.

Even the

cattle which had survived such a disaster languished through lack of
food and fresh drinking water.

THE FIRST PRIMITIVE DEFENCE
WORKS AGAINST THE SEA
While

in early times man stood powerless and defenseless

against the phenomenon of floods, he has eventually learned to respond
to this challenge.

Several centuries before the beginning of our era

he is known to have resorted to throwing up mounds (Dutch:

wierden or

terpen), on which dwellings and arable land were concentrated.
mounds were of varying size and height.
uninhabited.

These

The smaller ones were often

The remains of these "wierden" are still found in many

places in the coastal districts from Flanders into North Germany.
many wierden have been leveled.

But

The area with the greatest density of

"terpen" were the Frisian districts along the Wadden Sea.

Here the

dwelling mounds afforded sufficient protection against normal high
tides and even spring tides, but certainly not against great storm
surges.

It is possible that during the age of the mounds the storm

surges were seldom really dangerous in the Frisian coastal areas, since
the Frisian Islands which then appear to have been separated from each
other by narrower outlets to the sea, must have served an important
function as breakwaters.

Not until the late Middle Ages do we read of

repeated complaints that the outlets were constantly gaining in width
and that tides were becoming higher.
Until about the year 1000 A.D. the people in the coastal areas
of the Netherlands contented themselves with throwing up artificial
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mounds as a means of defence against floods.

The mounds were repeatedly

raised and enlarged, evidently after bigger storm surges made the population realize that it was insufficiently protected against high seas.
The construction of new mounds and the raising of existing ones
continued for some time after the people had learned the art of dyke
building.

However, the oldest dykes had only small dimensions and they

could easily be breached by storm surges and washed over by high waves.
At such times the mounds afforded an extra protection against floods.
Although dyke building was known to the Romans there are no
indications that they began the construction of dykes in the Netherlands.
The oldest dyke in Western Europe for which there is a written account
was a river dyke built along the Loire in the time of the Carolingian
Emperor, Louis the Pious (814-840).

The oldest sea dykes were probably

first constructed in Flanders shortly after 1000 as a consequence of a
great storm surge in 1014, which inundated an extensive area at the mouth
of the Yser.
Shortly thereafter the word "dyke" first appeared in placenames (e.g., Tubinisdyc, Ysendike) in Flanders, a sign that dyke building
had started.

The first sea dykes were still only weak features, but

during the course of the Middle Ages they became gradually higher,
broader and more substantial.
defensive function.

Initially, the dykes had an exclusively

Then people also began to place dykes around land

that previously had been inundated by the sea and which now lay above
normal high tide level because of silting.
"polders" were reclaimed from the sea.
are found in Flanders.

In this way the first

The oldest polder place names

They are derived from the twelfth century.

people had gone over to the offensive against the sea.

Thus

At intervals,
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however, they were forced back on to the defensive by greater or
lesser storm surges and the sea repeatedly took back what man had wrung
from it.

HEAVY ATTACKS BY THE SEA AND
LOSSES OF LAND
There is a great deal of literature in the Netherlands on
storm surges and floods.

With respect to the Middle Ages this litera-

ture is based mainly on chronicles which were written principally in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The chroniclers did sometimes

have good sources available, but their work was often based on a
tradition that had become greatly distorted over time.
often gave their fantasy free rein.

Moreover, they

Their reports were constantly

repeated by later authors who also misread dates, made copying errors,
and who interpreted river floods as storm surges.

It was possible that

two, three or even four different storm surges were made of a single
storm surge.

This resulted in a greatly exaggerated notion of the

frequency of the Mediaeval storm surges.

Right down to the present use

has often been made of these unreliable earlier reports of storm surges
to prove certain theories of climatic changes, phases of marine transgression and regression, and periods of greater and lesser run-off from
rivers.*

^During the last few years I have been intensively engaged in
critically reworking the Mediaeval storm surge and river flood data in
order to create a better basis for the practical application of such
information. The results of my research will be published in a reference
work of several volumes. The first volume, covering the period from
500 A.D. to 1400, has already appeared. A second volume (1400-1600) is
in preparation and I hope to bring out a third volume (1600-1800) at a
later stage. Not until this research has been completed so as to cover
a great many centuries will it be possible to draw justified conclusions about the existence of periods of greater or lesser frequency
of storm surges and related phenomena.
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What can now be stated with certainty is that considerable land
losses occurred as a result of storm surges only in the period
before 1550.

That this was no longer the case after that time was

largely the result of improved techniques of defence against the sea
and of restoring more effectively the damage done by storm surges.

Also

of the greatest importance was an improved organization for the care of
water control matters, such as the stronger concentration of administrative and legal powers in the wider context of "waterschaps."

This

was realized step by step, but with added impetus when there was a new
flood disaster.
The storm surges by no means always affected the whole of the
Netherlands coast.
ravaged:

Now it would be only the southwest which was badly

at another time only the northern parts of the country would

be affected.

There were also storm surges which caused devastation

along the whole North Sea coast from France to Denmark.

As far as it is

possible to judge at the present time, storm surges of the last category occurred relatively infrequently.
That a clear difference can be observed between the southwest
and the north of the Netherlands must be attributed, on the one hand,
to the special form of the North Sea basin, which narrows into a funnel
towards the south.

Protracted gales from the northwest or north result

in a great piling up of the water in the southern part of the North Sea,
from which it cannot drain off quickly enough to the Atlantic Ocean
through the Straits of Dover and the English Channel.

On the other hand,

it must be remembered that, even under normal conditions, the maximum
high tide levels along the Netherlands coast show marked variations at
different places and they are reached at different times.

This is
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demonstrated by the contemporary situation on the Netherlands coast
(Table 1).

Table 1
Normal High Tide Level
Flushing
Hook of Holland
Den Helder
Delfzijl

1.95
0.90
0.50
1.19

meters
meters
meters
meters

Time
1
2
5
11

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

Thus the average level of high tide decreases northwards from Flushing
to Den Helder and then increases eastwards. Moreover, the time of
maximum high water is considerably earlier at Flushing than in the
north.
These differences are a consequence of a very complicated system
of tidal currents in the North Sea, which also explains why not all parts
of the Netherlands coast are affected by storm surges to the same
degree. Much will depend upon the coincidence of the maximum gale
force with the maximum high tide level. The great storm surge of 1953,
which caused great destruction in the southwest Netherlands (while
damage was limited in the other Dutch coastal areas) has again shown how
complicated is the mechanism of storm surges.
There were repeated losses of large areas of land during the
Mediaeval storm surges. Sometimes these losses were of a permanent
nature, while, in other cases, the damage was not made good until after
several decades, or even until after one or more centuries. A short
resume of the storm surges which resulted in such land losses follows.
Before the year 1000 A.D. only one great storm surge is known
from reliable sources, namely that of 26th December, 838. This one
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probably

affected the whole Netherlands coast.

From the sober terms

in which this fact is reported it can only be deduced that it was a
great catastrophe.

Not a single great storm surge is known from written

sources from the tenth century.
In the eleventh century (1014) a great breach was made in the
Flanders coastline near the mouth of the River Yser.
surges from the twelfth century are known:

Three great storm

in 1134 a great amount of

damage was done in Zeeland and Flanders; in 1164 in North Germany; in
1170 large areas of land were lost between what are now the provinces
of North Holland and Friesland.

The latter storm surge considerably

increased the area of the Zuyder Zee.
The storm surge of 1134--and also perhaps some smaller ones
which occurred at about that time--led the inhabitants of the coastal
district to emigrate to England and Germany.

From Germany recruiting

campaigns were organized in the Low Countries because of this very
storm surge (or surges) so as to attract colonists for the Slav marches.
When the North German coast had to endure a heavy storm surge in 1164,
the Netherlandish colonists already had been living in Germany for a
considerable time.
As a result of the storm surge of 1170, and a smaller one in
1196, numerous lakes were probably formed in what is now North Holland.
These were enlarged during the course of the Middle Ages by additional
storm surges.

They were drained in the seventeenth century and trans-

formed into fertile polders.
Towards the end of the thirteenth century the sea took a heavy
toll in the extreme northeast of the Netherlands near the mouth of the
River Ems.

In 1287 a violent storm surge destroyed the dykes, and
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flooded a large area of land.
called the Dollard.

A seawater reservoir was formed, later

With renewed storm surges this inlet increased

still further in extent and many settlements were permanently lost.

The

present day Dollard is only a small remnant of a once more extensive
area of inundation

(Fig. 3 ) .

During the fourteenth century the number of storm surges increased considerably.

Towards the end of the century several storm

surges followed each other in quick succession.
most catastrophic.

That of 1375 was the

On the north coast of Flanders, between what are

now West and East Zeeland Flanders, a great sea-water reservoir was
formed.

This was later called the Braakman.

villages quite disappeared.

Here a large number of

In South Holland, too, an extensive area

called the Riederwaard which lies between the mouths of the great rivers
was submerged, as were a number of villages.

The storm surges of 1375

also caused much damage in North Holland, in the area around the Zuyder
Zee and on the Frisian Islands.
At the beginning of the fifteenth century there occurred the
three disastrous St. Elizabeth's Floods.
19th November (1404, 1421 and 1424).
dealt a heavy blow to Flanders.

Each occurred on or about

The first flood, in 1404, again

The Braakman, along the margins of

which various pieces of land had been redyked since 1375 and polders
formed, was extended in 1404.

The water area approximately doubled.

Once again a number of villages and two small towns were destroyed.
Although much damage was also done in Holland and Zeeland in 1404, no
land was lost permanently as had been the case in Flanders.
The St. Elizabeth's Flood of 1421 is notorious in Dutch history,
especially because of the tremendous destruction which was caused in
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South Holland.

Because of an unfortunate set of circumstances, not

only of a physical geographical nature, but also of a political and
socio-economic character, an extensive area was inundated in the wider
environs of Dordrecht, along the lower reaches of the Meuse, the Waal
and the Merwede.

At least 30 villages were lost, many of which have

never been rebuilt.

Nor has the flooded land ever been completely redyked.

The Biesbos today still forms a remnant of it.
The disastrous effects of the 1421 storm surge in South Holland
must be largely attributed to the fact that, about six weeks after the
surge, the rivers in almost the whole of Western Europe, including the
Netherlands, had to carry particularly high run-offs.
breaches in many places.

This caused dyke

This situation was repeated in 1423 after a

particularly rainy summer.

South Holland, already badly damaged by sea-

water floods, was assailed shortly thereafter by river floods.

When a new

St. Elizabeth's Flood raged against the coast of the Netherlands in
November, 1424, a large part of the inundated area of South Holland was
irretrievably lost.

Effective dyke restoration was not possible in the

short periods between each successive disaster.

The tremendous sums of

money which would have been required for this restoration were not
available.

Lack of manpower too, was an acute problem after so many

people had been drowned.
Although the storm surges of 1421 and 1424 did much damage elsewhere in the Netherlands, the consequences were nowhere as severe as in
South Holland.
During the remainder of the fifteenth century storm surges were
numerous in the Netherlands, but not catastrophic.
took place in 1477.

The most violent one

It struck the coast from Flanders right round to
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Fig. 3.

North Holland in about 1300 with
numerous small and big lakes.
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the vicinity of the Zuyder Zee.
There was a particularly large number of heavy storm surges
during the sixteenth century, alternating with numerous smaller ones.
The most disastrous years were 1509, 1530, 1532, 1552 and 1570.

In 1530

the Zeeland island of North Beveland was completely inundated and remained exposed to wave attacks for about 70 years.

Nearly the whole of

the eastern half of South Beveland was lost and only a relatively small
part of it was subsequently redyked.

The unreclaimed area today forms

the Drowned Land of South Beveland in the Eastern Scheldt.

A large num-

ber of settlements in both North and South Beveland fell victim to the
sea.
The great storm surge of 1570, known as the All Saints' Flood
(1st November), caused widespread destruction along the whole North Sea
coast from France to Denmark.

Large areas of land were temporarily sub-

merged, but apart from the Land of Saaftinge (northwest of Antwerp),
there were no permanent losses of land.

Land in Saaftinge was not re-

claimed chiefly because of the Eighty Years' War (1568-1648) between
the Netherlands and Spain.

During this war floods were purposely

created for strategic reasons, for example, in the northern parts of
Flanders.

They proved to be an effective weapon!

During later storm surges there were no further submergences
of large land areas in the Netherlands.

The period of substantial land

losses was over.

THE DRAINAGE OF INLAND WATERS
In the Netherlands people not only had to defend themselves
against the sea, but also they had to ensure the discharge of surplus
inland water.

This surplus was mainly caused by an excess of
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precipitation over evaporation.

Only a small portion of it was con-

veyed by streams and rivers to the sea.

In many places the water stag-

nated in low-lying hollows or was retained in extensive peat bogs.
Such areas were marshy by nature and little suited for habitation.

In

order to make economic use of the soil certain drainage techniques had
to be applied.

Thus the reclamation of peat areas always began with the

digging of ditches.
Once a start had been made to the construction of dykes in the
coastal areas where no dunes existed the problem then
charging

arose of dis-

excess inland water.
In general the people tried to effect drainage by means of

ditches and canals whereby surplus water was discharged at suitable
points into the sea, lakes or rivers.

Precautions

had to be taken,

however, to prevent water from outside penetrating into the land.

Thus

sluices had to be constructed and these were opened or closed according
to need.
The discharge of inland water occasioned the least difficulties
where the water flowed naturally in the desired direction.

In the

coastal areas advantage could be taken of the difference between low
and high water.

The sluices could be of a very simple construction.

When the level of the inland water at low tide was higher than that of
the sea water the sluice gates were opened by the pressure of the inland
water, which could now run off to the sea.

The rising tide automatically

ensured that the sluice gates were closed again.
In the course of time the construction of sluices became more
complicated, especially when they also had to be designed for the
passage of ships (locks).

During the Middle Ages, for example, a series
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Screw mill.

Scoop wheel mill.
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Fig. 6. Molengang.

Fig. 7. The flooded area around the
Zuyder Zee, January, 1961.
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of sluices (from 7 to 10) were built at a short distance from each
other near Maasdam in South Holland.

Through these important discharge

points passed water drained from the whole area of the "Grote Waard."
This area had been largely submerged by the St. Elizabeth's Flood of
1421.

Near Spaarndam, north of Haarlem, nine or ten sluices discharged

the water of Rijnland (located on both sides of the Old Rhine), into
the IJ.
It was of great importance that the water control works, that
is, all the dykes, sluices, drainage canals, and other facilities required to keep water in check, should function properly.
demanded maintenance, restoration and renewal.
money and manpower.
control works.

Such works

This, in turn, required

There had to be organized supervision of the water

Thus the need was felt at an early period for a con-

trolling body which would call up men to carry out works, raise money to
cover the costs, and which would take punitive measures if someone
evaded his obligations or caused damage to the water control works.

The

care of these works was regarded as a very important administrative
task, but management assumed different forms in the various parts of
the Netherlands.
In Flanders the responsibility for these works fell initially
to the normal district authorities, but various powers were delegated
to lower local bodies who were familiar with local conditions.

These

local bodies were called "wateringen" in both Flanders and Zeeland.
The officials were called "gezworenen" (sworn men) because they had
sworn an oath to carry out their duties faithfully.

Similar bodies

were also formed in Holland and the river region of the Central
Netherlands to oversee the water control works, but here they were
called "waterschappen" or "heemraadschappen."

The "heemraden" were
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comparable with the sworn men in Flanders and Zeeland.

The oldest

reference to "heemraden" dates from the middle of the twelfth century.
At that time there was an organization in the river region with the
specific purpose of furthering the "waterschap" interests.

This was

not a government body, but was called into being by the interested
parties themselves.
In Holland during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the
Counts took great personal interest in "waterschap" affairs.

They

assumed control and called in the assistance of other leading members
of the aristocracy who also held important government offices.

These

autonomous administrative bodies which were completely divorced from
the civil authority, were called "hoogheemraadschappen."

At first,

the Count of Holland himself presided over these, but some time later
he let a "dijkgraaf" take over the function.

The "hoogheemraadschappen"

were given considerable powers in connection with water control matters,
both in the judicial and the administrative arenas.

They also acted

as coordinating bodies for a number of small "waterschappen" within
their jurisdiction.
The "concessiewaterschappen" were another form of organization.
When an administrative body granted a concession to one or more persons to reclaim a particular area of land, or to convert it into a
polder, certain powers were often granted concerning the regulation of
water control matters.
The special situation in which the Netherlands found itself with
respect to the struggle against the sea and fresh water has had farreaching consequences through the centuries in the areas of administration
and justice.

The administration of justice was eventually taken out of
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the hands of the "waterschappen," but administrative matters have continued to occupy a very special position up to the present.

Since

there are great differences between local and regional needs, uniform
national legislation in these matters has never been achieved.
Reference has been made to the discharge of inland water through
ditches, canals and sluices.

If no other artificial means are employed,

one speaks in the Netherlands of "natural discharge."
charge" is another matter.

"Artificial dis-

This appeared when the windmill was adapted

for removing water from a low-lying area of limited extent.
vention took place in Holland.

This in-

The oldest written evidence dates from

1408 when a windmill of this type began operating near Alkmaar.
The oldest mills set in motion a scoop wheel which stood vertically in the water between two small walls so that the water was thrown
up from a polder ditch into the outside water

(Fig. 4 ) . If this was to

be effective for a particular area the influx of water from the surrounding areas had to be prevented by the construction of small dams in
the feeder ditches.

Thus was acquired an area of land where the water

level could be controlled artificially by means of the windmill.

Such

an area was also called a polder, but it was a polder of a completely
different character from a piece of land surrounded by dykes after reclamation from the sea.
Once the windmill could be used for the discharge of water the
interior of Holland which consisted largely of peat, was quite rapidly
transformed into polders and freed of excess water.

This meant that

large areas of worthless land which were swampy for a large part of the
year, could be converted into farmland.

Thanks to the windmills it was

soon possible to begin draining a number of the many small lakes which
are found in Holland.
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All kinds of technical improvements were gradually made to the
small primitive mills of the early period.

The scoop wheel, for

example, was replaced by an Archimedean screw which consisted of a
central shaft inclined at an angle of between 25 and 30 degrees, with
two or three helical blades inside a cylindrical or semi-cylindrical
casing

(Fig. 5 ) . The screw enabled the water to be raised to a much

higher level.

The scoop wheel could cope with a height difference of

from one and one-half to two meters between the water in the polder
(polder level) and the outside water (boezemwater).

With the screw

mills, however, the water could be raised to a height of three and onehalf or four meters.

The soil began to subside as a result

of the

pumping, especially where there was peat at the surface or in the subsoil.

The differences in level increased with time, so that even

greater height differences than three to four meters had to be overcome
in order to keep an area free of water.

The solution was found in

placing three or four mills behind each other, each at a higher level,
so that the water was pumped up in stages from one mill to the other to
secure the discharge.

This arrangement is called a "molengang ." (Fig. 6 ) .

Not until a pumping technique had been sufficiently developed
was it possible to start thinking of draining the large lakes.

Most of

them were transformed into polders, known as "droogmakerijen," in the
seventeenth century.

These larger projects were possible because the

seventeenth century witnessed considerable advances in techniques.

The

necessary capital was largely advanced by Amsterdam merchants who saw in
land reclamation good investment potential for the capital they had
earned in commercial activities.
Until the nineteenth century wind was the only source of
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energy which could be harnessed in the Netherlands in the struggle
with the water.
windmills.

Thus the Dutch polderland was sown, so to speak, with

A considerable proportion of them did service in draining

the polders, but numerous others were used for industrial purposes (corn
mills, oil mills, rice mills, sawmills, etc.).

The windmill has rightly

become a symbol of Holland for it formed a very characteristic element
of the landscape.
In the nineteenth century wind power was replaced by steam as a
source of energy for polder drainage as well as for other purposes.
sequently, electricity became the principal source of energy.

Sub-

Pumping

stations replaced the earlier screw mills and the possibilities of reclaiming larger expanses of land and keeping them drained steadily grew.
From time to time, there were strong counter-blows.

Storm

surges sometimes destroyed in a few hours what had been won after a
lengthy struggle against the water.

Such things still happen as, for

example, in the storm surges of 1916 and 1953.

No matter how great the

losses caused by such disasters, people always found the courage and the
means to make the land safer and to secure other advantages.

THE ZUYDER ZEE SCHEME
In January, 1916, the margins of the Zuyder Zee were struck by
a violent storm surge which caused extensive floods

(Fig. 7 ) . This

drawback provided a renewed and powerful incentive to the already existing plans to drain the Zuyder Zee.

Moreover, prevailing circumstances

encouraged the extension of farmland because of the great food shortage
during the First World War.

In 1918 the Zuyder Zee Act was passed so as

to permit the draining of the Zuyder Zee.
The first step was to build a massive dam between the island
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of Wieringen and the mainland of North Holland.

This project provided

the necessary experience for the great dyke which had to be constructed
across the Zuyder Zee from Wieringen to the coast of Friesland.

Work

on this "Afsluitdijk" (sealing-off dam) which is 32 km long,began in
1927.

It was completed in 1932.

At the Western end near Wieringen,

and at the eastern end, some distance from the Frisian coast, discharge
sluices were built into the dyke.
and ten at the eastern end.

Fifteen were built at the western end

This was necessary because the Guelders

IJssel and some smaller rivers discharged their water into the enclosed
basin of the Zuyder Zee.

In addition to the discharge sluices three

locks were built into the "Afsluitdijk" to permit passage of shipping.
With the completion of the dyke the Zuyder Zee was converted into
a lake, the IJssel Lake, which gradually became a freshwater basin.
During dry summers water can be tapped from this reservoir to prevent
farmland from drying out.

Drinking water can also be drawn from the

IJssel Lake.
While the "Afsluitdijk" was still under construction a polder
was already being drained near Wieringen.

This was completed in 1930,

adding 20,000 hectares of land. The North East Polder (48,000 ha.) was
completed during the Second World War, the East Flevoland Polder
(54,000 ha.) in 1957, and South Flevoland (44,000 ha.) in 1968.
According to existing plans the last great polder, the Markerwaard,
should be completed in 1980, but opinions are now strongly divided as to
the value of this piece of land reclamation.

People are asking whether

there is still a need to extend the area of agricultural land in the
Netherlands.

There is already a surplus of farm products on the West

European market.

The high costs entailed in increasing the agricultural
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area are now scarcely recovered.

It has been calculated that every

hectare of wheat added to the existing area costs H.Fl. 1200 per annum,
every hectare of grassland H.Fl. 1500, and a hectare of sugar beet
H.Fl. 4000.

There is no longer any need to increase the cultivable

area at such a cost.
In a country as densely populated as the Netherlands, with its
high population growth, expanding towns and increasing environmental
pollution recreational space represents a much greater need.

Water-

oriented recreation is very popular in the Netherlands and is still increasing.

Although marginal lakes still exist between the Zuyder Zee

polders and the mainland, they are already proving to be too small to
meet recreational needs.

Pollution is also readily evident.

Voices are

being raised against the drainage of the Markerwaard and in favour of
retaining the existing water area because of its recreational possibilities.

There are fears too, that a second national airport will be

built in the future Markerwaard for in ten years the present Schiphol
airport will have become too small.

The noise hazard which is now being

experienced in a wide area around Schiphol is by no means coveted by the
small towns and villages which will lie on the margins of the Markerwaard
in the future.

For several decades the Zuyder Zee works were the pride

of the Dutch nation.

Now, however, there has been an important shift

in the evaluation of the land reclamation scheme.

THE DELTA SCHEME
Just as plans existed for draining the Zuyder Zee before the
storm surge of 1916, others had been likewise made for damming the
great estuaries of the southwest Netherlands before the great storm
surge of 31st January to 1st February, 1953.

This surge caused a
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terrible disaster in Zeeland and the South Holland islands.

The

dykes gave way in many places, 160,000 hectares of land were submerged,
and about 2,000 people were drowned (Fig. 8 ) . The material damage to
houses and farms, cattle, farmland, roads and railways was enormous
(about H.Fl. 1500 million).

People had to be evacuated from a large

number of places.
The most heavily damaged area was the Zeeland island of
Schouwen-Duiveland where the seawater poured over the land through more
than 20 breaches and submerged four-fifths of the island.
town of Zierikzee and about 75 villages were flooded.

The small

The most dangerous

point was on the south side of Schouwen near the Schelphoek where a
large breach was made and which rapidly widened.

On 1st March, 1953 the

width of the breach was 280 meters; on 1st July, 460 meters.
was 35 meters.

The depth

Seawater flowing through this breach submerged about

10,000 hectares of land. The soil in the affected area became highly
permeated with salt.

The dyke along the Holland IJssel, an open tidal

river, remained intact only after the greatest efforts had been made.
If this dyke, called Schielands Hoge Zeedijk, had given way the whole
area between Rotterdam and Amsterdam would have been inundated.
On the night of the disaster the northwesterly gale reached
speeds of more than 100 km per hour.

Because it continued to blow for

6 to 12 hours from the same direction, it drove the seawater in front
of it, piling it up to an exceptional height in the southern part of the
North Sea.

The high tide levels reached about 50 cm higher than at any

time during a storm surge since the end of the nineteenth century.

That

there was a spring tide at the time was of less importance than the long
duration of the gale and the large area covered by the storm.

The
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violence of the gale did not even reach the maximum recorded intensity.
The wind speed during the surge was 27 meters per second and speeds of
35 meters per second previously had been measured.

But on those

occasions, the great wind speeds had not coincided with the maximum
height of the tide and, moreover, the gale had been of shorter duration.
The 1953 disaster would undoubtedly have been still greater if
the rivers had contained much water at that time.
small, however.

The runoffs were

The Rhine, which normally has a flow volume at Lobith

3

i

of 2200 m , was then transporting only 1600 m-*.

At other times maximums

of 13,000 nw have been measured here.
In contrast to the southwestern Netherlands the storm surge of
1953 did not bring catastrophe to the northern coastal provinces.

On

the island of Texel a polder was inundated and six dyke workers lost
their lives, but the coasts of Friesland and Groningen, in the lee of
the Frisian Islands, suffered relatively little.
force here coincided with low water.

The greatest wind

Although the waves washed over the

dykes in many places, no disastrous dyke breaches occurred.

During a

later storm surge in December, 1954, the water levels along the coasts
of Friesland and Groningen were even higher than on 1st February, 1953.
The "Afsluitdijk" in the Zuyder Zee also suffered only slight
damage in 1953.

The dunes along the North Sea coast, on the other hand,

were greatly affected by wave erosion.

On average, the foot of the

dunes was washed away over a distance of 20 meters.
A number of places on the east coast of England also experienced
considerable storm surge damage in 1953.

But because of that country's

higher level above the sea the consequences were much less serious than
in the Netherlands.

Fig. 8.

The flooded area in Zeeland and South
Holland, 1953, and the Delta Scheme.

i—•
OJ
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Immediately after the storm surge every modern technique was
brought in to save what could be saved.

The Zuyder Zee works were even

temporarily halted in order to employ the equipment and manpower in the
southwest Netherlands.

Speedy intervention enabled the awful conse-

quences of the storm surge to be drastically reduced.

Apart from 250 ha

of land on the south side of Schouwen, near the Schelphoek, no land was
permanently lost.

Most of the tidal channels which had been formed by

the storm surge were temporarily dammed by the end of March, 1953.

On

15th April only 10 of the 67 breaches were still open--seven on Schouwen
and three on South Beveland.

By 1st July, 1953, ninety per cent of the

inundated land was dry again.
In earlier times gaps in dykes were often sealed by sinking
ships.

After the Second World War, however, a new technique was

developed.

The Allied Forces had destroyed the dykes of the island of

Walcheren at four places for strategic reasons, so that a large part of
the island was submerged.
after the war.

These dyke breaches had to be closed again

The British made available a number of reinforced con-

crete Phoenix pontoons (caissons), which had been used for the Normandy
landings.

These proved to be very serviceable for the closing of tidal

gaps.
The experience gained with them on Walcheren in 1945 proved to
be of great value after the 1953 storm surge.

The great advantage of

caissons is that a number of separate elements can be combined to form a
dam.

At the final sealing-off stage, when the speed of the tidal currents

in the remaining opening is very great, the final element can be quickly
placed in the gap during a single slack tide.
The 1953 catastrophe forced the Dutch to reflect.

They felt

compelled to strengthen the defense cordon against the sea and to alter
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it where necessary to prevent a repetition of the events of that year.
It had become clear that the dykes were too low and too weak.
After the disaster the question was posed as to whether the
estuaries of the southwest Netherlands could be dammed, or whether all
existing sea dykes over a total length of more than 1,000 km had to be
raised one to two meters.

A committee of experts set to work to study

the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches and to make an
estimate of the costs.
To dam the estuaries meant that the coast line would be considerably shortened and storm surges would have fewer points of
application.
be created.

Behind the sealing-off dams freshwater reservoirs could
These would be of great importance in combating salt seepage

into the soil, about which there had long been concern.

In order not to

interfere with the shipping interests of the great ports of Rotterdam
and Antwerp, however, the New Waterway and the Western Scheldt had to
be kept open.

Along these busy shipping routes the dykes would be

raised to storm surge height.
The costs of the gigantic plan to dam the great estuaries were
much higher than the reinforcement and raising of all the sea dykes,
but safety considerations were the decisive factor in accepting the
Delta Plan and implementing it expeditiously within a 25 year period. A
timetable was planned.
first.

In general, the smaller works were carried out

This enabled much experience to be gained to help in construc-

ting the major dams.
The first task was the building of a movable storm surge
barrier in the Holland IJssel to the east of Rotterdam (Fig. 9 ) . A
steel gate was suspended between two lifting towers which could be
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Fig. 9.

Storm surge barrier in the Holland Ijssel.
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Fig. 10. Construction dates of flood control structures
in the Netherlands.
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Fig. 11.

Caissons with open-work lattices.
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lowered when danger threatened. When the gate was lowered it still
remained 6.50 meters above the surface of the water.

Under normal con-

ditions the Holland IJssel would remain open for shipping. A lock for
shipping was also built beside the storm surge barried.

This project

was completed in 1957 (Fig. 10).
Meanwhile,in 1956, a start had been made with the Three Islands'
Plan. This was completed in 1961. The islands of Walcheren, North and
South Beveland were linked together by dams.

The waters between the

islands were made into a lake called the Veere Lake after the little
town of Veere. The largest of the three dams is that across the seaward side of the Veere estuary which had a tidal volume of some 70 million m

of water.
A new technique was applied for closing the dam in the Veere

estuary. No longer were caissons used with solid walls. A new type
with openwork lattices was introduced.

The lattices could be closed by

means of gates (Fig. 11). This model had the great advantage that the
tidal currents could still flow unhindered through the caissons instead
of being channeled through a narrow opening.

The funneling process

carried with it the danger of the strength of the current becoming so
great as to cause undermining. At a carefully timed moment the gates
in the sluice caissons would be closed and the sea shut out.
The Three Islands' Plan was followed by the completion, in
1965, of the Grevelingen Dam, a secondary dam between Duiveland and
Overflakkee.

The function of the secondary dams is to separate the

waters of the different estuaries in order to prevent undesirable currents.

These can be troublesome in building the primary dams on the

seaward side. The purpose of the Grevelingen Dam was to facilitate the
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closing of the Brouwershaven estuary between Schouwen and Goeree.
The Volkerak Dam with its shipping lock was completed in 1970.
This sealed off the Hollands Diep and the Haringvliet from the Zeeland
waters.

The Hollands Diep and the Haringvliet will never become com-

pletely fresh, but the Zeeland waters will.
The Haringvliet Dam on the north side of Goeree, into which is
incorporated a great sluice complex, was completed in 1971. The sluices
serve both for shipping and to permit the discharge of ice in winter.
The six kilometer wide Brouwershaven estuary, through which
3
flowed a volume of 350 million m of water at each tide, was also closed
in 1971. Work began here in 1965 when a section of dam was built on a
sandbank in the middle of the estuary.

From there work progressed on

both sides. Eventually two gaps to the north and to the south, with
widths of 900 and 1050 meters, respectively, had to be closed.

For the

northern gap the sluice caisson method was again employed, but for the
southern gap a method developed in the Haringvliet was attempted. This
latter method involved the use of a cableway running above the gap.
Heavy blocks of concrete, each weighing 2\ tons, were dropped from gondolas.

In this way a dam of blocks was gradually built up in the water.

The advantage of this method is that less dependence is placed on the
weather. On the other hand, the positioning of caissons, which are
built at some distance from the site of the works and have to be
floated to the gap with the aid of tugs, requires favourable weather.
In the Brouwershaven estuary then, the two methods of caissons and
cableway were combined.

Both gaps had to be sealed simultaneously to

prevent the currents in any one of them becoming too great. This
operation was very thoroughly prepared by laboratory tests--as indeed
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are all of the Delta Plan works--and the successful closure of the
Brouwershaven estuary became a fact on 1st May, 1971. The finishing
touches to this dam will still require more than a year.
The final and most expensive project within the framework of
the Delta Plan is the closing off of the 9 km wide Eastern Scheldt
between Schouwen and North Beveland.

It is a hazardous undertaking, in
3
which a tidal volume of 1100 million m must be subdued. In 1969 a
start was made with the construction of an artificial island with a
work harbor on the Roggen sandbank.

The second and third artificial

islands in the broad estuary followed in 1970 and 1971, respectively.
In the future three tidal channels will have to be closed between the
artificial islands and the shore. This will be done by means of concrete blocks released from a cableway.

Helicopters capable of trans-

porting ten tons of concrete blocks will supplement the cableway. They
can readily drop the blocks at any point.
The closing of the Eastern Scheldt is regarded as a technical
necessity, but recently there has been opposition to the completion of
this work. Opponents consider that the remedy is worse than the disease.
They fear that after it is closed the Eastern Scheldt will become highly
polluted by river water containing phosphates and nitrates. They forecast a massive killing of fish through lack of oxygen. The oyster,
lobster and mussel beds may be completely destroyed.

As the water be-

comes fresh the chances of ice forming in winter will increase and
greatly impede inland shipping.

These opponents reproach the

authorities for having made the closure of the Eastern Scheldt a matter
of prestige and a project which cannot be abandoned.
At the moment it does not seem that these objections will
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receive a sympathetic hearing from the government. The safety of
thousands of human lives has always been foremost in the execution of
the Delta Plan and the objections to the closing of the Eastern Scheldt
are of secondary importance in comparison. The opponents are not sufficiently aware of the dangers which have beset this low-lying country
through the centuries. It is not only the storm surges which strike at
unexpected moments, but also the continuous fall in the level of the
land which must be taken into account.
The storm surge of 1953 has again demonstrated that damage to
the Dutch coasts can be very uneven with one area sometimes being much
more heavily affected than another.

The fact that destruction in a

limited area is particularly great is, in itself, no measure of the
intensity of the surge. In February, 1962 there was no emergency in
the Netherlands, while the North German coast in the neighborhood of
Hamburg was very seriously affected by a storm surge.

Storm surges have

their good sides as well as their bad sides. It may rightly be said
that "it is an ill wind that blows nobody any good." Without the storm
surge disaster of 1916 the Netherlands would not have had the Zuyder Zee
works.

And without the 1953 catastrophe, there would be no Delta works.
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Fig. 12. Cable way dropping blocks of concrete.
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THE INDIAN DESERT OF THAR
AS A MAN-MADE DESERT
C Rathjens
The Desert of Thar (or Great Indian Desert) is situated in the
arid region of the northwestern part of the Indian subcontinent (Fig. 1 ) .
The eastern portion which lies in the political unit of Bharat is also
known as the desert of Rajasthan or Marusthali, the land of death.
This desert represents an excellent example of the changes man may
introduce to the natural environment and of the resultant hazards to his
life and to his economy.
Without going into details about previous research, we should
acknowledge the work of some Indian geographers in Rajasthan, the work
of the members of the Central Arid Zone Research Institute (CAZRI) at
Jodhpur, and by members of some Indian universities in Rajasthan and in
the Punjab.

There are some new and useful descriptions of the Thar by

Indian geographers. (Misra, 1966, 1968; Singh, 1971).

The results of

research in the desert have been discussed frequently at scientific
symposia, most recently and most intensively at the Symposium on the
Arid Zone at Jodhpur (1968), which was held in conjunction with the 21st
International Geographical Congress in India.
Since the Research Institute at Jodhpur was established
European geographers have been able to travel in the Thar and to make
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Figure 1. The Desert of Thar.
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substantial contributions to the scientific knowledge of the area.
These contributions include work by Dresch (1965) , Nitz (since 1966) ,
Verstappen (since 1968) and the author (since 1957).

My own publications

on the Thar (see too, Rathjens, 1968, 1971) have sought to draw attention
to questions about the geoecology and anthropogenic geomorphology of the
area.
In this paper I will attempt to outline some problems of the
geographical environment of the Thar.
is a so-called man-made desert.

I propose to show that the Thar

As such this area may serve as a good

example of the variety of environmental problems which an arid country
poses.
It is important to question whether and to what extent man
depends upon his natural environment, and in what manner man's environment is influenced by human settlement and economic activity.
problem is one of the longest-standing in geographical enquiry.

This
Thus

modern environmental research when conducted within the framework of
geography, should not be used to perpetuate these questions or to develop
new positions of geographical determinism.

Rather, research should be

directed to those instances where interference by man and his activities
have disturbed the natural equilibrium of the earth's surface.

En-

quiries should be made in those regions where natural processes which
influence geomorphology, soil and vegetation are so modified or destroyed that there is a threat to human productivity, settlement and life.
Little scientific research has been undertaken on these problems and the
field is an important one for future geographers.

We should bear in

mind that among the hazards to human life, man himself and his economic
activity represent the greatest hazard.

In this context the example of
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a man-made desert may provide some ideas and suggestions.
Physiognomonically the Thar supports all the features of a
normal desert caused by an arid climate.

Large parts of the country are

covered by sand which has been formed into dunes.
has been described by Verstappen (1968).

This dune development

In addition to the sandy areas

there are wide plains and low escarpments of rocky desert.
sources are scarce.

Water re-

Near the frontier between India and Pakistan, for

example, the groundwater table sinks to a depth of more than 100 meters.
Water flow in the rivers is ephemeral, occurring either during a short
period of the summer monsoon or only after single monsoon showers on the
plains or in the Aravalli Mountains which border the desert to the east.
Many river beds in the Thar are part of internal systems and do
not lead surface water into the Indian Ocean.

In the western part of the

Thar there are a number of closed basins which have no outlets.

These

basins are filled with water only during the monsoon and for a short
period thereafter.

Efflorescences of mineral salts are very widespread.

A typical phenomenon is the kunkur, a calcareous concretion within the
soil profile.
xeromorphic.

The vegetation of the Thar is sparse and distinctly
Human settlement and agricultural land use are dependent

on the production, transportation and distribution of subterranean water
by technical means.
These characteristic signs of a desert, however, do not correspond to the climatic conditions of the area and they cannot be
explained by the natural features of the landscape alone.
western parts of the Thar are fully arid:

Only the most

the centre of the arid region

(with less than 100 mm of annual precipitation) is situated in the middle
of the Indus basin in Pakistan.

To the northeast in the direction of the
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Plate 1.

Sheep grazing on a rocky plain near Jodhpur.

Plate 2.

Shepherd with flock in dune country near Jaisalmer.
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Plate 3.

Farmer collecting dry plants for fuel near Bikaner.

Plate A.

A bull near Jodhpur producing water for men and animals
and causing destruction of vegetation.
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Plate 5. Waterhole near Bikaner with installation for irrigation.

Plate 6.

Irrigation system of a village near Bikaner.
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Gangetic plains; to the east as far as the Aravalli mountain range; and
to the south in the direction of Saurashtra, precipitation rises to
600 - 800 mm annually, although it is distinctly concentrated in the
summer monsoon period.

1.

The amount of precipitation is very ir-

regular from year to year and droughts are frequent.

2.

However,

during more humid years associated with strong monsoons the climatic
conditions permit agriculture on unirrigated rain fields.

3.

Before

the onset of the rainy season the Thar is the hottest region in India
with a mean temperature in June of more than 34 C.
are not uncommon.

4.

But in winter frosts

The natural vegetation, a thorny savannah with

a variety of acacia trees, merges in the east into a relatively dense
Prosopis savannah; and into a deciduous dry forest along the border of
the Aravalli mountain range.

(Mehr-Homji, 1970).

The foregoing evidence suggests that because the natural
features of the Thar do not correspond to its climatic condition other
reasons must be sought to explain the present landscape.
thought to be related to man's activities in the area.

These are

The following

facts in particular should be taken into consideration:
1.

The protective cover of the open forests and arboreous

formations which apparently existed historically and which still may be
found as a remnant in some places has been destroyed by man.

Removal

of the protective cover was in part intentional, to clear areas for
settlement and agriculture; and it was caused unintentionally, for
example, through the lowering of the water table, and by fire.

The

association between vegetation and human activity is revealed by the
fact that protected areas administered by the Research Institute around
Jodhpur show quick regeneration by arboreous formations.
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2.

Because of the climate cattle breeding, occasionally in

semi-nomadic forms, is the main form of subsistence for the population
of the Thar.

Most grazing areas are overstocked thereby hindering the

growth of young forest trees.

Overstocking has also brought about the

degradation and clearing of the remaining vegetation and has particularly
reduced the grasses.

On the other hand it has favoured the thorny

plants.
3.

Because of the great demand for fodder for the domestic

herds a special method of acquiring forage is employed.

The Prosopis

trees are logged down and killed, resulting in a further loss of wood
stocks.
4.

Woody vegetation is collected to satisfy the inhabitants'

need for fuel for cooking and heating.

This situation is particularly

evident near the towns and larger villages.

Since the population of

Rajasthan is increasing very rapidly, having one of the highest growth
rates in India, this sort of destruction is taking place at a proportionately greater rate.*
5.

Agriculture which is dependent on rainfall is carried on

over wide areas of the eastern Thar.

The main crops are millet (bajra),

sorghum (jowar), and pulses, collectively known as kharif or summer
crop.

In favourable years cultivation extends far beyond the isohyet of

200 mm of average annual precipitation.

Tilled soils are exposed to

the strong, hot, southwestern summer winds, especially just before the
outbreak of the monsoon.

*The increase of population in Rajasthan in the period 1901-1961
was 95.8 per cent, 26 per cent of this increase occurring in the decade
1951-1961. About 80 per cent of the population is rural.
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6.

The needs of man and cattle for water which is drawn from

tanks and wells, is reducing groundwater supplies and lowering the water
table, especially near the settlements.

In this instance too, popula-

tion growth is precipitating greater demands on available water resources.
7.

Field irrigation which is performed without special tech-

nical knowledge, without adequate supplies of water, and without drainage
arrangements, frequently brings about an accumulation of mineral salts
in the upper soil horizons.

This problem has been experienced his-

torically and in many instances it has brought about the abandonment or
removal of settlements.
Because of the activities described above there have been changes
in the ecosystems of the Thar.

Without exception these changes have

proved to be disadvantageous and even dangerous to man.
1.

The sandy plains of western Rajasthan experience extensive

deflation and transportation of sand.

This process affects not only

the older dunes which were formed during a more arid period of the
Pleistocene:

it also causes soil materials and weathered and decomposed

crystalline bedrock to be formed into more recent dunes.

The arrange-

ment of these recent dunes clearly demonstrates the relation between
wind transportation and the areas of greatest human activity.

The

continuing expansion of the sand fields in the direction of the prevailing wind, that is to the northeast, may be interpreted as the most
significant phenomenon in the extension of the Thar desert.

This

growth of the desert must be considered a threat to the cultivated land
along the Jumna and Ganges Rivers.

Some observers in India state that

the desert is growing at a rate of fifty square miles every year.
2.

Wind activity is also spreading dust which is made up of
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the

finest particles of weathered desert materials.

Dust storms

generated in the Thar are becoming more frequent in northwestern India
and are beginning to represent a hazard for the urban populations and
industries of the Gangetic plains.
3.

Considerable soil erosion is common throughout the Thar.

In many cases the deeper soil horizons of calcareous concretions, the
kunkur, have been exposed and denuded, creating extended systems of
gullies.

The soil is rendered useless for both agricultural activities

and the return of natural vegetation.
4.
two ways.

Changes in the water balance may be observed generally in
Firstly, the water table sinks so much that it lies beyond

the reach of the primitive technical methods employed by the local
agriculturalists for raising water.

Secondly, after rainfall the run-

off is becoming more irregular and it is loaded with sediment.

The

facility with which this water can be used for agriculture is thus
impeded.
5.

Changes in natural vegetation, in soil content, and in

water balance are modifying microclimates and local climates.
general trend is towards undesirable conditions of desiccation.

The
Thus

the climate of the Thar may be more arid than available data indicate.
6.

The formation of crusts and of salt horizons near the soil

surface is making agriculture increasingly unproductive.
It seems that the arid conditions of the Thar have deteriorated
because of human land use, and that the choices for human activities,
in turn, have been diminished.

Historical data show that natural condi-

tions have deteriorated and that the desert has expanded in recent
centuries, but there is no evidence that this change is due to climatic
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change.

Today the situation is far from being stabilized and it seems

that there will be more changes in the future.

Before too long large

portions of the Thar will be quite unfit for settlement and land use
unless improved technologies are introduced.

These would have to apply

to agricultural land use and to the conservation of water, natural
vegetation and the soil.

Failure to introduce these technologies will

mean the continuous extension of the man-made desert.
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THE PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES OF
CANAL-IRRIGATION IN NORTH INDIA'
SOME NINETEENTH CENTURY ANTECEDENTS
E. Whitcombe
The history of agricultural settlement in the Indo-Gangetic
plains reaches far back into remote antiguity.

The Indus civilization,

for example, was already sharply in decline as early as 10,000 B.C.
This much has been established from the limited archaeological evidence.
We may conjecture that any expansion in settlement was slow and piecemeal with cultivation spreading in patches and old sites being abandoned
for new.

The pace quickened under the Moghul empire (fifteenth to

eighteenth centuries) with the implementation of systematic revenue
assessment on land and the rise of urban centres dependent on nearby
agricultural settlements for their provisioning and much of their
wealth.
The voluminous Moghul records which have been subject of detailed study by Indian and European scholars, provide information on,
inter alia, the clearing of land and the movement of settlement
patterns in the Doab.*

From the first decade of the nineteenth century,

*
This paper is a summary of preliminary findings on BritishIndian irrigation, a detailed analysis of which is in preparation. It
is based on the history of the modern state of Uttar Pradesh. British
power was first established in that part of the region known as the
province of Agra (also, North-Western Provinces) at the turn of the
139
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however, there are signs of sudden change, for the rate at which
agriculture expanded in this region seems to have accelerated markedly.
The introduction of new and rigorous principles of revenue demand which
were administered regularly with little of the flexibility apparent in
Moghul times may possibly have coincided with a slight rise in population following the firm establishment of law and order.

The imposition

of Pax Britannica from the 1820's onwards resulted in construction of
public works--the great road, railway and canal systems which stood as
the symbol of modernity in nineteenth century India.
more evident than in the great northern plains.

Nowhere was this

By 1880, the North-

western Provinces and Oudh together accounted for no less than one-ninth
of the total railway mileage of British India.

The Grand Trunk Road

traversed the provinces from south-east to north-west and feeder roads,
carried on all-weather embankments, fanned out into the agricultural
hinterland.

By 1877-78, some 5,601 miles of large-scale canals had been

built throughout the Doab, irrigating an area of approximately 1,500,000
acres.

This vigorous manifestation of "Saxon energy and British capital,"

the result of some 50 years' investment, had many and varied consequences
for the indigenous agricultural society upon which it was bestowed.
This paper examines the period of accelerated expansion.

While

outlining the economic framework in which the public works were introduced,

nineteenth century. In 1856, the kingdom of Oudh, bounded by the western,
central and eastern districts of the province of Agra and to the north by
the sub-Himalayan tract, was annexed.In 1877, the administrations were
amalgamated, and in 1901, the whole territory renamed the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Throughout the paper, the term Doab (literally
land between the rivers) refers to the main Doab, i.e., the region
between the Ganges and Jumna Rivers, except where specific reference is
made to the other Doab in the provinces, between the Ganges and the
Gahra.
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the paper has as its main concern their major physical consequences.
Of these the astonishing aggravation of the saline-alkali hazard stands
pre-eminent for three main reasons:
1)

the rapidity of its occurrence;

2)

the extent of the area covered (by 1891-92 between two and
three million acres were estimated as saline in the northwest alone); and,

3)

the contemporary scientific observations available to
illustrate the problem in relation to the contemporary
development of public works.

Given precise chronological evidence for the construction of roads,
railways and canals and through judicious use of selections of nineteenth
and early twentieth century technical records we may establish parts of
a general large-scale framework for geomorphological and ecological
distortions in recent historical time.

From this we can perhaps suggest

directions in which the framework of modern field and laboratory investigations might be expanded to establish a more precise connection
between the small- and large-scale analyses of the problem of salinityalkalinity.
The agricultural year* produced two harvests, each with a wide
variety of crops.

Kharif, sown during the rains in the hot season and

harvested in October-November, was followed by rabi (November to MarchApril) . Table 1 sets out sample patterns of staple foodgrains and
oilseeds for two typical small holdings in the Gangetic plain and one
medium-to-large holding in the alluvial belt of the western sub-Himalaya

*The indigenous agricultural year runs from the beginning of
the kharif season, May - June, to the end of the rabi, April - May.
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region (see Fig. 1 ) . The Gangetic plain examples demonstrate the very
small size of plots and a variety of crops whereas in the sub-Himalayan
case the plots are larger and there is little crop variety.

In the

Mathura district example, the smallest holding, kharif crops predominate.
In Etah district the pattern is balanced between kharif and the two
major rabi cereals.

Finally in the example from Philibhit district

example the balance is tilted in favour of a broadly uniform pattern of
two-crop kharif over single-crop rabi.
These examples illustrate general principles of indigenous
agriculture.

The cropping patterns broadly reflect the heterogenity in

soil-water distribution which characterizes the alluvial plains.

Where

upland kharif crops predominate over rabi, and also where in rabi the
barley and gram exceed wheat, the soils are lighter and of lower
fertility.

The presence of millets suggests a relatively low water

table where regular irrigation would be difficult to maintain.
themselves reflect differences in soil quality.

Millets

Except in the few areas

where excellent local varieties of bajra can be obtained jowar is generally the better crop.

Jowar is especially successful on good upland soils.

In general then, "natural" wheat lands are located on the most arable
upland tracts where there are good irrigation facilities to supplement
rainfall.
Rice is the main staple in the lowland areas, where drainage is
poor. Soils tend towards sodic-alkalinity and humidity is high, especially
during the kharif season.

A wide range of indigenous varieties of rice

match soil-water differences in rice lands.

This is especially true in

the sub-Himalayan and Indo-Gangetic regions.
Rice and wheat stand at the extremes of a rough scale of
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Table 1
Standard Cropping Patterns

(I)

Philibhit district (Sub-Himalaya, west)
Holding of 38 pakka bighas (approx. 23.75 acres)
Crop

(II)

Kharif

Rice
Mung

8
10

Rabi

Wheat

20

Etah district (Indo-Gangetic plain, west)
Holding of 10 pakka bighas (approx. 6.25 acres)
Crop

(III)

Area (bighas)

Area (bighas)

Kharif

Jowar
Millet fodder
Maize

1
0.5
1

Rabi

Wheat
+ mustard
Barley
+ peas
+ mustard
Sugar cane

2.5
2.5
1

Mathura district (Indo-Gangetic plain, west)
Holding of 20 kachha bighas (approx. 3.33 acres)
Crop
Kharif

Rabi

Source:

Jowar (millet)
+ mung (pulse)
Bajra (millet)
Cotton
Gram (pulse)

Area (bighas)
10
4
3
3

Indian Famine Commission, 1881, Dufferin Enquiry, 1888.
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"vulnerability."

Rice is subject to the greatest hazard.

Millets

come next, followed after a long interval by gram, barley, and wheat,
with comparatively little difference in average performance per crop
under stress and under "normal" conditions.

These general patterns may

be observed over a period of time by taking average outturns for selected
districts (according to natural regions and the presence or absence of
large-scale supplementary irrigation).

Figures 2 and 3 show the average

outturn of wheat for the period 1905-06 to 1933-34 in a typically prosperous district (Saharunpur) and an impoverished district (Ballia).
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the other extreme, the outturn of rice.

This

outturn contrasts to wheat trends in the poorer overall performance and
the marked variation from year to year in both districts.
What then constitutes "normal"?

Agriculture on the alluvial

plains is characterized not only by a dependence on water generally, but
specifically on the availability of water supply from annual monsoon
precipitation supplemented by groundwater resources for cold season
irrigation.*

As nineteenth century observers maintained, a "normal"

agricultural year of two harvests may entail a standard irregularity in
the amount and, more important, the distribution over rain days of the
annual precipitation.

The annual effect of such irregularity could

amount to an estimated 25 per cent discount on a full outturn.

In

addition to illustrating soil-water heterogeneity, minute and mixed
cropping patterns also reflect a cultivator's aim of arranging his crops
and cultivation within definable physical limits, in areas which would

*The recharge of aquifers is predominantly a function of
precipitation, regulated by differences in texture in the soil profile
and in rates of capillary action.

Figure 1. The United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.
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diminish risk of low-grade natural resources as well as a relatively
high incidence of seasonal disorder:
a single basket!

all his eggs are never placed in

Highly diverse cropping patterns suggest, a priori,

that irregularity is commonplace; more uniform patterns imply stability.
Additional protection could be found in supplementary irrigation, chiefly for the more valuable high quality foodgrains (preeminently wheat) and for sugar cane whose growing period stretched
throughout one and one-half agricultural years.

Small-scale irrigation

had played a fundamental role in indigenous agriculture in the plains
from time immemorial, for which groundwater provided the major source.
It was tapped by earthen or masonry wells of varying depth, generally
from 6 to 30 feet, depending on the depth of the water table and the
composition of the soil.

Streams, jhils (surface depressions which

collected run-off during the monsoon months), and tanks were also used.
Small-scale canals originally built for Moghul emperors provided
irrigation for gardens, orchards and vegetable plots near cities,
mainly in the northwest of the provinces, near Delhi.

Water was led

from source to field by lift, except where there were canals.

Table 2

gives the capacity of standard irrigation wells of the Doab according
to observations of the early 1860's.
On occasion, climatic irregularities exceeded the "norm."

A

severe shortfall in precipitation brought immediate drought in the
kharif season and led to a sudden fall in the water table.

Consequently,

supplementary irrigation of the rabi crops became difficult or impossible.

On the other hand excessive rain in the hot months delayed

kharif sowings or washed out cultivation; but in such a year, rabi
crops generally received the benefit of replenished irrigation sources.
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Table 2
Capacity of Standard Irrigation Wells
(Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central)

Lift

Irrigated Area (acres/day)

Manual (lever)
Bullocks (1 pair)

Source:

Earthen well

Masonry well

1/10 - 3/20
2/5

1/4 - 1/2
2/5

Unao Settlement Report, 1867

The relative vulnerability of specific areas of the plains can therefore be plotted on a rough scale designed according to the proportion
of their total cultivated land under:

1) kharif and rabi;
2)

proportions under each main staple of the range, least to
most vulnerable within the kharif crops; and

3)

proportions under each main staple of the range, least to
most vulnerable within the rabi crops.

Table 3 illustrates the main kharif-rabi distribution for
selected districts for the period 1905-06 to 1933-34.
brought scarcity and famine in its wake.

Gross disorder

It had a serious effect even

in those districts with a high proportion of total cultivation under
cropping patterns indicating areas of least risk.

Devastation occurred

chiefly where agricultural skills were inadequate to ward off the most
severe natural catastrophes.

Inevitably, the effects of disorder were

most prolonged in areas in the poorest physical condition.

For example,

the best-endowed districts in the northwest required only one season
to regain their prosperity after the drought of 1860-61.

By
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comparison the rate of recovery was slow and hesitant to the south and
east.
Each year the report of the land revenue administration for
the provinces listed the physical disorders which cut back the season's
outturn.

The phrase "hailstones, floods, and other calamities . . ."

summed up the precarious nature of local agrarian conditions.

Of all

calamities, however, the impact of drought was the most far-reaching.
The period 1837-38 was an example.
horrendous famine in its wake.

Severe drought brought an apparently

The loss of life and general distress,

the financial costs of famine relief, and the loss to the revenue
account through remissions and suspensions of the demand shook the
administration of the East Indian Company.

A solution was sought for

the problem of how to protect agriculture.

If the capriciousness of

the annual monsoon was the prime source of widespread agrarian misfortune then the provision of a dependable water supply on a sufficiently
large scale would surely bring relief.

Here is was assumed that

modern engineering could provide a substantial remedy for the problem
of recurring drought in the form of a permanent system of irrigation
canals.
In the North-Western Provinces canal building had begun in the
1820's with the Eastern Jumna system which was a redevelopment of a
Moghul canal.

It served principally as a navigation channel.

There-

after the possibilities of irrigation on a grander, vastly more
productive (and therefore it was reasoned, more protective) scale were
investigated and distributaries constructed for this purpose.

The dis-

aster of 1837-38 stimulated more ambitious plans for canal building,
but it was nearly ten years before Captain (later Sir) Proby Cautley's

Table 3
Percentage of Total Cultivated Acreage Under Kharif and Rabi,
Per Quinquennia, 1905-06 - 1933-34

Physiographic Region

Districts

1905-06 1910-11 1915 -16
R
R KH
R KH
KH

Sub-Himalaya West

*Saharunpur
Bijnor

43
58

56
42

Indo-Gangetic Plain,
West

*Meerut
*Muttra
Budaun
+Shahjahanpur

50
56
52
49

49 47
44 52
46 50
50 46

Indo-Gangetic Plain,
Central

*Fatchpur
+Hardoi
+Rae Bareli
Fyzabad

54
52
60
53

45
47
36
46

Band a
*Jalaun

X

X

41

Central Indian Plateau

1920-21 1925-26 1930-31 1933-34
KH
R KH
R KH
R KH
R

46
57

54
43

51
60

49
40

46
61

51
39

51
60

48
39

45
54

54
45

53 47
48 59
49 53
54 47

52
41
46
53

55
66
54
53

44 48
34 53
45 44
47 47

51
47
55
40

X

X

56
52
50

44
47
50

46
50
48
47

54
50
51
53

50
47
55
52

50
53
43
48

52
45
55
51

48
55
42
49

53
56
59
55

47
44
38
44

47
43
53

52 48
57 X
X
54
47 51

52 48
46
44 54
48 53

52
54
42
47

59

52
50

48
58

55
35

45
65

52
44

47
57

42
25

59
75

40
32

60 50
68 32

50
68

45
54

55
45

X

X

East Satpuras

Mirzapur

56

44

60

40

62

38

64

35

58

42

55

45

55

45

Sub-Himalaya East

Gorakhpur
Gonda

54
56

45
44

51
52

49
48

X

X

54

46

58
57

41
43

56
57

43
44

54
55

46
45

55
54

44
46

Jaunpur
Azamgarh

57

43

X

X

52
50

48
50

54
54

46
46

55
56

44
43

53
55

47
45

53
53

47
46

52
53

48
47

Indo-Gangetic Plain,
East

-''denotes canal-irrigated district from nineteenth century (East Jumna Canal, Ganges Canal, Lower Ganges Canal)
+denotes canal-irrigated district from 1929-36 (Sarda Canal)

4>
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design was approved for the construction of the Ganges Canal.
began in 1847.

Work

The system which opened some seven years later stood as

a permanent monument to government's determination to rectify an apparent imbalance of natural forces by enlightened use of modern
technology.
By 1877-78 the total canal network of the provinces totalled
some 5,601 miles of main lines and distributaries, with a command area
estimated at 1,459,938 acres.

This network included the systems in the

Ganges-Jumna valleys and small-scale canals run-off streams in the western sub-Himalaya tract and south beyond the Jumna in Bundelkhand.
The tract now served by the giant canals drawn off the Ganges
and Jumna was the heartland of the northwest alluvial plains, perhaps
the oldest irrigated area of north India.

Six years after the opening

of the Ganges Canal itself a round figure of 1,470,000 acres was given
for the total area under command of irrigation wells (with capacities
as shown in Table 2 ) . The best land for well-irrigation ran along
watersheds and these lands now formed the core of the canal region.
Traditionally, wells fed rabi crops which were the most stable and the
most valuable.

This concentration on high quality cropping was,

inevitably, intensified by the introduction of canals.

Such kharif

acreage as was irrigated was largely put under the commercial and export
staples sugar cane, indigo and cotton.

Wheat, followed at a distance

by barley, predominated overwhelmingly in the rabi season.

The expan-

sion of cultivation under the stimulus of canals is to be chiefly
measured in terms of the increased acreages under these crops.
6, 7 and 8 provide the basic statistical data.

Figures

Figure 9 shows the

revenue earnings of government on account of the canal system.
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There is some evidence that in the "developed" (canal) tracts
the production of staple coarse grains and pulses which provided the
bulk of local supplies fell as the cultivation of export staples intensified.

Cultivating practices were also quickly disturbed.

The new

gravity-flow, flush-irrigation system from canals displaced the
indigenous lifts.

Slovenly distribution from channel to field by flood-

ing took over from the laborious well-to-plot methods practised by
cultivators and beasts.

This change caused under-employment and idleness

in what had been formerly a period of intense activity in the agricultural year.

The expansion and intensification of irrigation by means

of canals was not accompanied by comparable improvements in cultivation
practices.

Such improvements might have offset the increased pressure

on the soil brought about by heavy cropping and would have compensated
for the consequent decrease in fertility.

A program of such improve-

ments—fertilizer, crop selection, machinery--was vigorously promulgated,
if somewhat loosely defined, by the provincial Department of Agriculture
which was established in 1874.

But there were various impediments to

the development and dissemination of improved practices based on contemporary European models.
were hopelessly inadequate.

Both the staff and the departmental budget
In 1887, some thirteen years after the

provincial department was established its annual budget came to Rs 101,400
(of which some Rs 60,000 were consumed by the Director's establishment).
In the same year the land revenue receipts totalled Rs 42,587,917.

A

chronological guide to the distribution of agricultural credit, in the
form of public loans (takavi) administered by the revenue department,
is given in Figure 10.
Agricultural supplies were similarly inadequate.

For example,
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excise restrictions on indigenous salt industries prevented the local
manufacture of fertilizer from nitrates.

Moreover, the prohibitive

cost of imported inorganic manures placed them well beyond any but the
merest experimental use.

Such experiments as were conducted by the

department at the pioneer research stations, notably at Kanpur, concentrated on export staples and exotic varieties and achieved a
remarkably high failure rate.
This state of affairs of partial improvement, or rather partial
transformation, of indigenous agriculture is illustrated in such data
as is available on yields.

In canal tracts an initial spurt seems to

have been recorded in the performance of the major high quality crops.
Thereafter on all but the most carefully treated semi-garden plots,
yields of wheat, for example, seem to have fallen off and remained in
the region of 1,250-1,300 lb/acre.

In contrast on the highest level

fertilizer experimental plots at Kanpur yields were recorded of over
2,000 lb/acre (1882-83).
On the broader scale disparities between irrigated and nonirrigated (unimproved) areas widened, within districts, between districts
composing a single revenue division, and from region to region.

These

disparities seemingly became equated with "surplus" and "deficit" areas.
The scourge of natural disorder continued unabated in the most vulnerable and even the moderately vulnerable areas.
slow business.

Recovery proved a

By 1896-97 the Jats of certain parts of Meerut district

who were established in the heart of the best wheat and sugar cane tract,
were openly praying for famine.

In striking down the central and eastern

districts the famine would guarantee them phenomenal profits on their
wheat crop which was protected by irrigation.

Such a state of affairs
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could not be remedied by the modest and frequently unsustained
increases in yield which the canals offered.
There were, in addition, more serious and prolonges disadvantages.

A. 0. Hume, the first secretary of the India Department of

Agriculture, drew attention to the peculiarities of performance in canaltracts--the sudden increase and subsequent fall-off in yields--and to
certain adverse physical consequences of the introduction of canal
irrigation:
At first the result may be good, and marvellous are
the crops that have been raised in the Doab on the
first introduction of canal irrigation, owing to the
first slender dose of potash and chloride of sodium . . .
Time passes on, some crops begin to be unprofitable;
in the hottest time of the year, a glimmer as though of
a hoar frost overspreads the land. The land grows worse
and worse, but every night and day nature works slowly
on, and the time comes when, abandoned by the cultivator,
the land glitters white and waste as though thickly
strewn with crisp, a new-fallen snow; never alas! to
melt away, except under the rays of science.
Along the little old Western Jumna Canal (constructed
in the 1820's) thousands of fields are to be seen thus
sterilised. Along the course of the might Ganges Canal-a work as it were but of yesterday--the dreary wintrylooking rime is already in many places creeping over the
soil.
Come it quickly or come it slowly, the ultimate
result here is also certain; and, unless a radical
change is effected in existing arrangements, we know, as
definitely as we know that the sun will rise tomorrow,
that the time must come when some of the richest arable
tracts in Northern India will have become howling saline
deserts. (Hume, 1879: 23).
Hume's observations on the physical and agricultural consequences of
the canals belong to a vast, disparate and as yet uncollated body of
technical and semi-technical notes and analyses made during the later
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries on the partial transformation
and disruption of what might be defined today as the set of ecosystems
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making up the Indo-Gangetic alluvial plains.

The physical consequences

reached far beyond the canals themselves and could be observed but
rarely measured by the scientific technology of British Indian observers.
The most overt and severe manifestation of this ecological disorder was
undoubtedly the spread and the intensity of salinity and alkalinity.
In the Doab extensive deforestation accompanied the expansion
of agricultural settlement, first under Moghul rule and then at an
accelerated rate under nineteenth century British rule.

Moreover defor-

estation frequently took place along the routes of railways where local
timber was used for construction and fuel.

In turn vast tracts of land

were bared to the monsoon rains with their great power to erode, and to
the scorching summer sun during the period April, May and June.

The rate

of evaporation quickened in these areas, as did capillary action, a
function of evaporation.
All-weather roads and railways lines were constructed by
British engineers across the Ganges-Jumna and Ganges-Goghra Doab.

They

were placed on embankments to ensure protection of the line from the
annual monsoon inundations, particularly in the vast low-lying basins of
the middle and lower plains.

Natural drainage lines were severed by

these embankments which because they were insufficiently supplied with
culverts, dammed up annual run-off in the vast areas of low gradient and
naturally impeded drainage.
H. B. Medlicott, FRS, the most gifted geologist to observe and
analyze the geomorphological and chemical processes at work in the
production of primary and secondary saline- (or as one would now say,
sodic-) alkalinity described these areas as follows:
In the process of land formation by rivers, of
which the plains of India afford such a striking
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example, there does occur partially the production
of local basins. From the diluvial zone, where the
torrents are discharged from the mountains, to the
more exclusively alluvial region of the delta, a
partial sorting process takes place in the river
deposits. The coarser materials, which in the former
position are boulders and gravel, and in the latter
fine sand, become thrown down wherever velocity is
checked and along the margin of over-flow, thus
forming the banks between which the river flows,
whether in a single channel or through several distributaries, often at a higher level than adjoining
ground separating the channels. These intro-fluvial
areas become for the time swamps or temporary lakes
in which some deposition of finer sediments occurs
more or less in basin fashion; but they principally
become filled up by the invasion of the river to find
a lower level; when, at least on the line of the new
channels, there must be considerable removal and ultimate
replacement of any finer sediments. In this way it
seems probable that in the growth of the river plains,
it is rare for any large area to escape being traversed
by a channel of considerable magnitude, or for such
areas to be filled up by deposits in which the slope of
the river itself is not on the whole maintained. The
original usar (alkaline) plains may have been such exceptional areas, in which therefore special local
obstruction existed to underground drainage . . .
For efficient drainage there must be efficient
penetration to supply it withal: and, deficient
percolation of water through the soil and the sub-soil
to the ground beneath is the condition, in default of
which the growth of reh (saline efflorescence) is
inevitable . . . . (Medlicott, 1880: 275-276).
The natural propensity to sodic-alkalinity in these areas of naturally
defective drainage was therefore severely aggravated by the combined
effects of coincidental deforestation and construction of road and rail
lines.
Canal irrigation compounded natural soil-water problems.

Lateral

seepage through the unlined walls of the canals fed the groundwater
reservoir and led to a significant rise in the water table.

Waterlogging

resulted where the water table rose so near to the land surface as to
occupy the root zone.

Flow nets of underground seepage were widened in
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proportion as the height of the canal bed rose above the surrounding
land surface.

(It was necessary to raise the canal in order to carry

irrigation water by gravity flow through low-lying basins.)
Additional problems of drainage arose with the irrigation water
itself.

Throughout the canal command area insufficient acre feet might

be supplied to allow for crop water requirements and for recharge of the
groundwater reservoir by percolation.

Irrigation water applied in the

rabi season (October - November to February) which was in excess of crop
requirements was most generally pulled upwards to the surface from the
sub-soil layers by evaporation linked with capillarity.

This activity

was most intense from April until the onset of the monsoon.

Salts

present in the alluvial profile accumulated in varying amounts in the
sub-soil.

Salt in solution in the soil moisture complex was pulled

increasingly quickly to the surface by capillarity, and the salts
crystallized on the surface by heightened evaporation rates.

Any leach-

ing function which might be provided by the annual preciiptation was
drastically curtailed by the rate of evaporation which outstripped
infiltration.

Leaching was also impeded or prevented by obstructions

to the natural or vertical drainage.
As a result of the interaction of primary natural processes and
secondary intrusions, the rate of salination and alkalization intensified.

The processes of distortion which were clearly manifest in

natural saline-alkali tracts throughout the alluvium early in the nineteenth century develop over millenia in their primary form.
were speeded up to a time scale of a generation.

Now they

By 1891-92, the first

agricultural chemist to tour India estimated that in the northwest
alone, some two to three million acres were severely affected by salt.
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The record of nineteenth century investigations into the problem is perhaps a unique set of observations on a highly significant
ecological disorder which has lasted over one hundred years.

The

collected observations provide no more than a discontinuous series of
approximations but they are of value because the authors recorded and
analyzed the disorders as they occurred.

Notwithstanding the defects

of such evidence to the critical eye of modern science, it does provide
some record of natural processes which have been subjected to a differential pattern and pressure of disruption;

disruption which reaches

back in geological time and forward into the present and the future.
When the nineteenth century specialists made their observations the
rate of distortion was being accelerated; indeed, this was the feature
which most concerned them.

This evidence of the events of years past

stands, therefore, as a somewhat imperfect bridge between geological
antiquity and the comparable conditions of today which may be studied
with the greater precision of modern analytical techniques.
Salination had early become a cause of official concern.

In

the late 1850's the Government of Punjab became so alarmed at the
progressive deterioration of land in the command of the West Jumna
Canal (opened in 1820), that it drew the attention of the GovernorGeneral of India to the seriousness of the problem of reh and usar
tracts:
For some time past it has been known that many
villages on the banks of this canal . . . have been
suffering from a destructive saline efflorescence.
The accounts of poverty in some of these villages have
been quite distressing . . . .
(The) revenue remitted
during the current year amounts to Rs 19,150. At
present, about 60 villages, or one-tenth of the total
number of canal villages, are affected. But it seemed
clear that the mischief is increasing yearly; that it
would soon attain to very considerable proportions, and
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would entail fiscal loss to Government and suffering
to the people. (Selections from the Records . . . ,
[1858]: 1)
After consultation Colonel Baird Smith, Superintendent of Irrigation in
the North-Western Provinces, attributed the efflorescence to the percolation under pressure of the canal water through the soil in various
directions.

The controlling factors were the volume of the canal and

the difference between the surface level of the water within the channel
and the surface of the surrounding country.

A safety limit for such

pressure could not be estimated exactly, varying as it did according to
local soil conditions.
Continuing correspondence on the spread and intensity of reh
yielded corroborating observations from revenue and canal officers.
Medlicott, then Professor of Geology at Thomason College, Roorkee, (on
the main Ganges Canal), analyzed the condition as a progressive concentration of soluble and partially soluble salts, originally distributed
more widely throughout the profile, in the upper strata of the soil to a
degree toxic to plant growth.

This was brought about by changes in the

rate of movement of sub-soil water through percolation, capillarity and
evaporation, and by the quality of the irrigation water itself.

Medlicott

inclined to the view that the canal water was an exacerbating agent but
not a prime cause, that the "natural" salt lands were made increasingly
saline by inefficient drainage.

Because of low elevations and poor out-

lets for run-off, evaporation was the only means for the removal of the
surface water.

Insufficient application of water at the surface also

played a significant part.

Soils in which salt accumulated through high

rates of evaporation and capillarity were parched, never thoroughly
soaked; there was no natural sub-soil drainage and no "free-connection"
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could be made with the groundwater stratum.

Medlicott suggested that

canal irrigation could be used to provide the requisite soaking for
the soil so as to wash down the salts and establish a groundwater
connection.*
A set of independent chemical analyses of usar samples was
made by T.E.B. Brown, Chemical Examiner to the Government of Punjab, in
1863.

Brown concluded that in addition to compounds of chloride, sul-

phate and carbonate, local usar also consisted of nitric acid and
soluble lime which might be therefore employed as a neutralizing agent
in a reaction with the former. Meanwhile, samples of reh salts had been
sent for analysis to Dr. T. Anderson, Professor of Chemistry at Glasgow,
who agreed in general with the reports of his predecessors.

"Reh may

be described as a mixture of common salt (NaCl) with much sulphates of
soda, potash, lime and a small quantity of alumina."

The cause of the

condition was, in his view, due in essence to the presence in the soil
of "some mineral rich in aklakine, the decomposition of which is promoted
by the irrigation water and . . . a large quantity of these substances
are converted into a soluble form, and gradually accumulate until they
become so abundant as to become noxious to plants." For this condition
there was no doubt that drainage was the cure.
Additional reports were received by the Government of India from
OudH.

Usar was well known in Faizbad, Bahraich, Luchnow, Sitapur and

Hardoi districts.

It was in general a combination of reh (a mixture of

highly soluble salts) and kankar (a residual insoluble precipitation)
or hardpan.

The relative proportions of reh and kankar were highly

*This proposal for intensive water use clearly conflicted with
the official canal policy of distributing canal water over an increasingly wide command area for maximum revenue returns.
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variable and were found in a variety of conditions which differed greatly
in the affected districts.

It was generally concluded that capillary

action was the prime cause of the condition, but in Oudh carbonates
rather than sulphates and chlorides predominated.

At this point it

should be noted that modern canal irrigation was not introduced into
Oudh until the construction of the Sarda system in the 1920's and 1930's.
Local usar was therefore the product of natural decomposition processes
over geological time in areas of naturally impeded drainage.* This was
accelerated in some, but by no means all areas by this date, by induced
ecological imbalance — the result of deforestation, erosion (which bared
the kankar layers and nodule deposits) and increased evaporation.

In

their recommendations on remedies, observers in Oudh echoed their counterparts elsewhere:

"surface irrigation or continuous flooding for a few

seasons and the application of manures, which, however, in the country
the people would rather employ to raise the more valuable crops such as
sugarcane, poppy (opium), tobacco, than to reclaim Oosur land."
(Selections from the Records . . . , [1858] : 74-77).
Copies of the entire correspondence on reh deterioration, the
first documentation and scientific analysis of the problem, were sent
to the Secretary of State for India in London.

In 1865 more soil and

water samples were sent for chemical analysis. W. J. Ward examined the
samples in the metallurgical laboratory in the Royal School of Mines and
found that canal waters were notably low both in chloride and sulphuric
acid.

This finding was corroborated by J. W. Leather in the first

systematic analyses which were made at the end of the nineteenth and
early in the twentieth centuries.

These conclusions have been upheld in

*See Medlicott's observations on fluvial formation.
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subsequent scientific enquiries. Ward also found himself in substantial agreement with earlier commentators on the origin and development of salt accumulations in irrigated soils--and with the suggested
remedy, drainage. Remedial action was, however, confined by government
order to simple and low cost reclamation experiments.
The progress of these modest experiments was reported on
annually, and regularly they were shown to be of little practical value
in that a return on the government's investment was not immediately
forthcoming.

It was found, for example, that canal silt enabled crops

to be grown on usar, but the operation was not directly remunerative.
By 1875, the fairest promise of paying reclamation seemed to lie in the
direction of (non-agricultural plantations. Meanwhile coordination
between the analysis and experiments on reh, in particular its connection with canal irrigation, and the implementation of plans to extend
the canal systems was nonexistent.

The construction of the Lower Ganges

Canal proceeded from 1873 to 1878. Much of it covered areas actually
or potentially threatened by usar and reh with no providion for
preventive measures, although the existance of "the correspondence
on the subject of Reh, its cause and effects, [which] would form a bluebook in itself" was noted in a report on the canal plans for 1871.
The Lower Ganges Canal was completed in the same year (1878)
which saw the presentation of papers by the Reh Committee, the first
committee of enquiry specifically charged to collate information on the
problem.
In this collection of papers the contributions by Medlicott,
then Superintendent of the Geological Survey, deserve special mention
for their exceptional clarity.

In a short, precise paper of some
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twenty-one paragraphs Medlicott accounted for the composition of toxic
salt accumulations and the processes and differential rates of groundwater movement and atmospheric conditions--chiefly evaporation—which
led to the occurrence and the expansion, of saline-alkali patches in
fields of the alluvial plains.
Medlicott's work can be built into a framework of physical and
chemical approximations of the processes of salination.

The first

agricultural chemist to conduct intensive examinations into the problem,
J. W. Leather, while adding little to Medlicott's account of physical
processes, produced a series of detailed chemical reports on saline
manifestations.

His 1912 survey of 58 salt-affected sites* includes

detailed soil sample analysis, according to gradations in profile depth.
Most of the sites can be identified today from Leather's report. A
resurvey program is currently being planned in India for 1972-73, 60
years after the original examination.

This, it is hoped, will incor-

porate photo interpretation and some analysis of present day agricultural
patterns on, and adjacent to, the sites. In addition there will be
sampling and analysis on the precise lines established by Leather.
Subsidiary papers and records were compiled by Leather on salt tolerance
in plants and on water requirements, together with some early experimental enquiries on precipitation-evaporation correlations. His
analytical work and the physical and chemical observations of his predecessors constitute the most useful of the available material on physical
systems thrown into severe disorder in the nineteenth century by the
intensification of saline-alkali conditions.

*27 of these sites were in the command of the Lower Ganges Canal
and 27 were outside it, in the districts of Mathura and Etah.
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Much of this analytical material needs to be translated into
terms common to modern science. Leather was working at a time before
the pH scale came into use and on the eve of the codification of the
principles of base exchange. Whereas Leather's sampling and experimental data was recorded with admirable precision, the same cannot be
said of the procedures followed by many of his predecessors. Early
soil-sample analysis is useful only in terms of general trends, of the
relative proportions, for example, of dominant and minor salts in reh
and usar complexes. The precision of historical chronology, however, is
remarkable, the more so when it is remembered that we are dealing with
natural processes usually associated with the immediate past or,
alternatively, with geological antiquity. Where, for example, drainage
has been greatly impeded as a result of the construction of public
works embankments, the point where this occurs can be fixed for each
section of road and railway line, and for each section of the main
branch and distributary of the canal systems. The year after which
physical circumstances were changed in the wake of construction and
even, on occasion, the exact month may also be determined.
We have, then, a miscellaneous collection of historical data
which fixes natural processes, accelerated under specific stress, to
relatively precise points in time and place. What best can be done with
this patchwork so as to make full use of the information in providing
some connection between remote past and the present day?

One sound

method would be a comparative analysis on three levels, beginning
with the most detailed set of field and theoretical data available; with
the River Murray Commission Report on Salination (1971), and the
Australian Academy of Sciences Symposium on Salinity and Water Use
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papers (November, 1971).

From the summary of modern observations and

theoretical analyses there could be set up the most complex array of
parameters.

The second stage would be to compare these parameters and

the details of derivative analysis with the basic geological, geophysical
and geochemical data available for primary genesis salination, for
example, the United States Geological Survey study of Death Valley,
California, and the papers of V. A. Konda and others on the causes of
salinity in the Soviet Union.

Constant reference would be made in the

course of these comparative analyses to the body of British Indian data
now in the process of compilation.

An amalgamation of all the sets of

observations and analyses should give us detailed guidelines for an
enquiry into chronological ecological disturbance and the distortion of
natural mechanisms. Then, schematic reconstruction of the principles of
indigenous cultivation in the alluvial plains, prior to the incidence
of severe or accelerated disorder, would serve as a point of departure
in which to detail the scientific utility of the technical material in
the examination of an ecological disaster which continues to plague
Indian agriculture.

Figure 2. Saharunpur.
Estimates of average annual outturn of wheat, 1905-06 to 1933-34.
100 = full harvest
Percentage of total cultivated area of district under wheat
in 1905-06: 37.7
in 1933-34: 29.7
Ol
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Figure 3. Ballia
Estimates of average annual outturn of wheat 1905-06 to 1933-34.
100 = full harvest
Percentage of total cultivated area cf the district under wheat
in 1905-06: 4.3
in 1933-34: 7.9

Figure 4. Saharunpur.
Estimates of average outturn of rice (late-sown), 1905-06 to 1933-34.
100 = full harvest
Percentage of total cultivated area of the district under late-sown
rice in 1905-06: 4.0
in 1933-34: 6.4
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Figure 5. Ballia.
Estimates of average annual outturn of rice (late-sown), 1905-06 to
1933-34.
100 = full harvest
Percentage of total cultivated area of the district under late-sown rice
in 1905-06: 11.1
in 1933-34: 11.3

Canal-Irrigated Area,
1868-69 to 1896-97
(in hundreds of
thousands of acres).
Source: NWP Irrigation
Revenue Reports. The
figures for dofasli
land are not available
before 1876-77. The
dramatic fall recorded
for 1894-95 is explained
by the excessive
rainfall that year
and the consequent
contraction in the
demand for canal
irrigation.

Figure 6. NWP.
ON
NO
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Figure 7. NWF.
Canal-Irrigated Area: Kharif—Principal Crops, 1868-69 to 1896
(in tens of thousands of acres). Source: NWF Irrigation Revenue
Reports.
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Figure 8. NWP.
Canal-Irrigated Area: Rabi--Principal Crops, 1875-76 to 1896-97 (in tens
of thousands of acres). Source: NWP Irrigation Revenue Reports.
Figures before 1875-76 are not available.
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Figure 9. NWP.
Canals: Revenue and Charges, 1876-77 to 1899-1900 (in millions of
rupees). Source: NWP Irrigation Revenue Reports. Direct revenue
covers all classes of water rates. Indirect revenue is the increment
to land revenue. Charges are those for maintenance, improvements, and
the canal establishment itself (including leave and pension allowances).
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Figure 10. NWP and OUDH.
Takavi Loans Advanced, 1871-72 to 1899-1900 (in hundreds of thousands
of rupees). Source: NWP and OUDH Revenue Administration Reports.
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MAN-INDUCED VEGETATION CHANGE
IN INTERIOR TAMILNADU
B. J. Murton
Perhaps the greatest single factor in the evolution of South
Indian landscapes has been the clearing of the forest.

In the study

area, the interior part of Tamilnadu known as Salem and Dharmapuri
Districts (Fig. 1), the attack began in prehistoric times and has
continued until the present.

The study area today contains the largest

amount of forest land in all the administrative districts of Tamilnadu,
with about one-fifth of the area still forested.

(Ramaswami, 1967: 18).

But what of the nature of this remaining forest?

And when have periods

of continuous and sustained clearing occurred?

Certainly the clearing

process has been discontinuous, but is it possible to determine the
periods of greatest activity?

Even if we compare the present with the

end of the eighteenth century when the British first gained control of
the area and began to keep records, a considerable difference in extent
and composition of forest can be noted.

QUESTIONS AND PROPOSITIONS
This paper is directed towards answers to these questions:
the nature of the forest today; the periods at which forest clearance
took place; and the amounts removed.

This involves consideration of

a considerable time period, perhaps as long as man has inhabitated
175
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South India.

Furthermore, it involves an understanding of the impact

on vegetation of peoples with different types of subsistence activities
and technologies. More specifically, there is evidence of Neolithic
man's activities in the area from about 3000 B.C. (Maloney, 1970: 7).
Although it is impossible to state with certainty that climatic change
has not occurred during this period, archaeological excavations in the
Deccan and southern India indicate that it has been minor compared with
man's impact on the environment.

If longer time periods and earlier

evidences of man are considered, climatic change is a major factor in
the understanding of general environmental change.

(Zuener, 1950: 42;

Gordon, 1958: 3-6). But when we deal with the last 5,000 years we
assume that it is with man-induced environmental change that we are concerned.
The following propositions are investigated in the paper:
1.

That vegetation complexes in the study area have been
reduced in area and diversity over a period of at least
5,000 years, resulting in only degraded stands remaining
today.

2.

That while change in extent and degradation are very apparent in the past 170 years, when a longer time perspective
is taken, the period from 900 to 1800 A.D. stands out as the
epoch of major man-induced vegetation change. Furthermore,
throughout this period we can discern eras of intensive
peasant colonization which denuded the plains of Salem of
much of their original scrub-woodland.

3.

That while the major decrease in the extent of forest
occurred between 900 and 1800, prior to 900 grazing, shifting
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Figure 1. Location of Salem and Dharmapuri Districts.
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cultivation, and some sedentary agriculture, contributed
to the modification of vegetation composition.
The objective of the paper, thus, is to summarize changes in
the extent and diversity of the "natural" vegetation of Salem and
Dharmapuri Districts since the advent of Neolithic man in the area.
Over this period of time the technology of the inhabitants has changed
and intensified from very simple to a mixture of peasant and modern
types.

In effect, we state that men with different technologies have

utilized a given environment in different ways, and over time the end
result being a vastly modified landscape, denuded and deforested, which
regulation and reforestation has done little to alter in recent years.
To attain these objectives the study is divided into four parts.
First, the conceptual schema employed is outlined.
general adaptation stages in southern India.

Then we discuss

Next we examine man's

impact on the vegetation of Salem and Dharmapuri from the Late Stone Age
to the present.

Finally, we assess the effects of the different levels

of technology on the environment.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The concepts of cultural adaptation and ecosystem provide the
basis for a conceptual schema capable of handling man's impact on vegetation over long periods of time and under different technologies.
Considerable research in geography has been concerned with evolution of
landscapes, or change through time in particular areas or cultures.
(Darby, 1956:

183-216; Sauer, 1956:

1973; Stoddard, 1966:

683-698).

49-69; Sauer in Leighly (ed.),

Besides this focus there has been con-

siderable interest among geographers in categorizing human development
into stages based upon the nature of systems for extracting energy from
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habitat.

Carol (1964) has summarized much of this work, and more

recently Cohen (1968, 1971) has demonstrated that it is possible to
use the concept of cultural adaptation to provide a unifying theme
that enables different cultures to be compared, from man's most
primitive groups to
(Cohen, 1968:

the huge metropolitan areas in the modern state.

2). Each level of adaptation provides man with different

capacities for doing his job in nature; capacities which are social as
well as technological.

Cultural adaptation can thus be defined as the

process by which man makes effective use for productive ends of the
energy potential in his habitat.

(Ibid. , p. 41). If an adaptive

approach is followed culture must be defined first in terms of specific
sources of energy.

In the record of successive strategies of cultural

evolution each level of adaptation refers to a quantitative increase
in the ability to sustain and perpetuate life. At each level the power
to modify habitat also increases.
In addition to the concept of cultural evolution we use two
sets of natural ecosystems concepts: diversity and uniformity; and
stability and instability, which are of importance when considering
possible deterioration or enhancement of an ecosystem, or whether manmade changes are reversible or irreversible.

It is acknowledged that

there is a relationship between species' diversity and stability
although the exact nature of the relationship is not clear. (Odum,
1969:

265). Instability is usually met with wherever man's influence

has been felt by natural ecosystems, an idea which derives from a fundamental

difference in the strategy of a single species versus a

community. A single species evolves toward a greater efficiency in
utilizing available resources.

In a natural community the over-

exploitative species soon exhausts its food supply and becomes
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extinct.

The community strategy is, therefore, toward achieving long-

term stability.

But man is a species which has been able to overcome,

progressively, the forces of the natural community which maintain stability by devising means for appropriating an ever greater proportion of
the available energy for himself.

This principle is at the basis of

the concepts of cultural adaptation.

In general, wherever man has

employed agricultural systems to increase energy flow, he has replaced
a diverse and stable "natural" vegetation with a few crop plants or
grazing animals (decreasing diversity and trending to uniformity), which
increase yield but lead to decreasing stability. We find it reasonable
to suggest that cultures which have maintained themselves in an area over
long periods of time have generally done so by developing a certain
degree of stability with their environment.

Nonetheless, social, demo-

graphic, and agronomic change appears normal, even in peasant cultures
which have always been involved in expanding and intensifying agricultural land use.

ADAPTATION STAGES IN SOUTH INDIA
Man.has occupied southern India for perhaps one-half million
years, but it was not until the Late Stone Age (beginning in the fifth
millenium B.C.) that his evidence is widespread.

Late Stone Age tech-

nology included a variety of microlithic stone tools, knives, and
arrowheads.

These people were hunters, fishers, and gatherers, and

undoubtedly began to modify the vegetation, especially through the use
of fire as a major hunting tool.

(Allchin, 1963:

7). The Late Stone

Age was followed by Neolithic adaptations after food production
techniques diffused south from Gujarat and Maharashtra.
1970).

Three phases developed:

(Maloney,

the first from about 2300 B.C.; the
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second from 2000 or 1800 to 1400 B.C.; and the third after 1400 B.C.
Initially pastoralism with little or no agriculture dominated (Allchin,
1963), but the second phase was fully agricultural, with cultivation
of millets.

Sedentary village life appears in the third phase, along

with limited use of copper.
India.

Sites are found over much of southern

Neolithic agriculture, probably shifting cultivation, and

pastoralism set off "a chain of progressive dessication and deforestation, whose end-products are still with us and from which the natural
covering of the region has never recovered." (Ibid. , p. 7).
The Iron Age in peninsular India is now known to have begun as
early as 1000 B.C. (Maloney, 1970: 7). During the first millenium B.C.
iron gradually became part of the technology, and irrigated rice cultivation part of the agricultural system.

By the Sangam period in

Tamilnadu (first three centuries A.D.) it is possible to view southern
India as a patchwork of two basic agrarian types:

settlements in

forests and hilly areas occupied by tribally organized peoples who had
a mixed hunting, herding, and shifting cultivation economy; and a
sedentary, peasant type, with a rice-millet based agriculture. This
latter type occupied the Kaveri delta and the western part of the
Vaigai River basin, plus isolated pockets on the coastal north of the
Kaveri, by the Sangam period. (Stein, 1967-1968: 235-237).
After 300 A.D. the full impact of peasant technology began to
be felt on the forests away from the easily irrigable delta and river
areas, and by 900 A.D. the plain between the deltas of the KrishnaGodavari and Kaveri had become a uniform region of peasant agriculture.
Once it was well established in coastal areas the peasant economy began
to spread inward, to begin a thousand years of massive interference
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with the vegetation of interior Tamilnadu.

Initial settlements were

in well-watered areas where rice agriculture was possible. After the
mid-sixteenth century Kannarese and Telugu, as well as Tamil peasants,
contributed to the continuing deforestation of interior Tamilnadu, particularly away from the rivers. (Murton, 1970a:

4-6; Murton, 1970b:

50-62).
Thus, although human interference can be traced back to the Late
Stone Age in interior Tamilnadu, it is only after 900 A.D. that peasant
colonization, and consequent intensive modification of the vegetation,
became important. More recently, following British control in 1800, new
institutions, methods, ideas, and technology have meshed to create a new
era of vegetation clearance and modification.

At the same time, par-

ticularly after 1850, we can detect a growing awareness on the part of
the British administration for the need to conserve forest lands. Since
1950 this awareness has been reflected in reforestation projects.

ADAPTATION STAGES AND MODIFICATION
OF VEGETATION IN SALEM
The Natural Ecosystem
Although it is impossible to describe with any accuracy the
"natural" vegetation of Salem and Dharmapuri, materials exist which
enable us to depict generally the nature of the vegetation communities
before man and his animals began to interfere in a major way.

Using

the plesioclimax idea of Gaussen (Gaussen, Legris, and Viart, 1962: 55),
which shows the state the vegetation would reach after about one century without any human interference, it is possible to reconstruct the
original "distributional areas of the series of vegetation."
There were four basic vegetation communities in the area before
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man began to modify them.

Scrub-woodlands, which were not true forests

but woodlands, with few trees and a thick and continuous shrubby layer,
were located in the south and west.

The top canopy was very open and

consisted of deciduous trees under ten to twelve meters high. (Gaussen,
et al. , 1962:

18). There was a second layer of deciduous spiny shrubs

and climbers reaching as high as five meters, underlaid by a discontinuous cover of small grasses. Although Albizzia amara (the Washing
Tree) and Chloroxylon swietenia (the Yellow Wood), plus several
acacias were the most common trees in the canopy layer, at least a
dozen other species were present. As many as thirteen shrubs and
climbers were found in the second layer, and as many as ten grasses in
the ground cover.
Around the hills and extending onto the plains for considerable
distances was a community, transitional between the scrub-woodland of
the plains and the dry deciduous forests of the hill slopes. The same
trees, shrubs, climbers, and grasses as in the scrub-woodland were
found here, including species from the dry deciduous forest (particularly
Hardwickia binata, the Anjam), plus at least a further ten species.
This community ranged up to about 600 meters, above which a dry
deciduous forest reached to elevations of about 1,200 meters. This
forest consisted mostly of the same trees found in the previous two
communities, but with several important additions; a closed top canopy
reaching to twenty to twenty-five meters, a second story of trees ten
to fifteen meters high, and an underlayer of shrubs. The most characteristic species were Tectona grandia (the Teak), Anogeissus latifolis
(the Axlewood), and Pterocarpus marsupium (the Kino Tree).
On the tops of the hill ranges a dense, moist, multistoried
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evergreen forest was found.

The top canopy reached heights of over

thirty-five meters. Trees were straight boled and covered with lichens,
mosses, climbers, and epiphytes. The floristic composition of the
forest was very complex, and a large number of species were present.

Man and Vegetation to 900 A.D.
Before 900 A.D. Salem and Dharmapuri were isolated from the
mainstream of Tamil peasant life, and the meager evidence available
suggests that most of the area was outside of caste-organized Hindu
society. (Arokiaswaml, 1956:

294). Nonetheless, the area had been in-

habited from at least the beginning of the Neolithic with Paiyampalli in
Dharmapuri District dating to about 1400 B.C. (Maloney, 1970: 6). At
this site there is evidence of agriculture and pasf.oralism.

Iron came

to this place about 300 B.C.
In Salem a large number of stone implements characteristic of
the Neolithic have been found on the hill ranges, which are also the
location of early Iron Age Megalithic tombs.

(Ramaswami, 1967: 45).

On the basis of this evidence we suggest that up to the beginning of the
Sangam period, interference with vegetation was most marked on, or close
to, the hill ranges.
During the Sangam period some literary evidence becomes available of people inhabiting the lowlands, although the hills continue as
settled areas. (Arokiaswami, 1956:

39-<41) . These people were tribally

organized and carried on both agriculture and pastoralism.

It is tempt-

ing to suggest that these are the same people who inhabited the hills,
and perhaps the lowlands, during the earlier period, and that only now
are they recognized in Tamil literature.

Between 300 and 900 A.D. the

rivers and valleys became favoured locations for settlement, based on
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wet rice cultivation, which came in initially with colonists from
coastal Tamilnadu.

Nonetheless, the area was the least populated part

of Tamilnadu, if a thirteenth century Tamil work, the Cholanpurvapattaiyam, can be relied upon.

(Ibid., p. 294). Thus by the

late ninth century the area had not become fully part of the peasant
agricultural system of southern India.
We can assume that although the vegetation had been interfered
with by man and his animals for more than 2,000 years, the area was
still forested, apart from the isolated pockets of rice agriculture
along the rivers. We suggest that these patches of tank and stream
irrigated cultivation were markedly obvious imprints of man's alteration of environment, in an area that was in all, still very much a
frontier zone. This is not to say that the vegetation away from these
areas had not been modified through grazing and shifting cultivation,
but that only the areas along the rivers had suffered the full impact
of clearing.

Man and Vegetation:

900 to 1800

In the period 900 to 1350 (the Chola period) and again from
1550 to 1750, rapid peasant colonization occurred.
1970b:

50-62).

(Murton, 1970: 4-6;

After 900 numerous villages were founded along the

river courses and by 1350 there was a considerable area of peasant
agriculture.

Little material of any kind exists to document settle-

ment between 1350 and 1550, and on this basis it is possible to suggest
that peasant colonization was slow at this time. However, between 1550
and 1750 colonization again became important. Many new villages were
founded, especially in the west and southwest on dry interfluvial
areas.

During this time direct evidence of forest clearance becomes
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available.

Most of this is contained in warrior family histories and

refers to the period from about 1550 to 1680.*
Thus, between 900 and 1750 Salem and Dharmapuri gradually
became integrated into the peasant economy of southern India.

Although

elements of the agricultural system of coastal Tamilnadu began to penetrate the area as early as 300 A.D. it was only after 900 that there was
full-scale intrusion.

This was the result of a slow flow of Tamil, and

relatively fewer Telugu and Kannarese peasants into the area.

At the

same time tribal peoples became sedentary agriculturalists following
contacts with migratory peasants.
After 1750 the area suffered from the upheavals and turbulence
associated with the series of wars which culminated in British control
in 1792.

In the 1790's the British carried out the first topographic

survey of Salem and Dharmapuri.

Forested areas were carefully located

on the resulting series of maps.

These maps, plus other descriptive

materials, enable us to make the first assessment of the extent of
forest after nearly 900 years of peasant colonization.

The hill ranges

together with most of the isolated hills rising from the plains were
still clothed with what appears to have been substantial forest of the
dry deciduous type.

A description of the Shevaroys in the 1790's

stated that the hills were much "berrun with Jungle," which contained
"teak of small size."

(Mather to Read, 9 March 1798, Miscellany, The

Baramahal Records, 1925:

153). Considerable areas of scrub-woodlands

covered many of the lower hills, particularly in the west, where tracts

*See for example, Baramahal Records, 1915: 11-14; "Sketch of
the History of the Rajahs of Anagoondy, Mysore, Baramahal, etc."
MacKenzie Collection, Translations, Vol. X, No. 3; "History of Salem,"
MacKenzie Collection, Translations, Vol. VL, No. 9.
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of lower land were also covered with a "dense thorn forest," so
heavily infested with tigers, that it was a popular place to hunt among
British officers. (Ramaswami, 1967: 689-690).

Man and Vegetation:

1800 to 1970

Considerable changes have been wrought in the vegetation of
the area in the past 170 years. During this period the inhabitants
have gradually integrated aspects of a "new" technology to their ageold ways of gaining a livelihood.

In addition elements of modern

technology have been introduced by outsiders. These developments have
had their impact upon the vegetation, both in terms of the extent of
forest and of its diversity, particularly on the hill ranges.
The most significant developments in relation to peasant forest
clearance and interference have to do with two interrelated events:
first, population growth and population pressure on resources, including forest lands; and secondly, the extension of cultivation. With
reference to population, an estimated population of 546,163 in 1795
(Inhabitants, The Baramahal Records, 1907: iii) increased to just over
one million in 1823 (Kumar, 1965:

122), to 1.8 million in 1900, and

to nearly four million in 1961. (District Census Handbook, Salem, 1966:
10).

With population increases of this magnitude came increases in

the area under cultivation.

At the end of the eighteenth century

approximately 1.2 million acres were cultivated.
Records of Salem and the Baramahal, 1791 - 1800).

(Geography, The
Today more than two

million acres are under cultivation. (Ramaswami, 1967: 34). While
there was much "uncultivated waste" in 1800 which was not forested,
perhaps as much as 20 percent of the land occupied since that time was
formerly wooded.

As early as 1807 peasants could take up jungle lands
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in this area under a special tenure involving moderate land revenue
assessments.

By 1830 such jungle lands had been extensively reclaimed.

(P.B.R., 20 December 1830).*

Indirect evidence in the form of a decline

in the number and variety of wild animals in Salem, also exists. As
elsewhere in India wild life has declined as population and cultivation
have expanded at the expense of the forest.

For example, Salem had a

larger tiger population in 1800, and even by the 1850's tigers were still
a problem to human life and livestock in the western part of the district.
(P.B.R., 14 April, 1851; P.B.R., 19 June, 1857).

However, by the end

of the century they were no longer common and today there are none.
(Ramaswami, 1967:

27). Other members of the cat family, also once com-

mon, are now rare, as are bears, bison and deer.
Three types of "alien" activities affected the forests: iron
smelting; the building of railways; and the establishment of plantations
on the Shevaroy Hills. All of these cannot be treated absolutely without reference to peasant activities, but each makes a special impact on
the vegetation.

In addition, it is possible to consider the establishment

of a Forestry Department in the mid-nineteenth century, and the beginnings
of the idea of conserving the remaining forest from outside influence,
one to counterbalance the others.
Iron had long been smelted in Salem, but in 1833 a venture using
modern methods was established at Porto Novo in South Arcot, based on
iron ore from Salem.

The ore was transported by bullock cart to the

Kaveri River, and then by boat to the smelter.

(Sampath, 1963).

a works was erected at Pulampatti on the Kaveri River in Salem.

Later
These

ironworks continued in operation until they were closed down between
1858 and 1874. The Pulampatti works contributed to the disappearance

*P.B.R.:

Proceedings of the Board of Revenue.
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of forest on the plains and lower slopes of the hill ranges in
southern Salem because wood was used to make the charcoal to smelt the
iron ore.

(Ramaswami, 1967:

247-248).

Railway construction also caused physical as well as economic
disturbances.

The major broadgauge Madras to Cochin railroad was

built through Salem and Dharmapuri in stages in 1861 - 1862.

(Ibid.,

p. 327). It dramatically altered the existing pattern of transportation and had a wide ranging effect on agriculture and trade. In
particular, the growing of commercial crops (initially cotton and
coffee and later ground nuts), was stimulated by the linking of the
area with the major ports of southern India.

But perhaps the most dis-

turbing consequence of the railway's presence was the widespread
destruction of forest for right-of-way and fuel.

The railway route

passed through jungle lands along the lower slopes of the hills and
through scrub-woodlands in western Salem.
a right-of-way.

This necessitated clearing

But of greater long term importance was the widespread

use of local timber as fuel for locomotives. As early as 1859 the Conservator of Forests was expressing concern about impact of cuttings
for fuel on forest land in southern India (P.B.R., 3 August 1859), but
little could be done about the situation as coal suitable for locomotive
use was not mined in southern India until the early twentieth century.
(Spate, 1957:

259; Baliga, 1960:

284-322).

Thus deforestation seems

to have been a regrettable necessity to the Southern Railway Company.
These activities resulted in forest clearance on the plains and
lower hill slopes. The establishment of plantations affected an area
of over 10,000 acres on the summit of the Shevaroy Hills. From as early
as 1805 there was discussion of use of the Shevaroys for coffee (P.B.R.,
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19 August, 1805), but it was not until the 1820's that the first coffee
was planted. (Shortt, 1870:

20; Richards, 1918:

227). During the

1830's further land was taken up for coffee (P.B.R., 2 April 1833), and
between this time and the 1860's about 5,000 acres were cleared for
coffee.

(Hamilton, 1862: 5). By 1884 there were 286 "plantations" of

all sizes occupying 10,769 acres. Although the coffee acreage declined
to just over 6,000 acres in 1900 because of depressed markets and various
pests (Richards, 1918:

227), since that time the coffee area has slowly

increased to about 11,000 acres spread over the entire 150 square mile
surface of the Shevaroys.

(Ramaswami, 1967:

160). As early as 1870 it

was lamented that, "Much of the fine timber on the hills has been
sacrificed in clearing the land for coffee."

(Shortt, 1870:

18). Today

very little of the original dry deciduous and moist evergreen forest
remains on the tops of the Shevaroys.

(Ramaswami, 1967: 25).

Until 1857 the management of forested areas was under the control of the Revenue Department.

At this time the "principal jungles"

of Salem came under the control of a new Conservancy Department (P.B.R.,
5 April 1862), which soon became the Forest Department.
1864).

(P.B.R., 27 May

During the 1860's the forest lands of the district were set aside

as Forest Reserves.

(P.B.R., 16 April, 1868).

From this time on, forest

management policy has been based upon the idea of sustained yields and
protection largely for water conservation and soil erosion prevention
purposes.

(Ramaswami, 1967:

25). This policy has been somewhat

thwarted by over-exploitation, excessive grazing, and fires, all of
which have contributed to the degradation of the scrub-woodlands and
dry deciduous forests. Forest policy has long been an issue of contention between peasants and the Forest Department. (Raghunatha Rao,
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1936:

139). More recently the Forest Department has begun to

rehabilitate the Salem forests through a planting program. (Ramaswami,
1967: 25).

The Vegetation Today
After nearly 5,000 years of interference by man and his
animals and 1,000 years of peasant colonization, as well as inputs
from modern technology, the natural vegetation of Salem has been completely destroyed, degraded, or modified.

None of the original scrub-

woodland is to be found on the lowlands although two extremely degraded
types are found on some of the hills. One type called "discontinuous
thorny thickets" (Gaussen, Legrls, and Viart, 1962: 21), contains
thorny bushes two to four meters high, with palatable and nonspiky
species found only in the middle of the bushes. Climbers are abundant
and grasses cover some of the bare ground.
intensive grazing.

This type is the result of

The "scattered shrub" type of scrub-woodland

represents the most advanced stage of degradation.

The soil is often

bare, with infrequent small shrubs and grasses.
On the lower slopes of many of the major hill ranges the
transitional stage of scrub-woodland and dry deciduous forest is still
found, and on the summits of the Shevaroys and Tenandamalai Hills small
areas of dry deciduous forest occur. However, most of this latter type
has been modified by shifting cultivation, and cutting for firewood and
timber.

Today bamboo thickets of eight to ten meters in height are

common on the Kalrayan Hills where shifting cultivation is still practiced.

Close thicket, another degraded type of dry deciduous forest, is

found on the Kollimalai and Pachaimalai Hills.

Such thickets are also

the result of shifting cultivation, cutting, and the heavy grazing of
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cattle.

A few small patches of moist evergreen forest are still found

on the tops of the Kollimalai Hills and in one place on the Shevaroys.
(Ramaswami, 1967: 24).

SUMMARY AND ASSESSMENT
Over a period of nearly 5,000 years the pattern of vegetation in
Salem has been totally altered by the activities of man and his animals.
Today only much modified and degraded communities exist in the less
accessible and desirable parts of the district, whereas as far as can
be estimated, 5,000 years ago the entire area was vegetated.
time four major vegetation communities were found:

At that

a scrub-woodland on

the lowlands; a transition scrub-woodland; dry deciduous type on the
lower slopes of the hills; a dry deciduous forest on the hills up to
about 1200 meters; and a moist evergreen forest on the summits. These
communities were relatively stable and highly adapted to the local
environment.

Each community evidenced a high level of complexity and

diversity.
Man began to interfere with this vegetation at least as early
as the fifth millenium B.C. when he began using fire as a hunting tool,
but it was only after about 2500 B.C., when pastoralism and agriculture
appear, that interference really began. After this time natural forces
became less important than man, diversity decreased, and the trend to
uniformity began. With the advent of iron, the plough, rice agriculture,
and a peasant way of life these tendencies intensified in coastal
Tamilnadu, but did not reach the interior until 900 A.D.

Between 900

and 1350 and again between 1550 and 1750 large areas of forest land
were cleared for agriculture in Salem.

By 1800 very little of the

original scrub-woodland remained on the plains, and much of what did
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was degraded.

The period 900 to 1800 was, therefore, the major era

of forest clearance in Salem.

During this time peasants replaced a

diverse and relatively stable "natural" vegetation with a few crops and
grazing animals, which increased yield but led to decreasing ecosystem
stability.
After 1800 forest clearance and degradation continued as
population growth put pressure on resources, and elements of new technology, techniques, and management began to make an impact. Little
forest of any kind today remains on the plains. Extremely degraded
types of scrub-woodland "clothe" some of the isolated hills. The dry
deciduous forests of the hill slopes have been extensively modified by
cutting, grazing, and shifting cultivation.

The moist evergreen forests

have almost disappeared, a result of the introduction of plantation
agriculture in the nineteenth century.
In the overall assessment of man-induced vegetation modification in Salem,the period of peasant colonization emerges as the one
when the greatest impact was registered.

Perhaps as much as 60 percent

of the land was cleared of forest between 900 and 1800 by the slow but
remorseless inroads of peasant colonists. Another 20 percent of the
forest was removed during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and
the remaining 20 percent is much modified and degraded.
On the basis of the available evidence a simple transformation
schema grounded on the concepts of cultural adaptation and ecosystem,
has been formulated to summarize vegetation modification in interior
Tamilnadu (Fig. 2). The model interrelates adaptation stages, the
characteristics of the natural and human systems, and general trends
through time.

It is based upon positive feedback principles: with
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technological and population change previously existing deviationdamping processes cease to operate and system structure is itself transformed. Within each stage it is possible for self-regulating, negative
feedback processes to operate.

CONCLUSION
The replacement of the "natural" vegetation of Salem by a millet
and rice agricultural system has reduced the diversity of the natural
ecosystem, while at the same time increasing the flow of energy from
environment to man.

Today, we suggest that instability exists in the

ecosystem in Salem and Dharmapuri.

Changes in the extent and diversity

of forest communities have affected soil (compaction and erosion) runoff, soil moisture storage, and the general hydrology of the area. And,
given the low rainfall in Salem (840 millimeters average), these conditions appear difficult to reverse, even with extensive reforestation
programs.

Nonetheless, on an all-India basis soils of the area rate as

very high in fertility.

(Shome, 1960:

260-289).

This we suggest is

at least partially the result of the relatively recent occupance of the
area.
The changes in the vegetation have been the result of man's
desire to survive.

Salem can be a harsh land; rainfall is uncertain.

Peasant agriculture in Salem evinces a strong adaptation factor. In
order to survive in an uncertain environment peasants had to modify
their environment to the limits of their technology and modes of
organization.

This modification, while it has made Salem a more com-

fortable place for man, has led to deterioration.

Physical

deterioration of environment, so often accompanied by declining yields,
is a long-term process in peasant societies; and peasants adapt to
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their own slow modifications of environment.
years change has been more rapid.

But in the last 100

Population has increased enormously.

Pressure has been placed on resources. A point has been reached where
further physical deterioration may have catastrophic results for the
people of Salem.
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Figure 2
Adaptation Stages and Vegetation
Modification in South India
Stage Time
I

Human Use System

Tribal pre 2,500 a. Hunting, fishing,
B.C.
gathering
b. stone tools, microliths after 5,000 B.C.
c. population increase
after 5,000 B.C.

Natural Events System
a. Relative stability,
mainly by natural
forces, although
fires significant
after 5000 B.C.
b. high level of adaptation between vegetation and local
environment
c. high level of
complexity, diversity,
variation in vegetation types

II

Tribal Protopeasant

a. shifting cultivation,
pastoralism
b. new technology -adzes,
in late phases copper

a. stability decreases
due to: pastoralism
placing pressure on
vegetation; shifting
cultivation reduces
number of species

c. increased yield as more
effective exploitation b. beginnings of trend
toward uniformity
of energy potential of
habitat
c. control by natural
forces still impord. population increase
tant, but less so.
d. alterations in microenvironment
III Peasant 300 B.C. a. sedentary agriculture,
to 1800 A.D.
with rice, millets
b. iron based technology,
plow
c. increased yields

a. stability decreases:
major forest clearance for sedentary
agriculture
b. decreasing diversity,
trend toward uniformity continues

d. population increase
e. diffusion/migration
of ideas/people

c. man as dominant control over vegetation
d. alterations in
microenvironment
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(Fig. 2 continued)
Stage Time

Human Use System

Natural Events System

IV Peasant Modern

a. sedentary agriculture,
new crops and
techniques

a. stability decreases

b. elements of new
technology
c. population increase
d. pressure on land,
migration
e. declining yields

b. massive interference
continues
c. trend toward
uniformity continues,
decreasing diversity
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THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON
BANFF NATIONAL PARK*
J.G.Nelson
INTRODUCTION
Many important general observations on technological impact have
been summarized by the philosopher Mesthene in what he calls three
inadequate views of technology.

In the first of these technology is

seen as "the motor of all progress, as holding solutions to most of our
social problems, as helping to liberate the individual from the clutches
of a complex and highly organized society, and as the course of ultimate
prosperity."
In the second view technology is perceived as an almost unmitigated curse.

It is said "to rob people of their jobs, their privacy,

their participation in democratic government and even, in the end, of
their dignity as human beings. It is seen as autonomous and uncontrollable, as fostering materialistic values and as destructive of religion,
as bringing about a technocratic society and bureaucratic state in which
the individual is increasingly submerged and as threatening, ultimately,
to poison nature and blow up the world."

*I wish to thank the National Research Council for the grants
which financed much of the research for this essay. I also profited from
discussion with many colleagues and graduate students, notably Dr. J.D.
Day, who gave critical encouragement in regard to the organizational
model, and J. Masyk, who prepared an earlier version of the maps of the
Banff road system.
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The third view holds that technology as such is not worthy of
special notice.

It is not new, and has been recognized as a factor in

social change at least since the industrial revolution. Moreover,
"technological change is likely to be less upsetting than in the past,
because its scope and rate are roughly in equilibrium with man's social
and psychological development."
Some of the elements of this third view have been challenged.
In discussing the effects of inventions such as,the atom bomb and detergents the biologist Commoner has questioned the so-called efficiency of
our technological society and our awareness of the scale and myriad
effects of new tools and techniques. The microbiologist Dubos has
expressed his concern about the great physical adaptability of man,
feeling that this could lead him to accept and live with landscapes of
generally lower quality than might be desired by many people living now.
The French sociologist Ellul has pointed out what he sees as the loss of
freedom associated with our orientation to technique, which means far
more to him than mere machine technology.

It comprehends any complex

of standardized means of attaining a predetermined result, whether in
the laboratory or the office.
A national park landscape such as Banff is a very suitable
focus for a discussion of the impact of technology, for the national
park concept carries a commitment to the protection of wildlife and other
elements of the ecosystem (Fig. 1). Banff itself is an appropriate
study area because many people perceive the park as isolated, wild, and
largely unchanged by Caucasian man, a view that reflects a general lack
of awareness of past human impact on the land.

A study of Banff also is

instructive because it reveals unappreciated present-day changes in the
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extent of technological impact, notably through recreation.

METHODOLOGY
Studies of man's impact on national parks and similar reserves
promise to tell us much about human effects on landscape throughout the
world.

However, such studies should have similar objectives and ap-

proaches if the results are to be comparable and broad generalizations
about the role of technology or other variables are to be made.
A possible set of common objectives as applied to Banff
National Park is:
1)

to describe and so far as possible to interpret man's use

of and impact on the ecosystems and landscapes of Banff National Park;*
2)

to identify major trends or changes in man's use of or

impact on Banff National Park and assess the implications of these
changes for the future;
3)

to consider what management and planning measures seem

desirable in the light of the foregoing findings.
Research aiming at the previous objectives necessitates the use
of an organizational framework or model which will bring some order to
the maze of possibly relevant theories, hypotheses and evidence derived
from what we now recognize as the separate disciplines of archaeology,
biology, and geography, among others. The organizational framework or
model should be broad and relatively simple conceptually, useful not only

*The ecosystem is defined as the interconnected elements or processes that give life to a place over time. Landscape is defined as the
manifestation of those elements and processes at a particular time and
place. The word environment is used in the general sense of cultural
and physical surroundings, or milieu.
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to scholars, but also administrators, planners and the public. The
model should be flexible and capable of use at different levels of
generalization.

It should facilitate both a temporal and a spatial ap-

proach to topics or problems and be amenable to making interrelationships
among landscape or ecosystem elements or processes, or to what is now
called a systems approach.
The suggested model employed in this paper is historical, or
perhaps temporal, in that past, present and future are all of interest.
It also is broadly ecological, being based on studies of land use history
and landscape change. More specifically, the model is four-part:
ecology; strategies and institutional arrangements; perceptions and
attitudes; and technology.
Ecology
This concept is basic to studies of man's impact on ecosystem,
landscape, or resources, because it stresses the interrelationships among
the elements and processes in the system.

The term ecology also leads,

in a conscious way, to the problem of distinguishing system changes
independent of man from those partially or totally dependent on him.

The

identification of these types of change is no easy task in theory or
practice and has become more difficult as man and various other physical
agencies have interacted with processes such as fire, flooding, erosion,
and earthquakes, and so with landforms, vegetation, wildlife, and other
elements in the system.

This brings us to the verge of the classical

question of whether man is a natural or cultural agency.
cannot be discussed at length here.

This problem

Suffice to say that particular

concern arises when the effects of man begin to dominate the system;
when fire, vegetation, wildlife and other interconnected processes and
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Figure 1. Banff National Park and Region.
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elements begin to become substantially dependent for their scale and
distribution on energy controlled by man rather than sources independent of him.

Man then assumes a basic role in influencing the character

of the system.
Man's adjustment to and modification of the system can be described and understood in terms of his strategies and institutional
arrangements; perceptions and attitudes; and technology.

Strategies and Institutional
Arrangements
Strategies can be defined as the implicit and explicit goals of
a group or individual and the means of reaching these goals.

Strategies

include such basic cultural elements as the type of economic system
favoured by a group.

Strategies also comprehend the procedures and

criteria used in decision making, for example, benefit-cost analysis.
Institutional arrangements comprehend such things as form of government,
agencies, law, education, performance standards, subsidies, penalties,
taxes, and other means of affecting change.

Perceptions and Attitudes
Geographers of the 1940's and earlier recognized the importance
of different cultural evaluations of landscapes.

In the 1950's this

cultural appraisals approach elaborated into studies of perception,
attitudes, and behaviour.

For many students the problem with the terms

perception and attitudes is vagueness in definition and meaning.

In

general perception connotes the individual's sensory and cognitive
impression of the world around him.
and is aware of.

The term comprehends what he "sees"

Attitudes are strong reactions; they are preferences

or opinions, based on perceptual and other influences.

Attitudes may
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be habitual and overt, quickly and subconsciously emitted and acted
upon.

Attitudes also may appear after the fact, as rationalizations.

Even when used in this general way the concepts of perceptions and
attitudes contribute substantially to the organized study and interpretation of complex ecosystem, landscape,and resource problems.

Technology
Geographers have done relatively little direct research on
technology.

Yet in historical and cultural geography we might fruit-

fully examine not only the effects of technology on ecosystems or
landscapes, but also on social conditions such as freedom, which are of
vital concern to thinkers like Mesthene and Ellul.
Indeed the effects of technology on freedom will be considered
in a preliminary way here, with freedom being broadly defined as relatively uninhibited access to diverse opportunities.

The greater the

diversity and array of opportunities, the freer a man can be considered
to be.

Some scholars have defined freedom as mobility, which really is

only one vehicle to freedom, for many opportunities can be garnered in
more confined space through other means. Thus privacy can be considered
as a form of freedom which depends on some means of retreat from external stimuli, demands, and control, so that one can work and rest in accord
with one's own desires. Dignity can be thought of as freedom which depends on some means whereby individuals or groups wishing to do so can
enjoy a certain distance, grace, and respect from their fellows. Implicit in the foregoing discussion is the idea that freedom is a relative
thing.
Phrases such as "relatively uninhibited access" reflect the
problem of having to surrender some control in an attempt to provide for
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the desires of others.

c.12,000 B.P. - c.1750:

PRE-CAUCASIAN MAN

Ecology
How long man and his technology have been at work in the Banff
area is unknown, although he probably was present in an interglacial or
interstadial period preceding the retreat of the late Pinedale (Wisconsin) ice some 12,000 years B.P. A series of climatic fluctuations are
thought to have followed.

But these are identified primarily on the

basis of evidence from outside the study area; for example, the warmdry Altithermal of 8,000 - 4,000 B.P. Rutter has identified three
cirque levels in the Banff area and interpreted these as suggesting the
occurrence of several cool-wet and warm-dry periods during the last few
thousand years. Vegetation and pollen studies indicate a relatively
cool-wet period from about 1515 to 1825 A.D. How these climatic fluctuations compare in character and magnitude with those identified after
the establishment of weather stations in the 1880's is not known. Furthermore few stations have been operated in the Rockies, making it
dangerous to generalize for the Banff area.

Thomas has presented a

useful summary of climatic changes in historic times in the northern
plains area.
Many of the warm dry periods of the last several thousands of
years undoubtedly favoured fires which were ignited by lightning, and
by man for hunting, signalling and other purposes. The warm dry chinook
winds also must have promoted burning, even in mid-winter, by sublimating
the snow of the foothills zone, thereby exposing and drying the trees
and grass. Early fires undoubtedly caused a series of successional
changes in vegetation and so in wildlife and other elements of the
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ecosystem.

Over much of Banff National Park today burning is followed

by quick-growing, light-loving poplar and lodgepole pine which are
shaded out by the so-called climax of spruce and fir.
Archaeological and historic evidence shows that the preCaucasian plains fauna was rich both in kind and number.

Information is

less complete for the mountains, although some bison and elk subsisted
there in summer and other animals such as the Rocky Mountain sheep lived
there through the year.

These animals affected the landscape or eco-

system through numerous processes. Grazing and browsing by bison, elk
and deer affected the species composition and distribution of the grasslands, parklands and mountains.

In the plains area heavy bison grazing

frequently cut the grass close to the ground, leaving little food for
the horses of early traders and explorers.
Another important pre- and early-Caucasian faunal process was
erosion.

The bison cut deep trails while moving about for water and

other purposes.

These paths sometimes must have become the focus of run-

off and further erosion.

The bison also wallowed in silt and sand,

especially in spring when the loss of its pelage exposed the skin to
insects.

The resulting wallows often were fifteen to twenty feet wide

and forty feet long and could coalesce into overlapping basins stretching
for miles. Today, one hundred years after their last use wallows can
still be identified in parts of Banff National Park, for example, on the
Ya Ha Tinda Ranch in the upper Red Deer River valley.
Man certainly did not dominate the pre-Caucasian ecosystem.

In

fact, there is little evidence of year-round occupation of the Banff
area, the principal use apparently being hunting and collecting in summer by Indians of the adjoining plains and intermontane basins. Their
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numbers are difficult to estimate but were far less than those of the
bison and other animals. The population of the entire northern plains
at the time of Caucasian contact is said to have been about 200,000
people, mainly hunters and gatherers. Tribes such as the salmon-using
Carrier Indians, who lived west of the mountains, probably numbered in
the tens of thousands.
Strategies and Institutional
Arrangements
The Indians using the Banff area aimed at subsistence. There
was little trade with outside groups and pressure on wildlife and landscape was confined to that exerted by the local population. The
political arrangements among the plains Indians influenced the distribution and number of bison and other animals. The tribes occupied "general
localities" separated by buffer or neutral zones where hunting was only
done at risk of attack from nearby peoples. Animal numbers in these
zones consequently were relatively high.

The Banff area probably was a

major buffer zone between the plains and intermontane Indians until the
early nineteenth century.

Perceptions and Attitudes
Some Indians possessed attitudes which undoubtedly affected
animal numbers. For example an early white trader in the Bow Valley
area in 1792-93 reported that some of the plains natives knew little
about beaver killing, several "being so full of superstition as not even
to touch one and a great many of them will neither eat of them nor
suffer one of them to be brought into their tents." The plains and
intermontane people also were animistic.

Such folk are frequently said

to kill far fewer animals than members of less sensitive societies
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living at a greater psychological distance from nature. Nevertheless
the plains Indians are known to have killed hundreds of bison in animal
drives.

Certain of their beliefs seem to have favoured such action; for

example at least some Indians thought that bison came from beneath
certain prairie lakes and were inexhaustible.

Technology
The Indian mainstay, the bison, was killed in drives of two
basic types:

the pound, a roughly circular wooden enclosure into which

the animals were guided through long lines of rocks or other "dead men";
and the jump, a cliff over which the animals were rushed to injury and
death.

Scores of animals commonly were killed in a single drive. Few

animals were allowed to survive, a practice we would regard as wasteful.
The Indians justified the killing on the grounds that bison learned and
would lead others away in future if they were allowed to escape. The
Indians also stated that a pound could not be entered until all the
animals were dead.

The jump and pound were not as useful in winter when

the Indians tended to break up into small groups and run the bison, moose
and elk on snowshoes. At some early date the natives also invented
pemmican, thinly sliced and finely ground sun-dried meat mixed with fat
and sometimes with berries.

This nutritious food preserved well and

helped the natives survive food shortages at any time of the year.

Freedom
The following comments on human freedom in pre-Caucasian days
are preliminary,

being constrained by lack of detailed study and the

time to reflect on the way our own social and technical circumstances
cause us to perceive the concept.

The comments are made after the
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discussion of technology not just because tools are important influences
on freedom but also because strategies, institutional arrangements and
other significant variables have been discussed as well and can be
implicitly or explicitly considered at this point.
The natives obviously had opportunities for a variety of natural
experiences, many of which were pleasant ones.
of animals in a day.

They could see many kinds

They were physically, socially and psychologically

close to the trees, the grass, and the myriad prairie and alpine flowers.
The air was unsullied by sulphur fumes and other industrial pollutants
and often must have been very pure. However, those living near a buffalo
jump in early summer must have experienced something of the atmosphere
of a garbage dump, although the stench and life of decay may not have
been as noxious to the Indians as to us.
Much of the year the streams would be pure by our standards.
But in spring when the ice weakened many bison were drowned in streams
such as the Bow.

Thousands of broken and rotting carcasses lined the

banks and filled the water at this time. While living along the Red
River, near present day Winnipeg, the trader Alexander Henry the Younger
found the smell almost unbearable.

He was told by the Indians that the

same thing happened every year.
One questions whether many pre-Caucasian Indians experienced
much of what we would call privacy or dignity. Many persons lived in
one tent and the toil involved in cooking, maintaining camp, transporting
loads and other chores must have been heavy.

The Indians were also

subject to much discipline in some of their activities.

For example,

certain early white traders observed that guards of soldiers policed
the men who were involved in buffalo hunts.

Presumably, this was to
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minimize individual forays and maximize hunting returns for the group
as a whole.

Class distinctions and the ritual of plains culture must

have reduced individual choice and initiative. Of course, such initiative can be looked upon as disfunctional in a pedestrian society which
relied heavily for subsistence on cooperative hunting drives prior to
the coming of the Caucasian and the introduction of the horse.

THE EARLY EUROPEAN PERIOD:

c.1750 - c.1885

Ecology
The fur trade was the principal driving force behind initial
Caucasian penetration into the Benff National Park area. By the early
1770's Hudson's Bay Company and Montreal traders were competing along
the North Saskatchewan River valley.

Rocky Mountain House was estab-

lished on the North Saskatchewan at the base of the Rockies in about
1800 and some Metis passed through the northern part of the present
national park en route to the Columbia River that same year. Within
about ten years posts were established all along the Columbia.

Indian

and Metis hunters were trapping in the present park area by about the
mid-eighteenth century, if not earlier. When their hunting began to
cause depletion is not certain but white travellers in the 1840's reported lower numbers of beaver than in "days gone by." The members of
the British Exploring Expedition (1857 - 1860) recorded relatively
little sign of beaver near the park.

Bison also were scarce at this

time.
In 1849 gold was found in California and thousands of prospectors
spread through the west discovering the precious metal in the Cariboo,
the Kootenays, and present-day Montana about 1860. Waves of prospectors
then traversed the Rockies and foothills, working the gravels of the Bow
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and other nearby streams with little success. Many of the prospectors
were from the United States. Their activities and those of American
"whiskey" traders contributed to the government's decision to acquire
the Hudson's Bay Company territories in 1869 and to establish sovereignity over Rupert's Land.

Shortly thereafter the North-West Mounted

Police force was established to maintain law and order in the newly
acquired territory.

A mounted police post was established at Calgary,

about sixty miles east of the present national park, in 1875. The
Canadian Pacific Railway (C.P.R.) was constructed through the Rockies in
1883 and the era of permanent settlement began.

Strategies and Institutional
Arrangements
As a result of the lure of alcohol and other exotic goods the
Indians were incorporated into the fur trade and the commercial system
of the white man.

They became part of an economic strategy which iden-

tified wildlife or other elements of the ecosystem as resources for sale
in external markets in Europe, China and other parts of the world.

The

size of these markets, a strong interest in growth and profit, and other
factors such as competition, led to rapid changes in the ecosystem.

For

example in the late eighteenth century competing English and Canadian
traders on the North Saskatchewan reportedly depleted the beaver in the
vicinity of their posts in only seven years—although some "cream skimming" undoubtedly was involved here.
As is so often the case with the commercial system, lower yields
prompted changes in institutional arrangements. One such change was the
1821 amalgamation of the Hudson's Bay and the North West Companies in an
attempt to eliminate expensive competition and to increase profits. An
associated change was the introduction of sustained yield management.
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This system failed because of its unacceptability to the workers, or
trappers, and because the re-organized Hudson's Bay Company set aside
its conservation regulations in the southern plains and mountains when
it was faced with new competition from American traders who established
posts in the Upper Missouri River valley in 1830.

Perceptions and Attitudes
The newly arrived miners, independent traders and agriculturalists generally perceived the Indian, the wildlife and the landscape
much differently than the traders of older, larger enterprises such as
the Hudson's Bay Company.

In contrast to many of the big company traders

the prospectors appear to have been very careless with fire, caring
little for its effects on wildlife or vegetation.

Indeed it was the

vegetation which actually obscured the rocks in which they sought their
fortune.

And, while the early big company traders could hardly be said

to have liked the Indians, or vice versa, they did recognize that the
natives were their major source of fur and treated them accordingly.
Much effort was expended in worry about war and smallpox which reduced
trapping and profit.

In contrast, the Indians were viewed as a hindrance

by miners, farmers, ranchers and government officials who vigorously
tried to separate the natives from their land.
Technology
Many technological changes have not been studied thoroughly, an
exception being the introduction of the European horse which diffused
through the plains and intermontane basins in little more than 200 years
after the Spanish arrived in Mexico.

The horse was definitely superior

to the dog and travois, the older Indian modes of transport. Larger
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loads could be carried more quickly and for longer distances. More
wealth could be secured and living conditions improved.

For example,

larger tents could be used when carried by horse. This animal also increased hunting capability and placed more pressure on wildlife.

Hunting

parties found it easier to reach mountainous areas such as Banff. The
horse also made it possible to concentrate on tender bison cows at any
time of the year and so steadily reduce the breeding stock. This change
possibly marked the first step toward destruction

for the wild bison

and the pre-Caucasian ecosystem of which it was a basic part.
Other technological changes had very rapid effects on the landscape of the Banff area, notably the train.

Its ability to move vast

amounts of wheat and other goods generated much economic activity and
growth. Extensive coal mining operations were started at Canmore,
Anthracite and Bankhead, near present-day Banff townsite. Another major
consequence of the railroad was fire. Many early wood and coal burning
engines were poorly screened and ash falls frequently ignited fires
along the tracks in the 1880's, 1890's and early 1900's. Much spruce,
fir and other older tree growth was destroyed, with adverse effects on
wildlife and scenery.

Freedom
The introduction of the horse increased Indian freedom in a
number of ways.

People could travel longer distances and undergo a

greater variety of geographical experiences. Less discipline was necessary in a chase on horse than in a highly organized drive on foot. The
horse might be found by accident or else it was stolen by ambitious
young men, thereby providing for the acquisition of capital and for
vertical mobility.

The horse also increased the opportunity for privacy
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and undoubtedly prompted associated changes, for example, greater
sexual freedom.

But all these gains were short-lived, the Indians

being confined to reserves in the late 1870's and early 1880's.

THE EARLY PARK PERIOD:

1885 - 1945

Ecology
Several factors led to the establishment of Banff National Park.
First, there was the threat to landscape posed by miners and other
pioneers in the Bow River valley country.

Secondly hot springs were

discovered near what is now Banff townsite.

Thirdly, there was the

interest of the Canadian Pacific Railroad and the federal government in
promoting economic development throughout the west after the construction
of the transcontinental railroad.

These three threads came together in

1885 in proposals for a ten square mile public reserve to protect the hot
springs and provide for their recreational development. The small original
reserve was expanded into Rocky Mountains (later Banff) National Park in
1887.
Protection was weak in the early decades. Hunting was carried on
as sport and recreation for many years after the establishment of the
park.

The combination of this hunting pressure and the continuing

effects of fires, lumbering and other activities reduced the park fauna
to a low ebb about 1910. In 1917 hundreds of elk were imported from
Yellowstone in the United States and released in Banff Park.
In 1885-1945 various facilities were permitted or encouraged
to grow within the park, notably those related to recreation.

A major

facility was the townsite of Banff, established as a spa associated with
the hot springs and the original public reserve in 1885. The townsite
grew considerably in size and population up to World War II, with much
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residential development taking place before 1930, mainly as single
family dwellings, making for low population density and urban sprawl. A
variety of commercial enterprises were allowed to develop, many not being
essential to the enjoyment of the hot springs, the scenery, or the outdoors, but providing traditional rights of residence and livelihood that
now pose management problems.

(Fig. 2).

Another park facility that developed in association with as well
as independent of recreation was the transportation system.

Among the

early facilities provided by the C.P.R. and government were tote roads
for tourists. Many of these eventually were upgraded, hardtopped and
incorporated into the present road pattern.

The first auto road from

Banff to Calgary was constructed in 1914. Roads from Banff to Radium Hot
Springs and Yoho National Park were completed in 1923 and 1925 respectively.

The Banff-Jasper highway was completed in 1940.
Various types of recreational activities were encouraged in

Banff Park between 1885 and 1945. Many of these, such as hiking, mountain
climbing and back-country camping required trails and some isolated huts,
but otherwise had a relatively little impact on landscape. Citizen associations such as the Canadian Alpine Club and the

Canadian Youth Hostels

Association assisted with or undertook the construction, maintenance and
control of these facilities. Most recreational activity occurred in
summer. Winter recreation began to emerge in the late 1920's and early
1930's when ski runs were cut at Mt. Norquay.
Strategies and Institutional
Arrangements
Parks policy elaborated and evolved in a number of ways after the
establishment of Banff and other reserves in the late nineteenth century.
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Recreation and landscape protection were recognized as paramount and
interrelated uses, although the concept of landscape protection
initially involved little more than the setting aside of the hot springs
from the mainstream of pioneer settlement. Government aimed to control
land use and landscape change through such devices as a leasing rather
than a freehold system of land tenure. However long-term, perpetually
renewable leases were considered necessary to attract private investment
in the parks and this has tended to negate their value as a land use
control.
By the early 1900's Banff was one of a mosaic of parks and
forest reserves established by the federal government during the first
rush of western settlement.

In 1911 the Dominion Forest Reserves and

Parks Bill was passed to provide better organization and management of
this growing array of Crown land.

The forest reserves essentially were

to be multiple use areas where lumbering, mining, and other economic
activities would be permitted but where stress would also be placed on
the conservation of forests as future sources of wood and water supplies.
The national parks were to continue to serve as recreational areas but a
new policy emphasis emerged when, in debate on the Forest Reserves and
Parks Bill, the Minister of Interior, who was to be in charge of parks,
said that the national parks were not to be primarily places of business.
This principle undoubtedly was behind the gradual phasing out of mining
and other commercial operations in the national parks, although their
removal was aided by the uneconomic nature of some operations.

Under

the new Commissioner of Dominion Parks, J. B. Harkin, the protectionist
policy gradually increased in scope, with strong fire control practices
and improved wildlife management emerging in the years up to 1945.
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Burned-over areas became covered with lodgepole pine and poplar forests.
Elk, deer, mountain goat, and other animals were vigorously protected
by the expanding warden service.
In 1930 a significant change in institutional arrangements was
made when the control of the resources of Alberta and other western
provinces was turned over to the provincial governments by Ottawa. Included in the transfer were the Dominion forest reserves; but the
national parks remained in federal hands. The resulting division of
responsibility for what are often contiguous blocks of wild land has
become a fundamental barrier to the regional land management needed
today.

Perception and Attitudes
As the foregoing discussion implies, the perception of Banff and
other Canadian national parks as nature preserves slowly strengthened in
1885-1945.

But there were some interesting anomalies, which led to un-

foreseen management problems. Thus, on the one hand, the "gentle" elk,
deer, and sheep were viewed as desirable and managed accordingly.

On

the other hand a wildlife report of the 1880's recommended that "noxious"
creatures such as "wolves, coyotes, foxes, lynxes, skunks, weasels, wildcats, porcupines, and other animals be destroyed . . . ." The sweeping
nature of this negative view of predators modified somewhat in the next
four decades. Harkin and others gradually encouraged protection of animals such as the grizzly, even refusing a member of the English Royal
Family permission to shoot one in Banff in the 1930's.

The general

protection afforded to the ungulates and the tendancy to control predators such as the wolf contributed to some outstanding changes in wildlife
populations.

The elk which had been virtually eliminated by 1910
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multiplied to exceed 4,000 by the 1940's and began to browse heavily on
poplar, willow, and other shrub and tree growth.

Biologists were con-

sulted about this overgrazing and the result was the introduction of
control programs conducted by wardens. These programs have kept the elk
population at about 2,000 head ever since.

Technology
Technologically the outstanding change in Banff and other
national parks during 1885-1945 was the introduction of the automobile
which revolutionized transport to and in the park.

It led to the con-

struction of the many roads described earlier. As the auto dropped in
price and became available to more people, it changed the nature of
recreational demand and its social and environmental effects. The train
brought a relatively small number of the more well-to-do people from all
over the world.

The automobile gave regional recreationists from Calgary

and other nearby towns increasing access to the park for various lengths
of time throughout the year.

It also laid the park open to a large

influx of tourists from all over North America during the summer vacation
period.

Many of these effects and associated social and ecological

changes were not very noticeable, however, until after World War II,
when the opportunities offered by the auto were made widely available
through economic growth and rising incomes.

Freedom
The freedoms offered by the auto resemble those which came to
the Indian with the horse. An array of geographic experiences were
opened up to the people. The opportunity for privacy was much increased,
but the environmental costs were much greater than with the horse:
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destruction or damage to vegetation and wildlife; often unwanted changes
in scenery; the gradual development of a series of open sand and gravel
pits along the Bow Valley; noise, litter and other pollution, all of
which have contributed to increasing conflicts among users of the
national parks.

THE POST WORLD WAR II PERIOD
Ecology
The trends of the 1920's and 1930's have intensified and
elaborated since 1945 and brought a crisis in the use and management of
Banff National Park.

The war generated increases in population, indus-

try, incomes, leisure, technology, and mobility.

These changes have

intermeshed to produce exponential increases in recreational demand and
use of the parks.
Park.

In 1950-1951, 449,888 visitors came to Banff National

In the early 1970's this figure will reach four million. Most of

these auto-borne tourists seldom travel more than one mile from a road,
creating traffic, accommodation, crowding, and other problems and leading
to demand for more and better roads, motels, campsites, and other
facilities

(Fig. 3). The result has been the direct loss of an undeter-

mined amount of wild land, especially in the Bow Valley, and indirect
effects on vegetation, wildlife and the general character of much of the
park.

Strategies and Institutional
Arrangements
Many changes in strategies and institutional arrangements have
occurred in Banff and other Canadian national parks since 1945. A
planning unit began to grow within the National and Historic Parks Branch
in the 1950's.

The government also decided to try and change the lease
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system.

Lease holders had become accustomed to selling their buildings

or other improvements on the assumption that the government would
automatically grant a lease transfer as well.

Growing recreational

pressure meant that improvements were sold for far more than they were
worth, the real objective being control of the lease.

Under the new

government scheme all leases were to be 42 years. At their termination
the government could renew or recover the lease.

If they received no

renewal, commercial lease holders would not be compensated for improvements, but residential leaseholders would receive fair market value for
their homes or other improvements.

The proposed system was challenged

in the courts by some lease holders and the Canadian Supreme Court upheld their appeal.
Another element of the new planning was the development of
master plans for Banff and other national parks. The initial plans
were prepared almost exclusively on the basis of economic and engineering studies, a relatively small amount of research being done on the
environmental effects of the proposed developments chiefly roads. A
zoning system was established which now includes five land use categories:
intensive; outdoor recreation; natural environment; wilderness recreation;
and special areas. The first four zones accommodate recreational activities in decreasing order of environmental impact.

The special zones

contain unusual or very valuable physical and cultural features, such
as important grizzly bear range or settlement sites of early man.
Another very important policy development of the 1960's was the
preparation and submission to the Canadian Parliament of a detailed
statement of National Parks Policy.

This set of guidelines was con-

sidered a necessary supplement to the general provisions of the National
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Parks Act of 1930, given the economic, social, technical, and
recreational changes that had occurred since that time.

Zoning arrange-

ments and other management changes were assisted by the issuing of the
policy.
On the other hand the policy is marked by qualified or generally
worded statements that have led to disagreement.

For example, the basic

purpose of the national parks is said to be "to preserve for all time
areas which contain significant geographical, geological, biological, or
historic features as a national heritage for the benefit, education, and
enjoyment of the people of Canada." What kind of management is implied
in the word, "preserve"?

What is a "significant" geographical, bio-

logical, or other feature?
The strength of the preceding policy statement seemingly is
increased by a following clause which notes that:

"The provision of

urban-type recreational facilities is not part of the basic purpose of
National Parks.

Such recreational facilities in harmony with the pur-

pose and preservation of a park may be introduced as required to meet
recreational needs; but always so as to minimize impairment and not at
all if substantial impairment is inevitable."
type" recreational facility?

But what is an "urban-

What does "in harmony" mean?

one distinguish between "demands" and "needs"?

How does

Improvements undoubtedly

can be made in the National Parks Policy but problems of interpretation
will continue to arise with growing recreational, technical, and other
land use pressures.

This raises the basic question of how and by whom

these interpretations should be made in future.

Perception and Attitudes
Two basic sets of perceptions and attitudes have developed in
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the last ten years or so. On the one hand are the many administrators,
planners, and members of the public who view the post-war recreational
surge as a demand that the national parks had to accommodate through
development.

Growth is seen as inevitable and basically good.

It

attracts tourists, generates foreign exchange and stimulates business and
employment generally.

Another important perception is that of wilder-

ness wherein large parts of the national parks remain isolated, roadless
areas little changed by the activities of man. This perception has been
given official recognition in the United States Wilderness Act of 1964,
which permits designation of

areas in national parks, forest reserves,

and wildlife refuges for such use.

Indeed wilderness is recognized as

having a number of uses, including hiking, back-country camping, photohunting, and other recreation requiring few

or no facilities and so

causing relatively little landscape change.

Such wilderness recreation

also is seen as compatible with other park uses, such as the protection
of vegetation, wildlife or entire ecosystems. Wilderness areas therefore
constitute resources for research and environmental or outdoor education.

The concept of wilderness also has been interpreted as challenging

the attitude that usefulness must be determined anthropoeentrically
Other life forms are seen as deserving of respect independent of their
real or imagined value to man.
Linked with the idea of wilderness is the growing tendency to
see things ecologically, as interrelated
the ecosystem.

parts of a functioning whole--

Thus fire is perceived, on the one hand, as destructive

of vegetation and scenery and necessary of control. But, on the other
hand, fire control can lead to transformation of forage conditions and
so of animal life and other elements of the ecosystem.

Fires are
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therefore seen as necessary for the maintenance of certain types of
park landscapes.
This idea leads, in turn, to the era and evolutionary concepts,
managerial or professional perceptions designed to deal with a changing
ecosystem, various manifestations (landscapes) of which are valued by
man.

In the mid-1960's Luna Leopold and some American colleagues recom-

mended that the desirable national park landscape was that extant when
the white man arrived.

Park managers in Canada are beginning to preserve

such era landscapes and also to recognize evolutionary ones in which
change is allowed to proceed without regard to any specified landscape
goal.

Technology
A comprehensive discussion of the accelerating growth of
technology within Banff Park since 1945 is not possible.

Potentially

important machines such as snowmobiles and other all terrain vehicles
have been used in the park and have caused safety, noise, litter, and
other problems that can only be acknowledged.

Attention will be

focused on two aspects of technology--roads and the proposed Village
Lake Louise--as examples of the nature and scale of modern technological
impact on Banff National Park.
The thrust to the automobile by planners and the public during
the 1950's and 1960's led to proposals for the extensive road system
shown in Figure 4, which aimed to spread traffic and open new scenery
to the tourist, but in doing so would have transformed the park. A
comparison with Figures 2 and 3 illustrates how fast the roads, campsites and other facilities have grown since 1930 and helps put the 1971
proposals in perspective.

A five mile wide corridor has been drawn
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alongside the roads to show how large areas of the park are made
accessible to recreation and so to disturbance by the growth of the
transport system.
Like earlier ones, the new roads were to be built on the valley
bottoms where economic and engineering costs are usually low, but where
social and environmental costs are high, in terms of increased risk of
collision with animals or destruction of wildlife habitat. Many of the
proposed roads were to be built into isolated parts of the park, thereby
opening up new terrain to the tourist, but also damaging or destroying
the physical resources that give the park much of its character and
attract recreationists.

A prime example is the proposed road through

the upper Red Deer River valley, an area that largely escaped the fires
and pioneering activities of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.

The upper Red Deer contains extensive tracts of older spruce

and other climax vegetation, as well as archaeological, wildlife, and
other resources of value for recreational, educational, and scientific
purposes.

However, the Red Deer and other proposed roads have been can-

celled as a result of evidence and opinion presented at public hearings
held on the proposed master plan for Banff in Calgary in the spring of
1971.
The Village Lake Louise project is an outgrowth of 1950's planning in that it represents a marriage of the concept of a Visitor
Services Centre and an interest in developing a winter sports program.
A Visitor Services Centre would offer gas, motels, and other facilities
to the tourist, but would be small and so avoid the leasing, land use
and other problems posed by large townsites such as Banff. A winter
sports program would meet anticipated recreational needs, help balance
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business seasonally and earn valuable foreign exchange.
Initially the Lake Louise Services Centre was to be on the valley floor where some hotel and other services had been available for
years.

The government installed sewage and other municipal services

there in the 1960's and then followed traditional practice by calling
for bids for further development from free enterprise.

These were not

forthcoming, in part because the site was relatively cool and shaded.
Eventually a proposal was received for the development of the lower
site and an upper, sunnier, west-facing one. The latter would house
Village Lake Louise, essentially a ski resort modelled on others located
outside national parks in the United States and Europe. The village
would be built in three stages on a relatively small site, but within a
750 square mile planning area where the development company apparently
would have considerable influence on land use and landscape change. The
development ultimately would consist of housing for 3,000 visitors and
2,500 staff and 1,300 visitors and 1,200 staff at the upper and lower
sites respectively, with hundreds of campsites also being available in
the area.

Restaurants, bars, drug stores, supermarkets, specialty

shops, schools, churches, a clinic, a theatre, and a variety of other
facilities would be constructed to meet the needs and desires of the
staff and visitors.
The plans for Lake Louise were presented at a public hearing in
Calgary in March, 1972. What the balance between support and opposition
was is impossible to say, although most participants apparently objected
to the project in its proposed form. Many saw economic advantages in
the project.

Some stressed that the facilities would provide healthy

outdoor activity for many people, notably the young.

Objections were
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Figure 2. Facilities development in Banff National Park, 1930.
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Figure 3. Facilities development in Banff National Park, 1960.
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Figure 4. Facilities development in Bantt National Park, 1971.
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made on a number of grounds, a major one being that Village Lake Louise
was a fundamental violation of national parks policy. Thus the project
was seen as an urban entity, with buildings possibly as high as twelve
stories and a permanent population of about 3,700 people, only a few
hundred less than the nearby problem townsite of Banff.

An unknown

amount of low cost housing is provided for in the plans, but the project
has been seen as basically for the well-to-do, with incomes in excess of
$10,000 per year.

Some critics viewed the project as a major money-

making enterprise, a commercial venture, in much the same way as a
nineteenth century mining operation.

It was also pointed out that

profits would be diverted to Imperial Oil, a major stockholder in Village Lake Louise Ltd., a Canadian subsidiary of Mobil Oil of the United
States.
Opponents of the Lake Louise project also contend that its
effects on landscape and ecosystem would be considerable and that they
have been inadequately studied.

The village would create major changes

in the scenery of the upper Bow Valley which is still essentially wild
and unurbanized.
ment services.

The village would have a high level of sewage treatBut the project is a staged one and there is nothing in

the proposals to ensure that desirable treatment levels would be maintained throughout its construction.
What impact would skiing and summer hiking by thousands of
visitors have on alpine meadows and other vegetation in the Louise area?
The rare grizzly is relatively numerous there; human contacts with the
animal would be expected to increase as would calls for its control or
elimination.

Nothing is said about the source of aggregates and other

building materials in the plans.

Presumably these would be obtained, as
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in the past, in the Lake Louise area which is already marked by many
sand and gravel pits.*

Freedom
The freedoms enjoyed by users of Banff National Park have
changed considerably since 1945.

Improved transport and other facilities

have made it possible for more people to see more of the park than ever
before.

But increases in the types and amount of recreational use have

also promoted conflicts among users and curtailed freedoms enjoyed for
decades.

Thus, the snowmobile is regarded by many as a noisy and dan-

gerous intrusion which interferes with the use of trails by crosscountry skiers and snowshoers and causes unwanted changes in landscape.
The rising number of automobiles, tourists, and associated facilities

*Editors'
Canada's national
decision that the
Visitors' Service
be approved." In

note. On July 12, 1972 the minister responsible for
parks came to Calgary "to announce the government's
proposal by Village Lake Louise Limited for the
Centre at Lake Louise in Banff National Park will not
his prepared speech, the minister added that:

A Visitors' Service Centre of the size, type and
location proposed would have far reaching consequences for
Banff National Park. It is our judgment that the project
as planned is too large and could result in an undue concentration of visitors and residents in this area. At
present no reliable objective measurement has been
developed which will predict with certainty the impact
of human use. Where there is room for doubt priority
must be given to park values; and we must err on the
side of park protection. It has not been established to
our satisfaction that a project of this nature would be
consistent with an acceptable level of environmental
impairment.
The minister noted, however, that'the basic problem of meeting the essential needs of the increasing number of visitors to this area in a
sensible, coordinated, orderly and compatible manner remains." The "most
urgent services required to meet essential needs will be provided through
controlled development on the valley floor." Developments undertaken
since July 12, 1972 have included facilities on the upper, west-facing
site. Thus the problem of coming to terms with the accumulative growth
of various facilities in Banff National Park still has to be resolved.
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has caused conflicts with wilderness people who feel that they are slowly
losing the opportunity to enjoy the solitude and the mental and physical
challenge of living for even a short time in a non-technical environment.
On the other hand opposition to the introduction of more technology
often results in complaints by tourists and facilities-oriented users
that their freedoms are being assailed.

Thus, if a majority of park

visitors use the automobile, and if a new road will open up new terrain
or scenery, it is said to be undemocratic not to do so.

On the other

hand, the user public consists of many small groups and individuals whose
recreational preferences change in space and time so that this rather
gross view of the democratic process has definite limitations as a
decision-making mechanism.

Other curtailments of freedom include the

introduction of the zoning system which prohibits people from building
facilities or carrying out certain activities in areas where they were
accustomed to doing so in the past.

TRENDS AND ASSESSMENT
On the basis of the preceding discussion certain trends can be
recognized in Banff National Park.

Some assessment also can be made of

the future implications of these changes, notably those relating to
technology.
1)

Recreation, the original basic reason for the establishment

of the park has grown enormously, particularly in the last fifteen years
and could continue to increase at least at the present national rate
of about ten per cent annually indefinitely.
2)

The types of recreation in the park have multipled as well,

notably those with a high technological orientation.
3)

The growth of recreational demand and technology has become
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a major source of landscape change in recent years, not only directly
through the construction of roads, campsites, trailer camps, ski runs,
parking lots, and the like, but also through indirect processes such as
aggregate mining.

There are suggestions that these changes may slow

in future. The cancellation of the proposed major road system and some
restrictions recently imposed on snowmobiling are possibly examples of
this trend.

A prime influence in effecting such changes have been

organized citizens' conservation groups.
4) The growth of recreation has helped foster protectionism
in Banff National Park.

Fire and other controls have been introduced

over the years and mining largely eliminated.

The protectionist policies

were generally introduced without close study of their ecological effects, for example, the long-term impact of fire control on wildlife.
The Parks Branch still has no recognized structure for the development
and examination of policy in scientific terms, for example, a scientific
advisory committee.
5) Many changes in strategies and institutional arrangements
have occurred over the years. But certain policies have persisted, one
being a commitment to private enterprise in the development of recreational facilities and services. The present intermeshing of government
and business enterprise is generating the technological means, notably
the use of the large jet plane; the cheap group travel rates; and the
advertising that will attract thousands of visitors from the United
States, Europe, and Japan in the near future.
6) The involvement of the non-business public in the management
of Banff and other national parks has been very small until recently,
except for the occasional hearing held by the parliamentary select
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committee on national parks. In the last few years, however, public
hearings on proposed national park master plans have provided an opportunity for public response. Large numbers have taken advantage of it
and some changes have subsequently been made in proposed plans. But
the public essentially has been asked to react to agency planning rather
than participate in it.
7) Through the years the federal government has planned and
managed Banff largely independently of the surrounding provinces and
municipalities, and vice versa.

In the proposed master plan for Banff

the delimitation of wilderness zones was done without regard for the distribution of wilderness areas or other land uses on adjoining public
land in Alberta.

An array of gas stations and other facilities have

been permitted to develop in a ribbon along the Trans-Canada Highway
near the park.

Strip coal mining recently has been allowed on provin-

cial land adjoining Banff.

Furthermore, through the years Alberta has

invested relatively little money in the development of a provincial park
system and particularly of facilities-oriented recreational areas near
Banff which might divert growing recreational and technological pressure
away from the national park.
8)

Perceptions and attitudes toward the use of Banff National

Park obviously have changed in many ways through the years. Until
recently almost all forms of recreation were perceived positively.

But

the public hearings on the proposed Banff Master Plan revealed strong
wilderness and ecologically-oriented attitudes.

Some participants dis-

criminated between types of recreation and talked of the need to control
technologically-oriented recreation, as well as the need to carry out the
studies necessary for the establishment of carrying capacities and
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other limitations on recreational use.

Banff and other national

parks also were seen as important, but inadequately developed scientific
and educational resources.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS
1)

There is a need for a detailed study of the National Park

Act and the National Park Policy and the issuing of new legislation and
a new policy consistent with current park conditions and the social needs
of at least the immediate future.

While any new legislation and policy

will have to consist in part of general guidelines, it should be as
specific as possible regarding permissible types and levels of recreation and technology as well as educational, scientific, and other
possible land uses within national parks.

The legislation and the

policy should reflect a systems approach to recreation and the use of
public land.

The role of the national parks in the spectrum of Canadian

recreational and related land uses should be defined as precisely as
possible.

The legislation should contain provisions like those in the

United States Wilderness Act:

for example if certain land use stan-

dards are met in wild areas under provincial control, these areas might
quality for wilderness designation and some federal assistance.
2)

The legislative and policy changes should be introduced only

after the convening of a strong committee representing the major
interest groups, the preparation of detailed background reports by
experts, and the holding of information meetings and public hearings.
3)

A citizens' advisory group and a scientific advisory com-

mittee should be established immediately to assist with increasingly
complex planning and management problems and provide for information and
opinion from the public at an early stage in planning.
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4)

The policy of providing facilities and services more or

less exclusively through private enterprise should be re-examined.
Careful consideration should be given to government construction and
operation of certain facilities and services in the interests of minimizing environmental impact, controlling large-scale corporate-type
advertising, and giving more than token attention to the provision of
low to medium cost facilities in Banff and other parks. Cooperative
units of the Youth Hostel type should be encouraged by government and
open to all, with the number of users and environmental impact being
controlled in the same way as with other facilities.
5) A more comprehensive interpretation and environmental education program should be developed in Banff and other national parks. The
parks should be used to a greater degree as educational resources by
schools in Calgary and other areas. Use of Banff National Parks is low
in fall, winter, and spring so that high levels of education use could
be accommodated without creating the environmental impact problems which
arise with heavy summer recreational use. Federal financial and technical assistance should be available for interpretation and environmental
education programs.

Such educational programs seem a most appropriate use

of a national park landscape and will contribute to the training of the
specialist and to public understanding of environmental issues.
6) Detailed environmental impact statements should be prepared
and made available to advisory committee members and the public for
criticism and response prior to any major technological or land use change
in Banff or other national parks. Such statements should present as much
information as possible on the impact of a change on safety, social
conditions, and the national park landscape.
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7) Banff and other national parks should be managed on a
regional basis. A mechanism more effective than the current FederalProvincial Parks Conferences should be introduced as soon as possible.
Special Environment Planning Areas might be created for landscapes like
those in and near Banff National Park.

Coordinating Councils for these

Areas could consist of representatives of major concerned government
agencies and public interest groups.

CONCLUSION
The concept of the national park was initiated in the United
States in the 1870's and has diffused throughout the world.

In Canada,

as elsewhere, the concept has evolved with changing social, technical,
and environmental circumstances.

Initially the protectionist idea was

feeble and oriented to geological and scenic features, but it has grown
to encompass entire ecosystems. The evolution of protectionism has
largely depended on the finances provided by recreation, the basic
reason for the creation of Banff and many other national parks. Through
the years commercial and technical activities such as mining and lumbering have been eliminated.

But recreation has become more machine and

profit-oriented and visitor numbers have risen greatly.

The result has

been increasing landscape and social change, including the employment of
land use controls and the spatial curtailment of some traditional
freedoms in order to maintain niches for as many as possible. More such
changes will occur in future, notably the setting of carrying capacities
throughout the national parks.
In the context of the thinking of Mesthene and others, technology
in Banff and other national parks definitely has surged ahead of
thought about its social and environmental consequences. Indeed
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technology has taken on a force that belies the idea of gradual evolution
as expressed in Mesthene's third view of technology.

The use or with-

holding of technology is a basic determinant of the character of vegetation, wildlife, and other elements of the park ecosystem.

Man is

clearly dominant, a fundamental control of the energy that shapes the
system, and a manager in spite of himself.
Mesthene's third view of technology may have some validity in the
European context, where the long evolution of western culture "civilized"
the land and the people long ago.

In the New World, however, there has

been a sharp change in about two hundred years from a conservative stone
age culture through an inventive pioneering rural to an elaborating
urban and technical one, making the effects of the machine on land,
society, and freedom more profound and obvious.
The effects of technology in Banff and other national parks
reflect elements of Mesthene's first two views of technology.

Thus

technology has contributed much that is good, by providing the means to
control fires, protect vegetation, reintroduce and manage elk and other
wildlife, and maintain wildness.

Technology also has provided the means

whereby many people can enjoy and learn from these things.
But in recent years in particular technology has had many unforeseen effects and promises to change the landscape in ways that will
reduce beneficial and enjoyable recreational, educational, and scientific
opportunities now offered by the wilder landscapes.

It is therefore

necessary that technology come under close scrutiny in Banff and other
national parks as also should its relations with commerce and with the
concepts of "growth" and "profit." The discrimination between technologically or facilities-oriented and environmentally or resources-oriented
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recreation is a vital one, as yet insufficiently recognized by national
and international resource and conservation organizations. Detailed
studies may show that there is justification for regional and national
differences in national parks policy on technology.

But the per-

petuation of a simplistic "single use" notion of recreation in
Canadian national parks is no longer acceptable.
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